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We are looking for passionate women to become part of our Lady Rose business and family.  Earn 
your own income while working from home.  As the owner of Lady Rose, my heart is to raise up 
and train business women according to the scripture in Proverbs.
Proverbs 31:16 (Amplified Bible): “She considers a field before she buys or accepts it [expanding 
her business prudently]; with her profits she plants fruitful vines in her vineyard.”

I believe that there is a business woman inside every woman.  The Proverbs 31 woman is a 
virtuous woman and capable of many things.  She loves Jesus most of all, but she is also a wife to 
her husband, a mother to her children, and a business woman.  According to the Word of God, in 
this description of a woman, God placed all these qualities inside of us.  By selling our Lady Rose 
health and beauty products, that I have carefully developed over the last few years, you can earn 
your own income and spread the Word of God.  If you are interested in joining our Lady Rose 
family and would like to find out more, please contact our head office on 010 593 2753 or send an 
e-mail to Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za.

Many blessings,
Linda Chuter - Lady Rose CEO & Founder 
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Total monthly sales that Lady Rose invoices the agent for
(This �gure is inclusive of VAT)

CREDIT BONUS TO AGENT
(Inclusive of VAT)

Business Owner Bonus

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
* All bonuses will be loaded as credit onto the agent’s account.
* All credit on the account is only valid for 1 month.
* Any order to the value of R 1 500.00 (incl. of VAT) or more, will be couriered for FREE anywhere   
   in South Africa.



APOSTOLIC AND 
PROPHETIC MINISTRY
Ephesians 2:6 (Amplifi ed)
And He raised us up together with Him [when we believed] and seated us with Him in the heavenly places, 
[because we are] in Christ Jesus.

Quinton and Linda Chuter are the founders of Barach Tamid International Ministries, which was established in February 2015 in 
Hartbeespoort (a town in the North West province of South Africa, approximately 60 km outside Johannesburg).  Quinton and Linda’s 
relationship with Jesus Christ began in 2000.  Together they have been actively involved in ministry since then, throughout Africa and 
other countries worldwide.  They were trained and ordained as pastors under the guidance of Tamid International Ministries.

The name Barach Tamid is Hebrew and was given to Linda in two separate visions.  In the Hebrew language, barach means “to bless” 
and tamid means “never ending or ceasing” or “without stopping”.  These words are divinely signifi cant to the scripture:  
Genesis 12-1-3 (on which this ministry is anchored), “…and in you ALL the nations of the earth shall be blessed”.

Barach Tamid International Ministry is an apostolic and prophetic ministry.  Quinton operates under the apostolic mantle and 
Linda under the prophetic mantle, with a teaching anointing.  Together they minister as a unit under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.  
Recently they have started a training course, Purifi ed Seven Times Over (written by Linda) wherein they teach and equip the Body of 
Christ to live a life of holiness in and through Christ, and to operate out of a position where the members of the Body of Christ are 
seated with Christ in heavenly places.  In this course they teach the Body to take up their rightful position and authority in Christ.

The heart of their ministry is to equip and restore the Body of Christ, and to rebuild the Church on the truthful foundation of the Word 
of God.  They have a passion to see families restored by teaching them to function as a unit according to the Word of God, and as a 
result of that, to impact the world as a unit for the Kingdom of God and raise up a new generation of leaders.

Lady Rose Women’s Ministry functions under the umbrella of Barach Tamid and their purpose is to bring healing and restoration in the 
hearts of women by helping them to fi nd their identity and purpose in Christ.  

Contact: quinton@barachtamid.co.za    |    Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za
and visit our websites Barachtamid.co.za  |  www.Ladyrose.co.za

    

    

New edition - available 1 March 2022
To order your copy contact us today! Limited stock available.

Order online at our website - www.Ladyrose.co.za; or e-mail us at - Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za; or 
phone us on - 010 593 2753.
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Have a look at our magazine subscription options
on our website at www.ladyrose.co.za
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RSA Retail Price R55
Other Countries R48.25 excl. vat

Genesis 28:3-4
May God Almighty bless you, 
And make you fruitful and multiply you,
That you may be an assembly of peoples;
And give you the blessing of Abraham,
To you and your descendants with you ...
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Revelation 3:18 (New King James Version)

“18 I counsel you to buy from Me gold refi ned in the fi re, that you may be rich; and white garments, 
that you may be clothed, that the shame of your nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your 

eyes with eye salve, that you may see.”
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ABOUT US 
Proverbs 31:10-31:  n e cellent woman one who is s iritual, ca able, intelligent, and virtuous , who is he who can fi nd her  er 
value is more recious than ewels and her worth is far above rubies or earls.”

Lady Rose – Gift from God - Women in Ministry
Magazine and Ministry: Through the pages of the magazine, we want to impart restoration in the identity of women. We teach 
women the truth of the Word and empower them to be an influence for the Kingdom of God. We minister across nations at 
women’s conferences, and we also host our own conferences. Our heart’s desire is to bring inspiration to women straight from 
the Word of God. Lady Rose Ministry falls under the umbrella of Barach Tamid International Ministries.
We want to make an impact in the media to teach women that their identity is not on the outside, but on the inside. We aim to 
bring a fresh view to the media and the influence it has on women. Currently, the media’s focus is to make women aware of their 
physical beauty; we want to make women aware of their inner beauty and their purpose in Christ.

Lady Rose – Beauty Inside out - Women in Business (Proverbs 31)
A woman’s value is found in the Truth of the Word and the Heart of the Father. It is Linda’s desire to lead women into that intimate 
place with Abba and to enable them to receive their healing from the Hands of a loving God. Furthermore she enables them to 
fi nd their destinies in Him, teaching women in Business and training them to have influence in the marketplace for the Kingdom of 
God. Proverbs 31:10 -31 – The foundation of Lady Rose was established on this Passage of Scripture – Women of Virtue.

MANDATE
The mandate God gave Lady Rose is to impact the media and the Health and beauty industry. These are two powerful industries 
that satan has defi led with his plans and schemes. The media has a very powerful influence across the globe and satan took 
hold of it. Satan uses the media and produces false images on what a marriage should look like, how a woman should dress or 
what is fashionable etc. These things tend to form our identities and influence the way we see ourselves when our identities are 
not secure and rooted in Christ Jesus and His Word. The media and beauty industries promote beauty in a false sense and bring 
many other negative influences into our homes. God gave us, as Lady Rose, a platform to have an influence in these industries, 
and our desire is to honour Him in all we do and reveal the Truth of His Word so that His people can be set free.

WHOLENESS THROUGH WELLNESS:
To be whole and function to your full potential you need to be well in all three areas of your being:
Body: What we consume through our skins is equally as important as what we consume through our mouths.  Our physical 
health cultivates certain emotions and thoughts which cause a reaction in our soul dimension.  A lot of the beauty and health 
products out there contain ingredients which are harmful to our bodies. By offering 100% pure essential oils, skincare and 
fragrances, with no harmful ingredients, we strengthen the immune system to better fi ght illness and disease.
Soul:  What we see (read & watch) and hear (listen to) has a great influence on how we think about things. Our thought patterns 
and emotions have a great influence on our physical and spiritual well-being. By teaching the truth about God’s ways and walking 
in His light - identity, family values and relationships are strengthened. We restore hope through real life testimonies, cultivate 
positive thought patterns and share prophetic teachings.
Spirit: Spiritual distance or lack of spiritual intimacy leads to certain emotions and thoughts in the soul dimension which can be 
the root cause of a wide range of infi rmities. Our aim is restoration by creating a platform to receive inner healing and experience 
spiritual growth. 

TAKE HANDS WITH US
Lady Rose consists of two entities:  The Business and the Ministry.  We need the business to fi nancially support the ministry so 
we can continue to distribute our magazine and bring the Word of God to households in South Africa and other parts of the world. 
By becoming a Lady Rose Agent, you accept and embrace our mandate and support us in growing our business and spreading 
the fragrance of the gospel. By investing in our products, you support the ministry and become part of the rose spreading the 
fragrance of God.

If you would like to take hands with us and expand the Kingdom of God you can contact us at Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za and we 
will gladly assist you with all the details.

ABOUT
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If you are reading this magazine and you have never given 
your heart to our Lord Jesus Christ, I pray that the Holy 
Spirit will stir your heart to invite Jesus into your life. He is 
the only One that can save, heal and deliver you. His blood 
was suffi cient for all sins and transgressions and He is 
waiting with open arms to receive you as His child into His 
Kingdom.

If the Holy Spirit is tugging at your heart, pray this prayer 
right there where you are.  Then ask the Holy Spirit to lead 
you to a Bible based church where you can become a part 
of His family and grow in your relationship with Him.

Sinner’s prayer unto salvation:

God our Father, I believe that out of Your infi nite love You 
have created me. In a thousand ways I have shunned Your 
love. I repent for each and every one of my sins. 

Please forgive me. Thank You for sending Your Son to die 
for me, to save me from eternal death. I choose this day to 
enter into (renew my) covenant with You and to place Jesus 
at the centre of my heart. 

I surrender to Him as Lord over my whole life. I ask You now 
to flood my soul with the gift of the Holy Spirit so that my 
life may be transformed. Give me the grace and courage to 
live as a disciple in Your Church for the rest of my days. 

In Jesus’ name I pray, Amen.
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 ong of Solomon 2:13-15

 he fi g tree uts forth her green 
 fi gs, nd the vines with the 
tender gra es ive a good smell.

ise u , my love, my fair one,
nd come away ”

This edition is very close to my heart, 
in a time of so many uncertainties only 
one thing remains pure, true and gives 
us security – the love of Yashua for His 
precious bride. He is calling us in to a 
place of deep and complete surrender. 
He is calling us to come up higher and 
come away with Him.

Beloved Bride now is the time to prepare 
your hearts and not grow weary in the 
waiting, like doves’ eyes you have to fi x 
your eyes only on your beloved – Yashua 
Messiah. This is an hour to guard your 
heart and keep your lamps full. Do 
not let your love grow cold because of 
weariness. This world will fade away, but 
His love will endure forever.

Arise and shine beautiful ones – this is 
the time and the hour to manifest His 
Kingdom on earth as in heaven.

Much love and many blessings,  
Linda Chuter

Lady Rose    
CEO and founder

EDITOR’S NOTE

6 | Lady Rose | Women

My prayer is as you read through each 
article – I ask the Holy Spirit to minister 
to your heart, to restore hope to those 
who need hope – flood your hearts 
with love for those who need love. May 
He reveal His deep and hidden secrets 
to you and show you many great and 
unsearchable things concerning the 
times and the seasons and reveal the 
deep mysteries of His heart as you 
respond to His call to “Come up higher”

Jeremiah 33:2-4
Amplifi ed Bible

  hus says the  ord who made the 
earth, the  ord who formed it to 
establish it the  ord is is name,   ‘Call 
to Me and I will answer you, and tell 
you and even show you  great and 
mighty things, things which have been 
confi ned and hidden , which you do 
not know and understand and cannot 
distinguish.”

S



Why use Lady Rose fragrances?
In our fragrances we use only the best natural ingredients and 
pure essential oils and blend them together. Our fragrances get 
absorbed into the bloodstream through the skin and the pure 
essential oils have a large range of health benefi ts. When using 
our fragrances you do not only enjoy your favourite scent, but you 
are benefi ting your health as well.

Coming Soon! Our fragrances will soon 
be available at a participating Arrie Nel 
Pharmacy near you!
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 Peter 2: 9 KJV: “ ut ye are 
 a chosen generation, a royal  
 riesthood, an holy nation, a
  eculiar eo le; that ye should 
shew forth the raises of him who hath 
called you out of darkness into his 
marvellous light;”

The term for sanctifi cation as used in 
the New Covenant is “Hagiasmos” and 
this term means to be set apart from 
all else and dedicated for Yahweh, the 
sanctifi cation of the heart and life. We 
must have a heart that repents from sin 
and be obedient to our Heavenly Father. 

During the December holiday, I was 
pondering on the words “to be set apart 
for our Bridegroom”; we are in the world 
but not of the world.

John 15:18-19 KJV: If the world hate 
you, ye know that it hated me before it 
hated you. If ye were of the world, the 
world would love his own  but because 
ye are not of the world, but I have chosen 
you out of the world, therefore the world 
hateth you.”

 I have been hearing the words in my 
spirit “eagles fly alone they don’t flock with 
pigeons”; we are called to be set apart to 
be holy as Abba is holy and to reflect His 
character. We can’t be like a chameleon 
that changes colour to blend in with 
different types or groups of people that 
react in a worldly manner. It is a very 
dangerous time to be lukewarm, there 
is so much deception, we need to draw 
close to Yeshua and be set apart during 
this time.

This scripture in the book of Timothy 
comes to mind.

2 Tim 2:3 KJV: for men shall be lovers 
of their own selves, covetous, boasters, 

roud, blas hemers, disobedient to 
arents, unthankful, unholy, 

We are seeing this behaviour in the world 
today, and sadly many are not realising 
the times that we are in.

In this season we need to focus on our 
King, we must persevere and endure 
ensuring that we are running this race 
staying on the narrow path. We need 
to be awake, praying and fasting as the 
Ruach Hakodesh (Holy Spirit) guides 
us. The time is now for Abba’s children 

to abide in Yeshua, to have a steadfast 
relationship with our King, to be obedient 
to Him and to hear Him clearly, as 
prophesy unfolds in front of our eyes, we 
need to take up our armour and shine 
His light. 

1 John 1:5 KJV: his then is the 
message that we have heard of im, and 
declare unto you, that od is light, and in 

im is no darkness at all.”

1 Peter 1:15-16 KJV: “ But as e which 
hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in 
all manner of conversation; ecause it is 
written, e ye holy; for I am holy.”

I received this word in the early hours of 
the 21st of December, “My child the time 
is upon you now, for I go forth and I will 
judge each one according to their deeds, 
good or evil. It is I the Lord, the Holy one of 
Israel speaking my judgements are fair for 
I am a righteous God. Tell my people and 
share this word, I will protect My own. My 
child you are hearing Me clearly, stay under 
My wings of protection, and stay focused 
on My holy word, the time has come, I will 
shake everything that can be shaken.”

During the night I kept hearing 
judgement and I have had the almond 
blossoms and the colour pink in my 
Spirit. Abba gave me the understanding 
of all of this and reminded me of the 
shield with the number 111 from a 
previous dream that I received on the 
11th of December.  The Ruach Hakodesh 
led me to Jeremiah 1 and Jude 1:11. 
The whole chapter of Jeremiah 1 is 
applicable as well as the book of Jude.

1 Peter 4:17 KJV: “For the time is come 
that judgment must begin at the house 
of God: and if it fi rst begin at us, what 
shall the end be of them that obey not the 

gos el of od ”

Jeremiah 1:11 KJV: Moreover the 
word of the   came unto me, saying, 
Jeremiah, what seest thou  nd I said, 
I see a rod of an almond tree. he ord 

roclaims,” and I will hasten My word to 
erform it ”

The rod of Aaron also comes to mind, 
Aaron’s rod was a picture of God’s 
authority and judgement. The Hebrew 
for almond is “shakeid” it also means 
“watchful” so symbolically the almond 
represents God’s watchfulness over His 
people. The blossoms of the almond are 
of a very pale pink colour and it appears 
before its leaves.

Pink includes attributes of white and red, 
pink speaks of covenant represented 
by the blood of Yeshua our shield and 
protection, it creates a security of the 
childlike heart trusting Yeshua to guard 
and knowing His wings envelope and 
shelter us like the petals of a rose.

Psalm 91:4KJV: e shall cover thee with 
his feathers, and under his wings shalt 
thou trust  his truth shall be thy shield 
and buckler.”

Psalm 3:3 KJV: ut thou,  , art a 
shield for me; my glory, and the lifter u  of 
mine head.”

We must understand that Abba doesn’t 
change, He watches over us and we 
need to walk in His ways, we can’t be 
lukewarm, Yeshua says in His word that 
if we say that we know Him we need to 
follow His commandments, we need 
to love unconditionally and forgive one 
another. 

1 John 2:4-5 KJV: e that saith, I know 
him, and kee eth not his commandments, 

“

“

...Abba doesn’t change, 
He watches over us and we need to 

walk in His ways, we can’t be lukewarm, 
Yeshua says in His word that if we say 

that we know Him we need to follow His 
commandments...

1
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is a liar, and the truth is not in him. ut 
whoso kee eth his word, in him verily is 
the love of od erfected  hereby know 
we that we are in him. e that saith he 
abideth in im ought himself also so to 
walk, even as e walked.”

Matthew 22:36-40 KJV: Master, 
which is the great commandment in 
the law 37 esus said unto him, hou 
shalt love the ord thy od with all thy 
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy mind.38 his is the fi rst and great 
commandment.39 nd the second is like 
unto it, hou shalt love thy neighbour as 
thyself.40 n these two commandments 
hang all the law and the ro hets.”

Yeshua is the Light of the world, the 
menorah also comes to mind with the 
almond blossoms beautifully crafted, 
made in the shape of a tree echoing the 
Tree of Life.

Numbers 8:2 KJV: eak unto aron 
and say unto him, hen thou lightest the 
lam s, the seven lam s shall give light 
over against the candlestick.”

Revelation 1:13-15 KJV: nd in the 
midst of the seven candlesticks one 
like unto the on of man, clothed with a 
garment down to the foot, and girt about 
the a s with a golden girdle.14 is head 
and his hairs were white like wool, as 
white as snow; and his eyes were as a 
flame of fi re;15 nd his feet like unto fi ne 
brass, as if they burned in a furnace; and 
his voice as the sound of many waters.”

In the ancient Jewish tradition, the 
couple signed a “Ketubah” a Jewish 
marriage contact. It was considered an 
integral part of the traditional Jewish 
marriage and it outlined the rights and 
responsibilities of the groom in relation 
to the bride. In the same way Abba and 
Yeshua our Bridegroom have a covenant 
with us, the bible is our “Ketubah”, 
our marriage contract with Yeshua, it 
outlines what He will do for us and what 
He expects from us. It is so important 
that we listen clearly to what His word 
says and also “Sh’-mah” in Hebrew this 
word means to obey and take action. 

James 1:19 KJV: herefore, my 
beloved brethren, let every man be 

swift to hear, slow to s eak, slow to 
wrath 20 or the wrath of man worketh not 
the righteousness of od.21 herefore 
lay a art all fi lthiness and su erfluity of 
naughtiness, and receive with meekness 
the engrafted word, which is able to save 
your souls.22 ut be ye doers of the word, 
and not hearers only, deceiving your own 
selves.23 or if any be a hearer of the 
word, and not a doer, he is like unto a man 
beholding his natural face in a glass 24 For 
he beholdeth himself, and goeth his way, 
and straightway forgetteth what manner 
of man he was.25 ut whoso looketh into 
the erfect law of liberty, and continueth 
therein, he being not a forgetful hearer, 
but a doer of the work, this man shall be 
blessed in his deed.”

May the bride stay faithful and 
committed to our Bridegroom, shining 
His light and abiding in Him. Sharing 
His truth as we wait upon our Beloved, 
keeping our lamps fi lled with oil and our 
eyes focused only on Him.

Revelation 22:17KJV: “   nd the irit 
and the bride say, ome. nd let him that 
heareth say, ome. nd let him that is 
athirst come. nd whosoever will, let him 
take the water of life freely.”  

Written by: 
Estelle Holtzhausen
(South Africa)

“

“

Yeshua is the Light of the world, 
the menorah also comes to 

mind with the almond blossoms 
beautifully crafted, made in the 

shape of a tree echoing the Tree of 
Life.

“

“

...Abba and Yeshua our 
Bridegroom have a covenant with 
us, the bible is our “Ketubah”, our 
marriage contract with Yeshua, it 

outlines what He will do for us and 
what He expects from us.



NEW OIL BLENDS AD

Why use essential oils and blends?
Essential oils kill bacteria and viruses. Essential oils can penetrate the cell membrane – killing the 
virus/ threat inside and restoring the cell membrane from the inside out – the body never becomes 
immune to essential oils. Antibiotics cannot penetrate the cell membrane and the body becomes 
immune to antibiotics over time. Our essential oil blends contain a combination of specifi cally 
selected oils for the best and most targeted results. Our blends have already been mixed with a 
carrier oil and is perfect for direct application.

Our essential oil blends will soon be 
available at a participating Arrie Nel 
Pharmacy Group near you!

For the full range of our essential oil blends 
visit our website at www.ladyrose.co.za
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uke 5:36-38 (NKJV)
 hen e s oke a arable to
 them o one uts a iece from

 a new garment on an old one;
otherwise the new makes a tear, and also
the iece that was taken out of the new
does not match the old. nd no one

uts new wine into old wineskins; or else
the new wine will burst the wineskins
and be s illed, and the wineskins will be
ruined. ut new wine must be ut into
new wineskins, and both are reserved.”

In this New Year 2022 before you ask 
for more or new anointing first get a 
new garment and a new wine skin.  In 
Jesus’ day, unfermented grape juice 
was placed in wineskins. Then the 
wineskin would start to stretch as soon 
as the fermentation began. During this 
stage, the new wineskins would have 
enough stretchiness to handle the rest 
of the fermentation process. However, 
wineskins that have already been used 
and stretched out (“old wineskins”) 
cannot be used again since they cannot 
stretch again. If they are used again for 
holding wine that is still in the process 
of fermenting (“new wine”), they would 
burst.

When you repair a garment with holes, 
if you patch it with new fabric having 
strong fibres, the new patch will simply 
rip the old garment with its weak fibres 
and will become even more full of holes.   
It’s not advisable to take a piece of 
material from a new garment to patch an 
old one; as it will tear, and also the piece 
that was taken out of the new will not 
match the old.  If you wear it, it will be 
miss-matched and not look good.  Later 
it will tear again.   No man putteth a piece 
of a new garment upon an old; if otherwise, 
then both the new maketh a rent, and the 
piece that was taken out of the new agreeth 
not with the old.

 New cloth has also not yet shrunk, 
so that using new cloth to patch older 
clothing would result in a tear as it began 
to shrink.  Similarly, old wineskins have 
been “stretched to the limit” or become 
brittle as wine had fermented inside 
them; using them again therefore risked 
bursting them.

People tend to do what they want to do.  
They do it the Frank Sinatra way “I did it 
my way”. They want to live with the Law 
of Moses as well as the New Testament.  
They take portions of the new and mix it 
with the old.  It won’t work.  They live in 
judgement and condemnations. 

Romans 8:1 (KJV)

here is therefore now no condemnation
to them which are in hrist esus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the

irit.”

They live under old rules and regulations.  
God said no – There is no agreement.  If 
any man is in Christ Jesus, he is a new 
creation.  

2 Corinthians 5:17 (NKJV)

herefore, if anyone is in hrist, he is
a new creation; old things have assed

away; behold, all things have become
new.”

You are a new creation, old things have 
passed away.  My Mother passed away.  
She is not here anymore.  I cannot phone 
her or go and visit, because she is not 
on this earth anymore.  She has passed 
away.  Old has passed away.  The Law 
of Moses has passed away.  Your sin has 
passed away, how can you live with the old 
sin? If any man is in Christ Jesus – In 
Christ Jesus means that you are living in 
His anointing and that you are abiding in 
Christ.  If the new has come what are you 
doing living in the old?

God took away the first Adam (old) and 
He established the second Adam (new)

Hebrews 10:9 (NKJV)

hen e said, ehold, I have come to do
our will, od.” e takes away the first

that e may establish the second.”

God established Christ and the anointing.  
Wine can also be compared to and seen 
as God’s Word and anointing.   

1 Corinthians 15:45-49 (NKJV)

nd so it is written, he first man
dam became a living being.” he last
dam became a life giving s irit.
owever; the s iritual is not first, but the

natural, and afterward the s iritual.
he first man was of the earth, made of

dust; the second Man is the ord from
heaven. s was the man of dust, so
also are those who are made of dust; and
as is the heavenly Man, so also are those
who are heavenly. nd as we have
borne the image of the man of dust, we
shall also bear the image of the heavenly
Man.”

Born in the image of Adam (old) and then 
you accept Christ into your life then you 
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When you repair a garment 
with holes, if you patch it with new 
fabric having strong fibres, the new 
patch will simply rip the old garment 
with its weak fibres and will become 

even more full of holes.
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People tend to do what they 
want to do.  They want to live with 

the Law of Moses as well as the New 
Testament.  They take portions of the 

new and mix it with the old.  
It won’t work.  
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Job said: I put on righteousness 
as my clothing. Put on your garment 
(robe) of righteousness walk in the 
right standing with Christ.  You will 
walk with the Word of God, you will 

walk with the Spirit of God

“

“

If you think 
you lost your robe 
or you failed your 
test don’t worry, 
just continually 

renew your 
mind...

are born in the image of the Lord (new).

Isaiah 61:10 (NKJV)

I will greatly re oice in the ord, My
soul shall be oyful in my od; for e
has clothed me with the garments of
salvation, e has covered me with the
robe of righteousness,”

The Lord has clothed you with 
the garments of salvation and He 
has covered you with the robe of 
righteousness that is new. Stop putting 
on sin and unrighteousness as that is 
part of the old and it will not agree with 
the new garment.

Job said: I put on righteousness as my 
clothing.  Put on your garment (robe) of 
righteousness walk in the right standing 
with Christ.  You will walk with the Word 
of God, you will walk with the Spirit of 
God, you will walk in liberty, and you 
will walk in power.  You are new you 
cannot go back to the old.  Put on the 
robe of righteousness and don’t take 
it off.  Jesus will give you His clothes; 
His clothes are tailor- made and will fit 
perfectly; He took you out of the old and 
put you into the new.  

Colossians 3:9-10 (AMP)

o not lie to one another, for you have
stri ed off the old self with its evil

ractices, and have ut on the new
s iritual self who is being continually

renewed in true knowledge in the image of
im who created the new self.”

If you think you lost your robe or 
you failed your test don’t worry, just 
continually renew your mind, and know 
you are clothed with Jesus Christ.  You 
are renewed and remoulded every 
day.  Don’t use a patch of the new to fix 
the old, just stay in the new.  Don’t be 

associated with the old, step into the 
new and stay there.

(2King 2:12) Elisha picks up Elijah’s 
mantel and tears of his, and when the 
sons of the prophets saw him, they said, 
“The spirit of Elijah rests on Elisha”

So if you are clothed with Christ’s 
clothes, people will say the anointing 
and the Spirit rests upon you.  How 
can you become a new wineskin? When 
a wineskin has been emptied of all 
the old wine, it becomes dry, hard and 
brittle then the wineskin needs to be 
submerged in water for a period of time. 
And then, they pour oil onto it and the oil 
is massaged into the leather to renew it 
and make it pliable again. We can renew 
our wineskin the same.    Accept that 
God wants to bring change.  First come 
in the presence of the Lord, stay as long 
as you can in His glory.   We need to be 
submerged in the water of the Word.  
We need to really soak ourselves afresh 
in the Word of God.  Studying scripture 
on a new level and also being with the 
Word, that is Jesus.  Let God submerge 
you with oil and massage it into you, get 
a fresh revelation of Jesus in your Spirit.   
Let your garments always be white; and 
don’t lack oil.  Load up your Spirit with 
fresh Word and deeper intimacy with 
the Father, Jesus and the Holy Spirit.  
When your wineskin is ready then receive 
the new.  It will not just renew you on 
the inside but also on the outside.  God 
wants to fill you with new wine but you 
must be a new wineskin.  You become a 
container and you become a steward of 
what God put in you.  You will have the 
capacity to hold it.  You start to feel as 
if you can do anything, you will have an 
excitement about the future and what 
was impossible begins to feel possible.  

Let’s pray

Help us to let go of the old skin and help us 
to renew our minds so that we know we are 
sons of God and we are clothed with the 
new.  Help us to be submerged in the water 
of the Word and we need to really soak 
ourselves afresh in the Word of God, help 
us to be anointed in Your glory.  Thank you 
Father for what you have already clothed 
us with righteousness, grace, mercy, peace, 
glory and Your love.  Help us to remember 
that and help us to enjoy it.     

Amen.   
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 any times we are faced with
 challenges that make us 
 question where God is and 
 why we are experiencing the 
misfortunes that we are… 

I am reminded of the story of Mary, the 
mother of Jesus, found in Matthew 
1:18-21 which reads in English Standard 
Version (ESV): ow the birth of esus 

hrist took lace in this way. hen 
his mother Mary had been engaged to 

ose h, before they came together she 
was found to be with child from the oly 

irit, and her husband ose h, being 
a ust man and unwilling to ut her to 
shame, resolved to divorce her uietly. ut 
as he considered these things, an angel 
of the ord a eared to him in a dream, 
saying, ose h, son of avid, do not fear 
to take Mary as your wife, for that which 
is conceived in her is from the oly irit. 

he will bear a son, and you shall call his 
name esus, for he will save his eo le 
from their sins.”

I want to believe that Mary, the mother of 
Jesus, had a close relationship with God 
and was not overwhelmed by an angel 
appearing before her, and more so, by 
the news the angel shared with her. Mary 
seemed to have received the angel and 
the message well. However, Joseph on 
the other hand, he was embarrassed by 
the situation he and Mary were facing 
and he was seeking for a way out of their 
exciting plans of marriage, Joseph was 
now ready to let it all go.

I can only imagine how humiliating 
Mary’s pregnancy was, fi rstly having 
to explain to her fi ancé, Joseph that 
she is pregnant by the Holy Spirit, and 
then explaining to friends and relatives 
the same thing. I wonder who actually 
believed her? It took an angel appearing 
to Joseph, for him to believe her. I can 
imagine her being the talk of the town, 

everyone had something to say or laugh 
about concerning Mary, Joseph and the 
pregnancy.

This story, any one of us can relate to 
one way or another, if you are a child 
of God, if you are after God’s heart, not 
everything that happens in your life 
will make sense. Not everything the 
Lord instructs you to do or allows you 
to experience will be well received by 
others. Instead, you may experience 
rejection, hatred or negativity from 
others, because of that which the Lord 
has anointed you to do or has chosen 
you to become.  Following the story of 
the birth of Jesus, a whole born saviour, 
we learn that great things can be birthed 
out of confusion, out of the extraordinary, 
out of a miracle.

God has chosen you, and being chosen 
means your life will not always make 
sense to others. Being chosen means, 
sometimes you will be rejected, 
humiliated, gossiped about, laughed at, 
criticised, but none of that means you 
have done something wrong, nor does 
it mean you have taken a wrong path. 
It all just means that your journey is 
different and all you have to do is trust 
the process. Proverbs 3:5 reads, rust 
in the ord with all your heart, and do 
not lean on your own understanding.” 

eremiah  says, or I know the 
lans I have for you, declares the ord, 
lans for welfare and not for evil, to give 

you a future and a ho e.”

Therefore, child of the Most High, keep 
in mind that nothing happening in your 
life is happening by mistake. Do not be 
distracted by others around you who 
may judge you, call you names and even 
start lies about you. Focus on what the 
Lord is saying to you and what the Lord 
is doing through you.

The same way an angel appeared to 
Joseph to put him at ease so he is 
more receptive and supportive of what 
was taking place in their lives, God will 
send a word of others around you to be 
receptive of that which the Lord is doing 
through you. Great things will be birthed 
through you. Allow God to use you, allow 
God to perform the supernatural through 
you. You are chosen for such a time as 
this, you are chosen for greatness. Be 
blessed and feel free to reach out to me 
for prayer or spiritual counselling! 

M “

“

 This story, any one of us can relate 
to one way or another, if you are a 
child of God, if you are after God’s 

heart, not everything that happens in 
your life will make sense.

Written by: 
Nthabiseng Frankie Malope
(South Africa)
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At Elshaddai Tabernacle International 
Harteespoort Dam – Villa Paradiso 
Chapel.

Email: nfmalope@gmail.com
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...Mary, the 
mother of Jesus, 

had a close 
relationship with 
God and was not 
overwhelmed by 

an angel
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  o you often fi nd yourself asking 
 questions about your life, your 
 family…the world? It is very 
 important to do so – and on a 
regular basis too – especially when we 
want to better understand the call and 
purpose that God has for our lives, our 
loved ones and our nation. 

Jesus often asked His disciples 
questions to help them discern their 
own hearts. (John 21:15-17). Therefore, 
asking questions helps us discern the 
true condition and attitude of our own 
hearts. It also reveals our willingness to 
surrender to Him, not wanting to do our 
own thing. 

After a season of transition and change 
in our own lives, I was sitting down with 
the Lord one day, wanting to know His 
heart for the season ahead.

VISION…
I then saw something in the likeness 
of an old-fashioned winding clock’s 
inner works. Three large, transparent, 
overlapping gears became visible. The 
one on top would dial a bit to the right, 
then the second one just below it would 
respond and dial a bit to the left. Then 
the third one beneath them made a ‘click’ 
sound, as if a secret code was unlocked. 
In that very instant brilliant white light 
exploded from the third dial! 

The interaction between these three dials 
kept going – nonstop. Whenever there 
was a ‘click’ sound, something happened 
on the third dial. I understood that these 
3 dials represented three spheres in 
our lives: times, seasons, opportunities –
interacting all the time, one impacting 
the other. Interaction between these 
spheres is what propels us forward 
through life, carrying God-intended 
purposes and bringing forth the fullness 
of His plans and purposes for us – that 
which would bring Him the most glory. 

The question may arise now, how does 
this work? Is it possible for me to see His 
perfect plan for my life come to pass? How 
can I avoid missing or neglecting God’s 
plan for my life?

There is no easy one-size-fi ts-all answer 
to this complex question, but there are 
clear guidelines from Scripture that can 
assist us – but only to the extent that we 
choose to apply them to our lives. There 

is a big difference between being perfect 
and being holy. There are no perfect 
Christians, but we all can live holy lives. 
(Eph1:4, 5:27)

Do what is needed to keep going…
A manual watch needs to be wound 
every morning or evening. Most manual 
watches will last for about 40 hours: if 
you would forget to wind it for a day or 
two, it would stop working. Some high-
end watches can last up to 70 hours, so 
winding won’t be necessary every single 
day.

In the same way, for our lives to fulfi l 
God’s ultimate purpose we have to daily 
spend time in His presence, hearing His 
voice and will for each day. If we neglect 
spending time with God, our spiritual 
lives will ‘wind down’. We will lose 
spiritual momentum. The only way to 
get going again will be to spend quality 
time with the Lord – He is the One Who 
activates His plans and purposes in our 
lives.

What do ‘time’ and ‘seasons’ mean?
The word for ‘times’ (Strong’s #5550)
refers to the general time frame of 
events in God’s plan, whereas the 
word for ‘seasons’ (Strong’s #2540)
carries the meaning of fi xed or special 
occasions (e.g. as used in the phrase ‘a 
time, times and half a time,’ Revelation 
12:14).  

1. Appointed time: In the New 
Testament, kairos means ‘the appointed 
time in the purpose of God’ – the time 
when God acts (e.g. Mark 1:15 where the 
kairos is fulfi lled and the Kingdom of God 
is at hand). So when something happens 
at the appointed time, it happens at the 
time that was decided in advance.  
2. Set time: A set time means at a 
particular time; at an assigned or pre-
decided time. E.g. each person has to 
show up at a set time.
3. Fullness of time: Saying that 
something will happen in the fullness 
of time, means it will eventually happen 
after a long time or after completing a 
long series of events.
4. It’s your season: When someone 
says, ‘It’s your season’ they usually mean 
a time of growing has come. That the 
‘waiting’ is over. It is a time when we 
believe ‘anything is possible’.
5. Spiritual seasons: There are many 
words by which to defi ne spiritual 

seasons in our lives. All of them come 
and go throughout our lives. We can 
name a few: wilderness seasons, warring 
seasons, seasons of victory and seasons 
of waiting on God.
6. Opportunity: The Oxford English 
Dictionary explains an opportunity as  a 
time when a particular situation makes 
it possible to do or achieve something. 
It is a time or set of circumstances that 
makes it possible to do something, a 
situation in which the commitment of 
resources may lead to unforeseen gains, 
but always containing an element of risk

With these thoughts in the back of our 
mind, allows us to look in detail at the 
interpretation of the vision.

TIME….
In this vision the fi rst dial represents 
TIME. All our days are held in God’s 
hands. Psalm 90:12 says, o teach us 
to number our days, that we may gain a 
heart of wisdom.” The Lord predestined 
a certain number of days to each one 
of us. To complete the fullness of our 
mission on earth, He made all necessary 
provision for faith, love, joy, resources 
etc. that we will need to complete this 
mission. This is why we need a ‘heart of 
wisdom’, so we may receive instruction 
from the Holy Spirit on a daily basis in 
order to know how to walk out His plan 
for our lives. 

The reality is, we often miss it. Ephesians 
5:14-17 counsels us on how to walk 
before Him: wake, you who slee , 
arise from the dead, and hrist will 
give you light. ee then that you walk 
circums ectly, not as fools but as wise, 
redeeming the time, because the days 
are evil. herefore do not be unwise, but 
understand what the will of the ord is.” 
Understanding God’s will involves taking 
up responsibility on our side, to walk 
circumspectly, to redeem time, to be 
wise and to seek understanding. 

Practical: Are you intentional with regard 
to each of these matters? Life is not just 
going to ‘work out okay’ all by itself. God 
has made all the provision we will ever 
need, but we have to daily walk with 
Him in great humility and surrender to 
continually access all He has provided 
for us. Will you not sit down with the 
Lord today and dedicate your life to Him 
afresh – each and every day of your life?
Surrender to Him the things that you 

D
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know is hindering you from having a 
deep, intimate walk with Him. Just 
surrender and let go of all these things. 
None of them is worth holding on to – it 
will only hurt you in the long run. 

SEASONS….
The second dial in the vision represents 
SEASONS. We are all familiar with the 
passage in Ecclesiastes 3, numbering 28 
different seasons in the life of a person: 
“to everything there is a season, a time 
for every ur ose under heaven.” God 
ordained specifi c seasons for specifi c 
things. The days of our lives will lead us 
through different seasons. In the natural 
our bodies will go through different 
seasons. Our souls will encounter the 
joys, struggles and sorrows of life. 
Amidst the seasons of our body and 
soul, there are appointed times that 
will last for a specifi c season in which 
we need to accomplish Kingdom 
responsibilities to the glory of the Lord. 
The person you marry, the job you start: 
all these take place in a specifi c season 
in your life and have an enormous impact 
on how you will fulfi l your life’s calling – 
whether it will be diffi cult, challenging or 
easy. Disobedience and choices made 
after the desires of our own hearts 
can result in great diffi culties in future 
seasons. For all of us, there are also 
certain promises that we hold on to for a 
long time. Not all promises are instantly 
fulfi lled. Never give up on a promise, 
because each promise has a particular 
season to be answered.

Practical: Sit down and ask the Lord 
about the current season of your life. 
Ask Him to speak to you on choices of 
the past, and repent for wherever you 
recognise obvious mistakes – even 
mistakes you made in ignorance. Are 
there promises you’ve been holding onto for 
a long time in which you have given up? Do 
you still believe those promises were from 
the Lord? Refresh your heart in the Lord, 
ask forgiveness for any unbelief that may 
have caused you to give up on His word 
to you. Lay hold again of those promises 
and steward them in daily prayer and 
faith. Also ask the Holy Spirit to lead 
you in this season, and to show you His 
ways.

OPPORTUNITIES….
The third dial in the vision represents 
OPPORTUNITIES. As we surrender our 
time into God’s hands, all will come to 

pass in the season God ordained for it. 
Often a new season is marked by new 
opportunities. Different seasons present 
us with unique opportunities that have 
never been presented to us before and 
may not again be presented to us in 
the future. Opportunities, when used 
to its fullness, hasten the time for new 
seasons to be ushered in. Obedience 
hastens the fullness of God’s plans. 
Disobedience, unbelief and fear can 
have us wander in the desert for 40 
years! The sooner we decide to obey, 
repent and return to God, the sooner our 
lives can again follow the heavenly dials 
of time-season-opportunity. Sometimes 
our past choices have a permanent 
impact on the way forward. In the case 
of Israel, of all those who left Egypt, 
only Joshua and Caleb got to enter the 
Promised Land. 

Recently a young lady told us how she 
started the process of applying for a job. 
She then came upon a certain job that 
would perfectly fi t her circumstances, 
but decided she would apply the next 
day. When she opened the online 
application link the next morning, it 
displayed a message stating that the 
position was no longer vacant. It had 
only been available for 24 hours. If she 
got that job, who knows what her life would 
have looked like in 10 years? Immediate 
obedience to the voice of the Holy 
Spirit is the very key to flowing with the 
seasons of God for our lives.

Practical: Are there opportunities you 
recognise before you right now? When life 
presents more than one opportunity at 
the same time, it can be very challenging. 
From a spiritual point of view, it is so 
important to hear what God’s choice is, 
even when it seems a less favourable 
choice to the natural mind. Are there 
opportunities you now recognise you have 
missed? Do you see trends or certain past 
seasons in your life where things have 
gone wrong because of certain wrong 
opportunities you chose? Please take 
some time, even if it requires fasting and 
prayer for a few days or weeks, and write 
down all these things. Prayerfully bring 
each one before the Lord. Be brutally 
honest. Do not defend yourself or your 
past choices. Repent without any ‘but’. 
Make right every wrong. Let all these 
things be washed away by the blood of 
Jesus. Invite the Holy Spirit into your life 
afresh, to lead you on a daily basis.

Recognizing disobedience…
How do we end up in disobedience and 
missing out on opportunities in specifi c 
seasons?  For Israel, when they heard 
about the giants in the Promised Land, 
fear and unbelief gripped their hearts and 
made them want to return to what was 
familiar in Egypt, even though it meant 
going back to slavery. When we allow 
any form of disobedience to overcome 
us – like Israel – we too will certainly 
end up in slavery to the dictators of 
this world. Other forms of disobedience 
come in the hidden ways of negligence 
or carelessness. Delaying doing what 
we know we must do, is disobedience. 
Apathy or indifference can also cause us 
to be disobedient.

CONCLUSION…
Remember how the light exploded every 
time the third dial of the old-fashioned 
clock ‘clicked’? God likewise explodes 
with delight every time we choose 
rightly in the times and seasons He 
presents to us and when we lay hold of 
the opportunities He sets before us. His 
love and care over our lives is beyond 
comprehension.  
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     hat does it mean to be a 
     missionary?

     Drug abuse is a complex 
problem, and in South Africa, the 
causes are usually related to poverty, 
unemployment, and lack of recreational 
opportunities. A complex problem needs 
comprehensive solutions, but keeping 
a well-balanced lifestyle and dealing 
with peer pressure (one of the biggest 
reasons why teenagers start using 
drugs) can take us a long way in dealing 
with the issue. This is how and where the 
Peace Makers Football Club makes the 
biggest difference in youngsters’ lives. 

Sport is an effective tool to promote 
peace, tolerance, and understanding 
by bringing people together across 
boundaries, cultures, and religions. Sport 
is not only about physical activity but 
about establishing a healthy lifestyle. 
And football is a sport that demands 
discipline from the player. Association 
football (more commonly known as 
football or soccer) is a sport played by 
250 million people in over 200 countries, 
making it the world’s most popular sport. 

We all know the many benefi ts of sport, 
such as building strength, stamina, 
and speed. Mental development, 
which includes the improvement 
of concentration and coordination, 
is equally important. But it is the 
character-building benefi ts that are most 
important. Football teaches players 
important values such as teamwork, 
fairness, discipline, respect, and social 
skills. And through their participation in 
the sport, the team builds peace through 
football, one game at a time.

The club’s managers are God-fearing 
men standing in the gap where fathers 
are absent. They live by 1 Peter 4:10-11
which states, ach of you should use 

Written by: 
Gerda Potgieter
(South Africa)
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whatever gift you have received to serve 
others, as faithful stewards of od s grace 
in its various forms. If anyone s eaks, 
he  should do so as one who s eaks 

the very words of od. If anyone serves, 
he  should do so with the strengths od 
rovides, so that in all things od may be 
raised through esus hrist. o him be 

the glory and the ower for ever and ever.” 

They also take care of the club’s fi nancial 
and other needs, but it is getting tougher 
by the day. Llewellyn Brown and his 
group of board members manage the 
football club, but they desperately need 
support. Llewellyn says that the club 
wants to be more than just a football 
club. They want to be a hub for the 
community where the community also 
benefi ts. They want to build the club to 
benefi t the entire community and the 
individuals involved.

He says, “We want to link up our assets, 
skills, and relationships with our people 
in the community with groups and 
institutions. This will not only benefi t the 
club and make it sustainable in the long 
run, but it will benefi t all parties involved 
and associated with the club. We want 
to generate social capital so we can help 
others, such as putting a worthy student 
through university if his/her parents cannot 
afford to do so.”

At the grassroots or community level, the 
club can provide useful ways of creating 
an environment where people can come 
together to do something positive and 
fun to avoid becoming part of the many 
social problems in the communities they 
live in and avoid the temptation of drugs. 

Now is the time for an increased focus 
on creating a more coherent society 
and for sport to play a pivotal role in our 
communities. The Peace Makers club 
has grown exponentially through hard 
work and dedication and consists of a 
senior team and development teams that 
play locally, B-teams, U/13, and U/11 and 
netball teams. Very soon, they will also 
start with a football team for the ladies.

So why should anyone become involved 
in supporting a football club such as 
the Peace Makers? By supporting this 
club, you become involved in a young 
person’s life development and can 
make a difference. Football teaches 
the youngster to become a team player 
and helps them develop good life skills. 
A local team represents your area, and 
the unifi ed feeling reinforces pride. And 
besides helping the club and everyone 
involved by supporting the local team, it 
can also increase your happiness.

Special note from the editor: If you 
want to get involved, please email us at 
peacemakersfc123@gmail.com. A wish list 
consists of t-shirts, tracksuits, football kits, 
training balls, and a vehicle to transport 
the team for games. The team also needs 
volunteers. You can also call the following 
numbers should you want to become 
involved in any way: 073 082 1643 / 073 
120 4410 / 082 896 0955. You can also 
drop me an email at publicrelations@
devotedmag.co.za.

CAPTIONS
Lecaylo Brown (13) started playing 
football when he was 11. He loves 
playing with black people because they 
motivate others to become their best. 
Apart from playing football for the Peace 
Makers, he likes to play football on 
streets. His favourite player is Christiano 
Ronaldo. Lecaylo says Ronaldo is a good 
person and he stays focussed on his 
game. That inspires him.

Dillon Hess (28) played for another 
football club but after he heard about 
the Peace Makers’ successes, he began 
playing football for them three years ago.  
It has changed his life since. Football 
keeps him out of trouble and away 
from drugs. What he likes about playing 
football is the discipline. The players 
respect each other, and the coaches 
motive the team.

“ “

The club’s 
managers are 

God-fearing men 
standing in the 

gap where fathers 
are absent.

“ “

At the 
grassroots or 

community level, the 
club can provide... 

creating an 
environment where 

people can 
come together
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 Corinthians 10:26: verything I  
 have, belongs to od”

 As a Believer I fell off the wagon 
at times and confess it was a challenge 
for me to pay tithes regularly. Humanly 
and in all honesty, I was withholding 
this. In the beginning, this did not come 
naturally to me.  I found it diffi cult, 
and as the worldly way of thinking, not 
compulsory or not a necessity. Assuming 
God understood, but He wanted to know: 
why I was neglecting Him? I was selfi sh!

John 17:16: e are in this world, but not 
of this world”
It is a biblical principle and mandate for 
every Christian, an expectation and clear 
commandment from the Lord that if 
you are faithful, truly faithful to Him with 
everything –Trust – He will bless you 
tenfold.

Matthew 7:7: sk and you shall receive”
As an heir of Christ, we don’t approach 
our Father by begging, but instead move 
boldly to the Throne and claim our 
inheritance! Lack and limitation are not 

your portion, it is His perfect will for us 
to prosper. As a helpless and hopeless 
person on this earth I once felt like an 
orphan, unemployed, divorced, a single 
mother trying my best in my own way, 
but above all, just like you I am a Jesus 
child and He will repay every cent stolen 
from us!

Proverbs 10:22: he blessing of the ord 
makes one rich and adds no sorrow to it”
I have applied for jobs over a thousand 
times, went for a number of interviews, 
scraped my last pennies together 
for traveling and petrol, without any 
opportunities arising for me - there was 
always somebody else that was better 
and more brilliant. I was distraught for 
2 years; I did not see the fullness and 
favour of God in any area of my life.

1 Samuel 15:22: bedience is better 
than sacrifi ce”
You might think you are saving the 
money for something else that to 
you could be more materialistically 
important, but when you invest into the 
Kingdom of Heaven; you and future 
generations to come can reap the 
blessing of an abundant harvest sown 
with just your tiny seed.

Malachi 3:10: est me with your tithes 
and see if I don t our out blessings 
beyond your wildest dreams.”
I dare you! Since I started tithing 
systematically and spiritually, He created 
a job where there was no job. God 
provided good work for me as well as a 
partial bursary to complete my Bachelor 
degree in Theology in my calling of 
Ministry – My mission in this life is to 
honour my mother and my Saviour, so 
that when my graduation day ceremony 

in Heaven fi nally arrives, my children will 
remember the commission to just seek 
His face and then everything else shall 
come forth!

Jireh – My favourite song I played over 
and over during my down days waiting 
on God. Meaning: ‘The Lord will provide’!
I recite the warm words my mother 
spoke to me growing up in a church 
home ‘He is still a miracle working God 
and nothing is impossible. ‘Hou vas aan 
Jesus my kind. Ma is praying for you’

I pray that God will release every 
supernatural protection and provision 
over you and your family all the years of 
your life...
Romans 8:18: ll the suffering and 
struggle, cannot even com are to the 

lory that will one day be revealed to you.”
I felt like Job, though He slay me yet 
shall I praise Him! To claim our rightful 
inheritance! I’ve got Jesus and Rachel 
blood running through my heart and 
hands… We just say thanks dear LORD 
Jesus, because the LORD is good.

God bless, 

“

“

Since I started tithing 
systematically and spiritually, He 

created a job where there was no job. 
God provided good work for me as 

well as a partial bursary to complete 
my Bachelor degree in Theology

Written by: 
Jo Natasha Pillay
(South Africa)

1

“ “

If we don’t 
highly value our 

inheritance...
we will make 

decisions based 
on the impulses of 

our fl eshly 
nature
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 would love to share the 
 following events that took  
 place in our lives which 
 displayed the supernatural 
fi ngerprints of our Lord so unmistakably.  

 As it is written in Psalm 37:23: he 
ord directs the ste s of the godly.   e 

delights in every detail of their lives.   

This testimony is about our beloved 
27-year-old daughter, Chandra Carmen 
Sinclair.   She had qualifi ed as a primary 
school teacher and was living with us 
and looking for a desirable teaching 
post hoping to leave home and move 
to the Western Cape.  Her passion was 
teaching young children and serving the 
Lord wholeheartedly.  She attended the 
young adult’s gatherings at church and 
was not interested in boyfriends or the 
dating scene.    
                                                              
In 2019 I dreamt of Chandra leaving me 
standing bewildered on the side of the 
road as she drove off speedily in a pink 
VW Beetle with its boot still wide open.  
The interpretation I received was that 
she would fi nd her fi rst love and it would 
be in an unconventional manner.  A few 
months later in January 2020 I dreamt 
that Charnie had painted a lion cub in 
gold and it was being released by the 
Lord’s hands.  I told my daughter that 
God was indeed going to bless the work 
of her hands and this encouraged her.  

Later that month as I hung up the 
washing early in the morning, I noticed 
a strange sight.   It appeared like steam 
rising off the clothes on the line.  I have 
never witnessed this before and again 
it happened the following morning, like 
a confi rmation.  I felt the Lord telling 
me that we are the fragrance of Christ 
to others and what happens in the 
spiritual realm is what I saw manifesting 
as steam rising from the clothes in the 
natural. 

Sometime in February 2020 Chandra 
started experiencing a hearing loss.  She 
described it as a ringing in her ear which 
later went to the other ear.   
Life was busy with Charnie working 
temporarily at a nursery school, applying 
for teaching posts and furthering her 
studies through UNISA and we went 
down to Durban to see our mom 
in hospital.  In March our doctor 
recommended that Chandra have her 
hearing tested.  This was not what I 

expected to hear.  I thought her ears 
were just blocked with wax build-up. 

Then Lockdown happened!   The 
appointment was postponed.  My mom-
in-law in Durban passed away and we 
couldn’t have a service for her because 
of travel restrictions.  So, we spent the 
next six weeks together at home doing 
family devotion, taking communion and 
reading Psalm 91.  It was a strange time 
for us, but we embraced the fact that we 
could be together.  

My own mother of 86, who is fi ercely 
independent, stayed on her own and 
did not want to come and stay with us.  
Chandra remained anxious about the 
future, her own career and her granny’s 
wellbeing which caused her to lose 
weight.   She was admitted to hospital 
in April, mask and all, without us by her 
side, to have a colonoscopy etc.  She 
returned home two days later, armed 
with tablets and a strong resolve not 
to be sick or anxious.  Even this trip 
to the hospital on her own was highly 
signifi cant.  She busied herself with 
baking, devotions, started sketching and 
learning to crochet, all of which I was 
hugely proud of.

Chandra then went for the hearing test 
and to our dismay we discovered she 
had lost 40% of her hearing.  We were 
perplexed at that time, plus the specialist 
said she could consider hearing aids 
or go for a brain scan!  This was just 
unthinkable and not the ‘planned’ 
blueprint for her life!  After consulting 
with our doctor, we went ahead and 
Charnie, totally unperturbed, went for the 
MRI-scan.  We were like actors playing 
out a scene on a movie set, yet we only 
had the script for that particular day and 
had no idea or clue as to what would 
happen on next.  

On the 28th of April 2020, trying to make 
sense of the events, I made this remark 
to Charnie, “The devil is playing soccer 
with you for some reason, but I believe the 
Lord is building a platform for you to testify 
about God’s goodness in your life.  I believe 
He is going to catapult you to new heights!”   
With that statement Charnie disappeared 
for two hours and, on investigation, I 
opened her bathroom door to see if 
she was alright and found to my utter 
amazement and awe that she had made 
a war room for herself.  She had covered 
the tiles with uplifting scriptures and 

quotes from the Bible using coloured 
whiteboard markers.   

Two days later Des, my husband, 
took Charnie for the MRI-report not 
suspecting anything!  It was still 
lockdown, so I remained at home 
cleaning up and praying for an 
interpretation of a disturbing dream I 
had that morning.  I had dreamt that Des 
and I were in our bedroom overlooking 
our garden.  It was night time and 
we could see two intruders walking 
around.  My attention was drawn to the 
broken-away putty holding the window 
in place.  I showed Des that this was 
potentially dangerous, meaning anyone 
could just lean against the window pane 
and it would give way.  Suddenly the 
interpretation dropped into my Spirit and 
the Lord showed me that the putty was 
my faith and the window my perspective.  
I had to view the events by securing my 
perspective.  

Four hours later this was tested when 
Des and Charnie fi nally came home.  
He walked in the door and I could 
immediately see that he was upset and 
that Charnie was not.  They placed the 
scan with all its pages and dozens of 
photos on the dining room table with the 
words that Charnie had a 7cm tumour 
on the brain!  I listened to the information 
as through the ‘lens of faith’ and only 
focused on the fact that it was going to 
be removed and she was going to get her 
hearing back!  I didn’t pay attention to the 
photos of the tumour.  We immediately 
sat outside like we had done previously 
with our devotions, laid the doctor’s 
report before the Lord, like in king 
Hezekiah’s case, then prayed and took 
communion.  
Des was distressed and went to our 
bedroom.  It was so strange that 
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“ “

She had 
covered the tiles 

with uplifting 
scriptures and 

quotes from the 
Bible using coloured 

whiteboard 
markers.
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Chandra and I were not thrown off 
balance by the script handed out to us 
that day!  This was totally the grace of 
the Lord as it was not in character for us 
to be so undisturbed and completely at 
peace.  She went to the kitchen counter, 
picked up her phone and opened to an 
email that someone had nominated 
her to receive.  It was a devotional of 
The Passion Translation and she called 
me and read, I ear is his er in the 

torm  et oy become your war cry   I 
have e ui ed you for the battle.  I will 
stand before you, beside you and behind 
you.  My gift is victory today and my 

romise is victory tomorrow.  My heart 
and soul e lode with oy even my body 
will rest confi dent and secure.” Psalm 
16:9.  

Both of us were so encouraged that the 
Lord was well aware of her battle and 
would give her victory.  Chandra added 
this signifi cant scripture to her bathroom 
wall.   Prayer requests were sent out all 
over the globe to friends in ten different 
countries and their prayer chains.  The 
operation was scheduled with a local 
neurosurgeon for 6 May.  We had no 
control over the events playing out.
During that time, we would crochet 
together, wrapped in God’s extraordinary 
peace and wondering why her father 
was crying.  We would shake our heads 
smiling at each other.  In that week 
Charnie noticed her cheeks were fi lling 
out and she had got her appetite back 
which really was favourable.  

On the 4th of May I drove to a friend’s 
house, thinking she would cut my hair 
only to fi nd that she had forgotten about 
the appointment and was only available 
the following day.  I returned home, 
changed and started doing chores.  
Charnie noticed my silver earring was 

missing.  I retraced my steps and asked 
the Lord where I would fi nd my valuable 
earring?  A few minutes later I needed 
the loo and went to the guest toilet and 
on impulse decided to look down in the 
bowl before using it.   And there at the 
bottom in the water lay my missing 
earring!  I fi shed it out and realized I had 
previously walked pass and, being on a 
mission to clean the house, just flushed 
the chain.  Delighted with my fi nd, I told 
Charnie.  Then I prayed, “Lord, where will 
I fi nd the missing butterfly?” (that secured 
the earring).  About 15 minutes later I 
found it in the kitchen while sweeping 
the floor.  With the butterfly and earring 
in the palm of my hand, I walked up to 
Charnie, who was crocheting, and said 
quite convincingly, “The Lord says you are 
not going to forget how to drive your car or 
how to crochet.”  I was referring to the fact 
that the neurosurgeon had stated that 
she could temporarily lose her memory.  

On the evening of 5 May, I saw an 
unusual sight of 5 violet wood-hoopoes 
in the tree outside our garden.  We have 
lived here for 12 years and had never 
seen them before and as I called Des 
and Chandra to see them, they flew over 
our heads and house.   Like Mary in Luke 
2:19, I pondered and stored up all these 
signs in my heart and shared them with 
Charnie. 

 We sat and did a family video for our 
son, Adon, and his wife Kirsty for their 
upcoming 30th and 29th birthdays.  I recall 
being troubled in my Spirit because I 
wanted her brother to be here for his 
sister’s op.  I had also requested that the 
prayer warriors ask the Lord to provide 
a ‘mommy’ fi gure in ICU for Charnie 
to keep us posted on her progress. So 
on the 6th I opened my phone, which 
was unusual for me to do it so early 
in the morning, and saw a message 
from Colleen. She’s a sister in the ICU 
and contacted me via Messenger to 
ask if it was for our daughter that she 
was booking a bed for?  So there once 
again the Lord answered my prayer!  An 
anaesthetist, known to us, allowed us to 
do a video-call just before the 8-hour op.  
The Lord was good to us.  The op was 
complicated and there was blood loss 
but Charnie came out and went to ICU.  

The following morning as I stepped 
out of the shower a thought dropped 
into my mind, “If this seed should fall!”  I 
was so startled and verbally rebuked 

it and never gave it a second thought.   
Charnie squeezed Colleen’s hand as 
she played a special prayer to her that I 
had sent.  She told her that we love her 
and she responded.  At 16:30 we were 
summoned by the neurosurgeon to 
come immediately.  Charnie had started 
a brain haemorrhage and they had put 
our darling daughter on life support!  I 
was still in peace.  Normally this would 
have floored me completely and I would 
have been hysterical!  But I was fully 
convinced that she would return from 
being in heaven to testify what she had 
experienced there.   I called my friend 
Louise to come sleep over in Charnie’s 
room and prophesy.  Our son, Adon got 
special police clearance and a good 
friend, Nardus drove them through the 
night to get here.

On the morning of Adon’s 30th, I packed 
a small suitcase of clothes with 
instructions that if she was sitting on the 
side of the bed, she is to come home.  If 
she was broken, then she should remain 
in heaven. It was a whirlwind of events 
that were taking place in our lives.  A 
massive tsunami that had hit us!  So, 
Des, Adon and Kirsty went down to the 
hospital and asked her three times if she 
wanted to return from heaven as God 
had told Des that she has her own free 
will.  I went to be with my mom.  
So our baby girl decided to stay in 
heaven!  

Our lives turned upside down in 7 short 
days!  During the time that followed, I 
had a phrase, “Praise Jesus!” washing 
over me continuously.  It never left 
me.  Friends arrived, bringing flowers 
and eats.  One friend, Belinda, who was 
delivering bunches of King Proteas 
for Mother’s Day, left this note on my 
phone saying she had an extra bunch 
and had dropped off all hundred orders 
that day and couldn’t fi gure out how she 
had miscalculated to have had an extra 
bunch.  The Lord even organized her 
route she had planned in such a way, 
that as she fi nalized the dropping off, 
she knew the extra bunch was for me 
from Charnie!  The strange thing was I 
received an identical bunch also made up 
by Belinda from my friend Janice. Janice 
had ordered it from her hairdresser 
Belinda and didn’t know Belinda at all.  I 
asked the Lord what was the signifi cance 
of this, and He said, “Confi rmation.”  
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Written by: 
Caron Sinclair
(South Africa)

I heard in my spirit these words from 
Charnie, “I want to make you proud of 
me.”  I tried fi guring out if it was a letter 
or conversation which we had when she 
said it.  So, the morning of her ‘Send-off 
Service’ arrived and sitting in bed with 
my Bible, I recalled a dream I had that 
night.   In the dream I was concerned 
about my family and friends that were 
so devastated by our loss that I sent 
them all a WhatsApp message of 
Deuteronomy 33: 26-27.  I then opened 
my Bible at that particular passage and 
found to my surprise a letter I had put 
there from Charnie, that she had written 
to me two months earlier.  The letter 
of appreciation was ended with those 
words, “I want to make you proud of me!”

Des called it Charnie’s Graduation 
Ceremony and I said, we were sending 
her off to her eternal Bridegroom, Jesus.  
Here we were restricted to have only a 
certain number of people, which was so 
unreal for us to deal with, plus a funeral 
policy had lapsed too.  The Lord provided 
and friends from USA, Germany, Canada 
and locally blessed us with fi nances 
to cover costs and flowers, posters, 
pamphlets and eats for the service were 
given freely.  The service was viewed via 
Facebook by 1 700 people, more than 
could ever fi t in a building.  

Another strange thing that happened 
after the service was that my friend, 
Christine, lost her silver earring. I was 
standing drinking tea when pastor Rean 
Fourie came to me with the silver earring.  
“I believe you know who lost an earring?” 
he said.  A while later I walked towards 
him and asked where the earring was 
actually picked up?  He pointed to a 
patch on the industrial carpet.  With that 
I stooped down thinking perhaps I would 
spot the steel butterfly that fell off and 

got up again realizing it was a totally 
hopeless case to even look. The next 
minute Derrick, a friend bent down and 
next to his shoe fi nds the butterfly!  “Lord 
what was that all about?” I asked.  I felt He 
responded with, “Confi rmation that I would 
return to you all that you lost!”, as in Joel 
2:25 that Charnie wrote on her bathroom 
wall.

At home Des and I looked through 
Charnie’s phone and we found a 
message with a photo that she 
personally had sent to Adon.  I leaned 
forward and asked what that was a 
photo of.  My husband told me that 
it was the tumour on the brain scan! 
“What?”  I was in shock at the size and 
then fully realised how the Lord had 
protected me from seeing this photo 
before, as I would have gone into total 
fear.  Even in that detail, I saw His Hand.  
One thing I could never fi gure out about 
my daughter was who she looked like; 
my mom or Des’s mom - until the day 
she went to be with the Lord.  Suddenly 
it was as if the scales had fallen from 
my eyes and every photo I looked at 
confi rmed that she looked like her dad.  
The same jawline, forehead, cheekbones, 
shoulders and arms but the toes we 
joked about, as I knew that she had her 
dad’s toes from day one.  How I suddenly 
longed to tell her about my discovery!

Des and Adon had very signifi cant 
dreams of Charnie a month apart and 
I now believe that it was to heal their 
shattered hearts from the trauma they 
experienced at the hospital.  But at the 
time it felt like my daughter was just on 
holiday and coming home, that’s how 
much peace I had.  I could not identify 
with my husband or my son’s loss.  
My mom is exceptionally strong and 
so I thought I must be strong like her 

“

“

I was in shock at the size 
and then fully realised how the Lord 
had protected me from seeing this 
photo before, as I would have gone 
into total fear.  Even in that detail, I 

saw His Hand.

because we both didn’t cry.  However, 
when the peace left me after six weeks, I 
started grieving.  The Lord comforted me 
with old worship songs playing over and 
over again in my spirit for more than 10 
months.  

There were countless little miracles 
that I witnessed afterwards that are too 
numerous to tell, as well as marvellous 
visions and dreams friends had of 
Charnie.  One was to a friend, Cindy, who 
had immigrated to Australia.  She saw 
Charnie sitting on the side of her hospital 
bed in a red dress with white daisies 
on it.  She had all three of the Godhead 
visiting her and she was bubbling with 
excitement.  At one point One of Them 
asked her if she was ready to go?  With 
that she responded, “Yip!” and all four of 
them went.

Chandra’s last post on Facebook was, 
“ ll this is for your benefi t.  o that the 
grace that is reaching more and more 

eo le may cause thanksgiving to 
overflow to the glory of od.”  Cor 4:18

It has been,  and continues to be, an 
incredibly diffi cult reality to grasp and 
accept but, with the grace of God and the 
scriptures we inherited from Charnie on 
her bathroom wall, we have real evidence 
that the Lord loves us and so did she!
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 ocial Media and the use of our 
 tongues: ho is your rock  
 when times are tough

I am a busy body on social media, 
especially now that I have my own 
business. I am a photographer and 
need to do all my marketing on social 
media, because this is the easiest way 
to get some, if not great, exposure. I am 
literally on social media or some sort of 
electronic device for most of the day, bar 
the time I spend with my family and our 
Lord. 

It has come to my attention how the 
users of social media speak to one 
another when somebody asks for advice, 
or even just wants to share something 
with a group.  It makes me sad and upset 
that especially the ladies are so quick 
to judge. We as women need to support 
and uplift each other – not throw each 

other under the bus. How is it possible 
for women to speak to each other in this 
manner? When I saw this, I immediately 
thought of Jesus and his calming voice 
when he silenced the storm. 

Mark 4: 35-41 (NIV):    hat day 
when evening came, he said to his 
disci les,  et us go over to the other 
side.”    eaving the crowd behind, they 
took him along, ust as he was, in the 
boat.  here were also other boats with 
him.     furious s uall came u , and the 
waves broke over the boat, so that it was 
nearly swam ed.    esus was in the stern, 
slee ing on a cushion. he disci les woke 
him and said to him, eacher, don t you 
care if we drown ”

  e got u , rebuked the wind and said to 
the waves,  uiet  e still ”  hen the wind 
died down and it was com letely calm.

  e said to his disci les,  hy are you so 
afraid  o you still have no faith ”

  hey were terrifi ed and asked each 
other, ho is this  ven the wind and the 
waves obey him ”

I think this is a life lesson that everyone 
should know, understand and learn. Who 
is your rock, especially in these diffi cult 
times on Facebook, Instagram, and the 
newbie TikTok? How do you see yourself in 
these methods? Do you believe that you are 
better than just a useless remark?
When times are tough, friends are few. 
This is a saying that I think most of us 
know. So, what do we do now? We turn 
our faith to some other social media 
group. Why? Because we want to feel 
better about ourselves. But the thing is, 
and this is where we need to understand, 
that we do not need the Facebook bible, 
or the Instagram bible or the TikTok bible
to help us feel better about ourselves.

When you feel down, sad, or overcome 

S
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with depression, hatred, or any other 
negative emotion; stop throwing it to 
the wolves in sheppard’s clothing on 
social media. Don’t give in to the devil’s 
playground. He loves it when people say 
what is on their hearts and minds – he 
wants to ruin it. He wants you to fail. 
Those people who speak to you as if you 
are the worst parent, wife, girlfriend, or 
sister, are led by the devil. He succeeds 
when you feel bad about the comments. 
He wins! And he cannot wait to show 
it to Jesus. Give all your worries, your 
tears, your anger or troubles to our Lord 
and Saviour Jesus Christ. He was the 
one on the cross and he died for all of us, 
so that we don’t have to sink into a hole 
with all our troubles, sadness, and fears. 

The reaction of people on social media 
had me thinking about one specifi c 
incident in the Bible. According to 
the Gospel of John, the Pharisees, in 
an attempt to discredit Jesus, brought 
a woman charged with adultery before 
Him. Then they reminded Jesus that 
adultery was punishable by stoning 
under Mosaic Law and challenged Him 
to judge the woman so that they might 
then accuse Him of disobeying the law. 
Jesus thought for a moment and then 
replied, “He that is without sin among 
you, let him cast the fi rst stone at her.”
The people crowded around him were 
so touched by their own consciences 
that they departed. When Jesus found 
Himself alone with the woman, He asked 
her who her accusers were. She replied, 
“No man, lord.” Jesus then said, “Neither 
do I condemn thee: go and sin no more.”

Why then do we believe these people who 
throw rocks at us? Why do we even give 
them the opportunity?? It is like a vicious 
cycle that cannot be broken while we 
keep on entertaining this pattern. Step 1: 
You are sad and need some advice. Step 
2: You think about what you want to say 
on the social media platform that you are 
using. Step 3: You type it on the group, 
your Facebook wall or your Instagram 
story. Step 4: You keep your phone next 
to you, looking at it every 5 minutes, 
because you want to read the replies. 
Then comes the one remark that shakes 
your whole being. The worst part is that 
we believe it! Instead, you could’ve just 
gone on your knees and given all your 
troubles and sorrows to Jesus Christ. 

Whenever you want to throw your 
troubles on social media, remember 

the one thing we were taught since 
childhood is to pray. Say your prayers 
every day, even if it sounds “stupid” to 
you, or even if you are ashamed of what 
you are asking. Remember that Jesus 
never judges any of his children.  I had 
to work on my bond with Christ. I knew I 
had so much more to give, than just 10 
minutes every day. When I started my 
business, I knew there is only one person
that can help me to make a success out 
of this: Jesus Christ. 

This may sound very strange, but I 
even asked Jesus to give me a sign 
that I am doing the right thing. I was 
looking for something that told me: 
Mégan, you are on the right path. Keep 
on doing good. You know what I saw? An 
advertisement on cameras and lenses 
and that the one specifi c store, ran a 
special at that moment. Even in my job 
as photographer, I always make a plan to 
help people. Not everybody is fortunate 
enough to pay for a session so I then pay 
it forward. I know that one day all the 
love and support that I give, will come 
back tenfold.  

Be strong. Let God, the Son and the 
Holy Spirit be your rock in this cruel and 
unfair world. Social media become quite 
a big part of our lives. Whether you have 
to use it for business or whether you 
choose to use it just for fun. Remember 
that Jesus is the one who can take 
away all your troubles and fears. Do not 
be the one that gives an unnecessary 
comment on a post of a person you 
don’t even know. You don’t know all the 
circumstances. You don’t know the pain 
that specifi c person is living with. 

There is a post on Facebook where a 
lady asked for advice. She is 22 years 
old and pregnant. She explained that she 
knew she made a mistake – she even 
asks the people not to judge her. She 
wanted to know how it works from here 
on forward. She also asked what the 
best way is to tell her parents, because 
she knows they are going to be furious. 
The one WOMAN replied: You should’ve 
kept your legs shut. Now you are probably 
going for an abortion. It is only fair that 
your parents are mad!

My, oh my! This was BAD. Luckily, I 
decided to send a direct message to the 
person asking the question. I said to her: 
God has a plan with your life. There are 
so many women that cannot have kids 

of their own. Maybe he wants you to give 
them a child. Maybe he wants to teach 
you about consequences. Maybe he 
wanted you to realise that what you’ve 
done will hurt your parents. But you can 
also use this opportunity to get closer 
with your family and to God. Use this 
opportunity to connect with your mother, 
before it is too late. I ended my message 
with: Remember that God has a plan 
with all our lives. I sent her the following 
bible verse:  Jeremiah 29:11 “ or I know 
the lans I have for you,” declares the 
LORD, lans to ros er you and not to 
harm you, lans to give you ho e and a 
future.”

She phoned me (I gave her my number) 
and we spoke for hours and hours. A. 
few days later she told me that she broke 
the news to her parents. Her parent’s 
response was: “We still love you with all 
our heart. We are disappointed, but we will 
walk with you every step of the way. And 
when you look back and only see one set 
of footprints, that is the time when Jesus 
carried you.”

I almost cried. I was so happy for her. 
Today, we are friends and we actually 
had coffee the other day. I love her and 
her baby girl with all my heart. I thank the 
Lord every day for the positive influence 
that I had on her life when I reached out. 
I know she will be blessed with joy, love, 
and happiness and not just a little bit, but 
in abundance!  
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 ebrews 12:16-17 (NLT)
 Make sure that no one is 
 immoral or godless like sau, 
 who traded his birthright as 
the fi rstborn son for a single meal. ou 
know that afterward, when he wanted his 
father s blessing, he was re ected. It was 
too late for re entance, even though he 
begged with bitter tears.”

Genesis 27:38 (NLT) 
sau leaded, ut do you have only one 

blessing  h my father, bless me, too ” 

hen sau broke down and we t.”
My younger daughter and I were having 
devotions the other day and we read 
the story of Jacob and Esau out of her 
children’s Bible.  Esau goes out hunting 
one day and comes back ravenously 
hungry.  Jacob is on standby with a 
pot of red lentil stew. This is not just a 
cute children’s Bible story.  The contrast 
between these infamous twins is 
immensely signifi cant for all of us in our 
walk with God.

Esau, the eldest, was willing to give away 
his inheritance to Jacob for one meal. 
The inheritance at that time had to do 
with being the patriarch of the family.  
Notice, his fleshly appetite was more 
important to him in the moment than 
his entire future.  He placed very little 
value on his inheritance.  He showed no 
foresight but was concerned only about 
the here and now. 

Genesis 25:32 (NLT)
ook, I m dying of starvation ” said sau. 

H
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“ “

If we don’t 
highly value our 

inheritance...
we will make 

decisions based 
on the impulses of 

our fl eshly 
nature

hat good is my birthright to me now ”

Jacob, however, had a long term vision.  
As a result, he was willing to be patient 
and diligent in the moment, believing it 
would enable him to receive blessing 
in the future.  To him, inheritance and 
blessing were priceless, something to 
be pursued and fought for.  This attitude 
towards blessing is also revealed when 
he wrestles all night with an angel:

Genesis 32:26 (NLT)
hen the man said, et me go, for the 

dawn is breaking ” ut acob said, I will 
not let you go unless you bless me.”

Genesis 32:28 (NIV)
 hen the man said, our name will no 

longer be acob, but Israel, because you 
have struggled with od and with humans 
and have overcome.”

Jacob was right!  After that encounter, 
his name was changed to Israel, and 
he was regarded as the patriarch of 
the Israelites. Think about that, a whole 
nation carries his name.  Jacob, the 
supplanter (the one who tries to catch or 
overtake another), becomes “Israel,” the 
one who overcomes, and who rules with 
God.

I said earlier that the difference between 
these two brothers is signifi cant for our 
own day-to-day lives.  If we don’t highly 
value our inheritance as children of God, 
and we don’t prize the blessing of our 
Heavenly Father, we will make decisions 
based on the impulses of our fleshly 
nature and appetites, just like Esau did.  
Living our lives this way is disastrous for 
our future when we stand before God 
one day, and disastrous for our lives 
while on earth.  Like Esau, we will miss 
out on the blessing our Father intends 
us to have.  No good thing comes from 

impulsively reacting to life, or making 
selfi sh decisions.  It is not a victorious 
way to live.  My flesh may be satisfi ed for a 
moment, but at what cost?  

Walking in covenant with God looks 
different.  When we are aware of our 
inheritance and blessing and place 
great value on it, we will be much more 
inclined to consider every step we take.  
We will ask ourselves questions like: Will 
this action or decision take me toward or 
away from the blessing? Am I representing 
my Heavenly Father well in this situation?  
Placing a high value on blessing is 
preceded by the understanding that 
whatever I may try to accomplish in my 
own strength, will pale in comparison 
to what I can accomplish in my Father’s 
strength.  

Jacob’s strong desire for blessing 
reminds me of someone else in the 
Bible, namely Jabez.  Jabez placed great 
value on the blessing too.  Notice how he 
earnestly cries out to ‘the God of Israel’ 
on this matter:

1 Chronicles 4:10 (NKJV)
 nd abe  called on the od of Israel 

saying, h, that ou would bless me 
indeed, and enlarge my territory, that 

our hand would be with me, and that ou 
would kee  me from evil, that I may not 
cause ain ” o od granted him what he 
re uested.”

If we choose to continually live from the 
impulses of our flesh, like Esau did (our 
own thoughts, emotions and desires), 
we will compromise our future and the 
blessing God intends for us to have.  May 
we rather have long term vision, willing 
to be patient in well-doing, and diligent 
in seeking God’s thoughts, emotions 
and will in our decision making, our 
relationships, and our lives.  May we, 

like Jacob and Jabez, be ever mindful 
of our rich inheritance and the Father’s 
incomparable blessing.  

1 Peter 1:3-5 (NLT)
ll raise to od, the ather of our ord 

esus hrist. It is by his great mercy that 
we have been born again, because od 
raised esus hrist from the dead. ow 
we live with great e ectation,
and we have a riceless inheritance an 
inheritance that is ke t in heaven for you, 

ure and undefi led, beyond the reach of 
change and decay.

nd through your faith, od is rotecting 
you by his ower until you receive this 
salvation, which is ready to be revealed on 
the last day for all to see.” 

Written by: 
Tanya Strydom
Kingdompearls.co.za
(South Africa)
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“

Walking in covenant with God 
looks different.  When we are aware 
of our inheritance and blessing and 

place great value on it, we will be 
much more inclined to consider 

every step we take.
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 Thessalonians 5:17: “ ray 
 without ceasing,” (NKJV)

 Every believer is called to take 
up their position and pray earnestly 
without giving up, even amidst 
challenges and pandemics. Prayer arises 
like incense going forth to our heavenly 
Father’s throne room. The word of the 
Lord testifi es that the prayer of the 
believers has great power to prevail. (See
Psalm 141:2 & James 5:16).

Being steadfast in prayer is not only 
about being recognised as an intercessor 
per se, but it should be the lifestyle 
of every believer.  The word of God 
encourages us to always pray without 
ceasing! Our Saviour, Jesus Christ was 
rooted and grounded in prayer.  He made 
prayer a necessity and a priority.  He 
always took time to communicate with 
God in prayer and He also taught His 
disciples how to pray.  Prayer, therefore, 
is a vital component of our faith, the only 
thing that will keep us from losing hope 
and being derailed from the purposes of 
God.

I fi rmly believe that if the spirit of prayer 
can arise in these turbulent seasons 
we are faced with, we will be able to 
overcome every attack of the enemy and 
receive a download from heaven that can 
bring solutions to our world.  Prayer is a 
two-way conversation, where we bring 
our supplications but we also come to 
listen to what God has to say to us.

Years ago I had the privilege to work for 
South African Prayer Lines, standing in 
the gap for people who needed God’s 
intervention and being available to those 
who are hurting.  It was then that I learnt 
that prayer is needed and is necessary, 
especially during trying times.  I know for 
sure that prayer works and I have seen it 
in my own personal life that God is a God 
who answers prayer.

Jesus taught His disciples to pray 
and that particular prayer has been a 
blueprint for all believers on how we 
should approach God.  The prayer of 
the Lord has given many throughout the 
world the courage to pray and hope on 
how to thwart worry and come boldly to 
the Throne of Grace and lay our burdens 
at the feet of Jesus (See Luke 11:1-13, 
John 17:15 & Romans 8:34).  We were 
never meant to carry our burdens all by 
ourselves; in fact, Jesus encouraged 
all, to cast all their burdens unto Him.  
When He was hanging on the cross all 
wrath was imputed upon His body, so 
that we who believe in Him can have the 
prevailing victory.

How do we approach God in Prayer?

The word of the Lord in Hebrews 4:16
declares, Let us, therefore, come boldly 
to the throne of grace, that we may obtain 
mercy and fi nd grace to help in time of 
need.  So when we come before the Lord, 
humbled by His mercy, we come boldly, 
knowing that we have a right standing 
with God.  And that we stand in His 
throne not reprimanded but as His dear 
children.  We have the hope that we are 
empowered by the fi nished works of the 
cross and the authority we have in the 
name of Jesus as we bring our requests 
to Him.

What can hinder our prayer from 
reaching God?

Many factors can hinder us from having 
our prayer answered such as sin, un-
repented heart, unforgiveness, offences or 
feelings of guilt and shame (See 1 Peter 
1:16, Matthew 4:24 & Matthew 6:14, 
Rom 8:1).  But as believers in Christ, 
we have a great advantage -- Salvation 
sets us free and helps us to be confi dent 
to stand before the Lord.  It also helps 
us recognise that the price has been 
paid, we are forgiven and redeemed.  
Therefore, we stand in the authority we 
have in His mighty name. 

Although we are charged by scripture to 
pray, there might be instances in your 
life where you’ll need a prayer partner or 
a church leader to pray with you and to 
come in agreement as the word declares.  
We can rest assured that even if we feel 
like we don’t have the words to pray, 
we can pray in the Spirit.  The word of 
God says that the Holy Spirit is making 
intercession for us, praying the perfect 
will of the Father on our behalf. 

When we pray, we should be mindful 
of the will of God to be done as it is in 
heaven.  We don’t pray for our own will to 
be done but we humble ourselves under 
God’s sustenance and the promptings of 

the Holy Spirit.  Sometimes, our will can 
be one-sided, based on our needs, wants 
and preferences.  Although this is also 
necessary, we need to have a broader 
perspective so that God’s perfect and 
holy will can be done here and now.

The most important concept to 
remember after prayer is to rest.  After 
you have done all that you can -- rest! 
Rest in knowing that the Lord has heard 
your prayer and that He is working all 
things together for your good and His 
awesome glory. Having this confi dent 
expectation that an answer is being 
dispatched for your situation, needs 
and intercession you made of someone. 
Continue to thank the Lord and keep your 
confession of faith.  Allow the Lord to 
minister to you and believe that all that 
you have brought to the altar is done!

1 “

“

Being steadfast in prayer is 
not only about being recognised as 
an intercessor, but it should be the 

lifestyle of every believer.  The word 
of God encourages us to always 

pray without ceasing! 
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Luke 13: 10-13 (Amp)

“   ow esus was teaching in one of the 
synagogues on the abbath.   nd there 
was a woman who for eighteen years 
had had an illness caused by a s irit 
demon . he was bent double, and could 

not straighten u  at all.   hen esus 
saw her, e called her over and said to 
her, oman, you are released from your 
illness.”   hen e laid is hands on her; 
and immediately she stood erect again 

and she began glorifying and raising 
od.”

For those who feel “bent over” emotion-
ally and physically today, there is more 
than hope, there is only one true Heal-
er waiting to address and touch your 
infi rmity so that you can stand up, walk 
straight and testify.

I’m sure most of us can identify with the 
woman in Luke 13, maybe some of us 

have been bound for longer or shorter 
periods of time, but the truth is we all 
have been bent over by something or 
someone in our lives. Sometimes we 
stay stuck there, trying to get up straight 
again, trying everything to be healed 
without any success.

Hebrews 4:15 (Amp) 

“   or we do not have a igh riest ho 
is unable to understand and sym athi e 
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and have a shared feeling with our weak
nesses and infirmities and liability to the
assaults of tem tation, but ne ho has
been tem ted in every res ect as we are,
yet without sinning.”

The only way to be released from our 
infirmities is through Jesus, He un-
derstands because He too has been 
tempted in every way. We will never find 
healing in our human attempts but only 
by submitting to His power and giving 
Him all.

When looking deeper into the healing of 
this woman, we learn allot about Jesus 
and His compassionate and caring heart, 
but we also need to look deeper into the 
details of the miracle to learn from and 
apply it.

This woman found her healing through:

1. Seeking – she did not isolate 
herself but went out there – 
seeking Jesus and His word.

2. Responding and allow Him 
to touch – when Jesus called 
her, she reacted immediately 
without hesitance.

3. Receiving– the moment Jesus 
touched her and the infirmity 
left her body – she stood up 
and took her miracle,

4. Testifying – directly after her 
healing she started glorying and 
praising her healer 

Jesus’s response to her infirmity:

1. Compassion & Care – even 
though He was busy teaching 
He saw her need and acted in 
love

2. Called her closer – seeked her 
presence – made it personal

3. Spoke life over her illness – 
commanded the infirmity to 
leave by saying it has been 
released. 

4. Laid His hands on her – He 
transferred His power into her 
situation

5. Healed her immediately – after 

He laid His hands on her, she 
could stand up straight.

What we can learn from the above is that 
both the Healer and the receiver have 
roles to play in order for the miracle to 
manifest. Hand in hand with Jesus.

The only thing that can limit the healing 
power of Jesus is our non-ability to sur-
render and receive.  Even though Jesus 
was busy teaching, she caught His eye 
and His heart and moved by compassion 
He called, touched and healed.  Her re-
sponse set the scene for her healing and 
even though they tried to attack Jesus 
for healing her on a Sabbath, His words 
of wisdom humiliated them and the 
enemy was defeated once again. What 
the enemy tried to use against Jesus for 
healing this woman, turned around in a 
rejoicing crowd giving God the glory for 
this miracle!

“   ut the leader of the synagogue, in
dignant because esus had healed on the

abbath, began saying to the crowd in re
s onse, here are si days in which work
ought to be done; so come on those days
and be healed, and not on the abbath
day.”(A)   ut the ord re lied to him, ou
hy ocrites lay actors, retenders oes
not each one of you on the abbath untie
his o or his donkey from the stall and
lead it away to water it   nd this wom
an, a daughter descendant of braham
whom atan has bound for eighteen long
years, should she not have been released
from this bond on the abbath day ”  As 

e was saying this, all is o onents
were being humiliated; and the entire
crowd was re oicing over all the glorious
things that were being done by im.”

Dear reader, it is time to receive your 
healing, the waiting and fighting is over. 
Jesus wants you RELEASED from ev-
erything that is keeping you back from a 
truly free and abundant life.

How long will you still hide and try out of 
your own? When will you respond like this 
woman and set the scene for Jesus to 
come and do the greatest healing in your 
life you have ever seen or imagined? The 
way I see it, receiving a miracle

I do believe God is calling on the ones 
who are bound today, open up your eyes 
and see that you are blinded by decep-
tion, the only thing standing in the way of 

your healing, is you yourself. Jesus is not 
limited by time or space, not threatened 
or offended; He awaits your response, 
for He has called some of you to come 
closer. For some He has even addressed 
your weakness or illness and command-
ed it to leave, but you have not accepted 
it, for some have received the miracle but 
don’t glorify and testify and this gives 
the enemy access in their lives again…. 
Some are just hiding in the shadows – 
afraid to seek Jesus.

It doesn’t matter where you are today, it 
matters how you respond to these words 
led by the Holy Spirit and most impor-
tantly if you are willing to seek, respond, 
receive and testify, because Jesus is 
more than willing and available for your 
healing!

John 5:6 (Amp)

“   hen esus noticed him lying there
hel less , knowing that he had been in

that condition a long time, e said to him,
o you want to get well ”

It is my prayer that you will hear Jesus 
asking “Do you want to get well?” and 
that your response would be the same 
as the man in John 5:6 and the woman 
in Luke 13.  Allow Him to touch those 
places that need healing and share your 
testimonies!
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 ou didn t choose me, but I ve
chosen and commissioned 
you to go into the world to bear  
fruit.  nd your fruit will last, 

because whatever you ask of my ather, 
for my sake, he will give it to you ” John 
15:14

A few years ago, I bought a packet of 
seeds for my garden with great expecta-
tion.  The packet promised me (accord-
ing to the picture) an abundance of 
wildflowers that would turn any garden 
into an English meadow.  Then I saw 
written in very small letters at the back – 
‘these will not reproduce.’  Seeds that do 
not reproduce!  That is just not right and 
goes against anything that God created 
them to be. 

hen od said, et the land burst forth 
with growth  lants that bear seeds of 
their own kind, and every variety of fruit 
tree, each with ower to multi ly from its 
own seed.”  Gen 1:11

The seeds were made sterile, and I could 
only enjoy one crop. (Except for one little 
Love in the Mist flower, that is returning 
every spring, even now.  It stubbornly 
refused the sentence it was given.)

God’s kingdom operates according to the 
principle of an endless increase, not by 
a power that diminishes over time.  He 
decreed fruitfulness and increase on this 
earth, and so also in His kingdom that 
manifests itself in us and on earth.  

That means He also decreed fruitfulness 
and increase in us, His children.  What 
does that mean?  God has a divine and 
unique purpose for each and every one 
of us.  It is a purpose that you, and only 
you can fulfi l.  You have a part to play 
in God’s kingdom, that God has set out 
just for you.  That is why you were born 
in a specifi c year, why you live in a specif-
ic place and are surrounded by specifi c 
people.  Inside of you He has placed 
certain giftings, dreams and passions.  
That is wonderful is it not?  However, we 
have to live in absolute intimacy with 
Him to know how these things can come 
to fruition for Kingdom purposes.  We are 
free to live a life of our own choosing that 
is shaped by the desires of this world. 
God never forces us, and the choice is 
always ours. We can’t create God’s kind 
of fruitfulness by ourselves.  Perfect fruit 
comes from the perfect One.  Our desire 

Y
must be to enter His heart and love Him 
until fruit appears. We should not love 
Him for the sake of fruit, but rather desire 
fruit because we love Him.

Heidi Baker writes as follows:

God has predestined every single one 
of us for fruitfulness.  We need to be 
familiar with a place of divine intimacy in 
which we are so consumed by the Holy 
Spirit that we will nurture and protect the 
seed He places in us.  We need to fear-
lessly step out and activate His promis-
es.  It is intimacy that gives us the grace 
and strength we need to push through 
inconvenience. God is looking for people 
who will welcome His presence to 
hover over them freely.  When the Lord’s 
presence hovers over you, there will be 
increasing fruitfulness in your life.  It is 
inevitable.  Fruit always follows intima-
cy, and God is calling us to exponential 
fruitfulness.

What is it that can keep us from fruitfulness 
and what is it that makes us bear the fruit 
that God intended for us? 

Jesus used the example of sowing and 
reaping many times as He taught His 
followers.  It was something they under-
stood very well, as food came from the 
ground and not from the local grocery 
store.  A good harvest was very import-
ant, for without it you would not eat for 
a year.  In every example He brought it 
back to the bearing of fruit in the lives of 
those listening to His teaching.  That was 
the purpose of a parable. It had to be 
applied to the life of the one listening 
to the message, so then it also a lies to 
us, right

Let us look at these examples together 
and see what we can learn from His 
Word.  Ready?

The soil and the seed 

The parable of the sower and the seed 
are well known to us all.  It appears in 
the gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke.  
Read Matthew 13:1-29.

 A farmer went out to sow his seed.  As 
he was scattering the seed, some fell 
along the path, and the birds came and 

ate it up. Some fell on rocky places and 
shallow soil, while others among the 
thorns and still others on good soil.  

As we can see this parable is about soil 
and where the seed landed determined if 
and how it would grow. It’s not the seed 
that was flawed (as in my packet), but 
the state of the soil. 

Let us quickly look at the historical 
context of this parable to clearly get the 
picture.  When this was written, people 
in that time lived from the land.  Every 
family was appointed a piece of land.  
Your land and that of your neighbour, 
was divided by a footpath and the path 
was for everyone to walk on.  Over time, 
the soil in the path would become hard 
and compacted. It was never ploughed 
or fertilized.  Farmers cleared their new 
land from rocks before ploughing it. The 
very edges where the plough couldn’t 
reach, would still be rocky soil.  The 
same in the corners where weeds might 
be left.  All four of these types of soil 
were actually on the same plot.  Remem-
ber the farmer carried the seed hanging 
from a bag from his shoulder and flung 
the seed onto the ploughed land. Some 
seed would then unintentionally fall on 
the land that wasn’t ploughed. 

The soil represents the heart of man.  
Soil in Hebrew is “adamah” – do you rec-
ognize the name?  The fi rst four letters 
are adam – the word for man.

The hebrew word “levav”, is most com-
monly used for heart.  It includes our 
thoughts, our will, our discernment and 
our affections.  Keep these four things in 
mind as you read further.

The seed is the Word of God and the 
salvation message of Jesus, as He is the 
Word that became flesh. Seed carries life 
within itself and is created to bear fruit.  
Some seed can lay dormant for many 
years, but the moment it is the right envi-
ronment it will sprout and begin to grow. 
The purpose of God’s Word is to bring 
forth life!  Jesus always brings forth life 
and life abundantly.

He says in John 10:10(b):  ut I have 
come to give you everything in abundance, 
more than you e ect  life in its fullness 
until you overflow ”
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As we read the explanation Jesus 
gives to the disciples, we instantly see 
ourselves as the soil that was ploughed, 
do we not?  Surely this is about unbe-
lievers and believers hearing the Word.  
Our hearts (thoughts, will, emotion and 
affections) are open to the Word of God.  
Are you sure?  Don’t be too hasty to come 
to that one conclusion.

The fi rst receiver of the seed is someone 
who hears, but whose heart has been 
hardened, just like the footpath.  The 
Bible says he does not understand it.  
However, the Greek word is “suniemi” and 
it means understand, but also means to 
consider or be wise.  Thus, hearing the 
word but not even considering it or giving 
it any thought.  Think about someone 
who turns away from God due to a 
traumatic event and then deliberately 
closes their ears to His voice. They make 
an inner vow because they feel betrayed 
by God and refuse to listen to His Word.  
Secondly when we wilfully disobey God, 
they also harden their hearts against the 
prompting of the Holy Spirit.  We have 
all been there, not so?  But note what the 
scripture says happens next.  The enemy 
comes and snatches away what was 
sown into that person’s heart.  In doing 
so we open ourselves up to the evil 
one, therefore giving him opportunity to 
steal by telling us lies that contradicts 
God’s truth. As God gave us a free will, 
having a hardened heart is a very danger-
ous condition.  Remember God will not 
override our will, we ourselves choose. 

The second receiver of the seed is some-
one who gladly receives it, but then fi nds 
that sacrifi cing his old life is just too diffi -
cult.  The seed can’t take root due to the 
shallow rocky ground. The KJV says that 
this person does not allow the word to 
take root “because of the word, by and by 
he is offended.” Personal transformation 
is a sacrifi ce and sometimes we wilfully 
don’t allow the word to transform us.  
And yes, the Word can get us back up.  “I 
am not guilty of that”, we self-righteously 
say.  Come now, we have all done that.

The third receiver of the seed is someone 
who receives it, but busy life distractions, 
his divided heart and ambition for wealth 
suffocates the Word he received.  These 
are like thorns that will eventually suffo-
cate the little plants.  Here the question 
is one of focus and attention.   Often, we 
fi nd our affi rmation and our identities in 
what we own, where we live or what we 

do and our focus is not fully on Jesus.  
Our time is also consumed by many 
things such as television, social media 
and technology.  The world has become 
a demanding, busy and very noisy place.  
Full schedules and long to-do lists eat 
up our time and deplete our energy, and 
all that is left for Jesus is maybe a quick 
prayer at the end of the day.   

In James 1:8 we read:  hen you are 
half hearted and wavering it leaves you 
unstable. an you really e ect to receive 
anything from the ord when you are in 
that condition ”  

Did you see that?  How can we receive with 
hands full to overflowing with the demands 
of this world?  How can we hear God speak, 
if we can sometimes not even hear our own 
thoughts because of so much noise around 
us?

The fourth receiver of the seed is some-
one who receives and fully embraces 
it.  This is the good, rich and ploughed 
soil.  When we plough, we break open the 
ground to receive the seed.  That word 
break up (the fallow ground) in Hebrew is 
“neer” and means, shines a light or lamp.  
When we allow our hearts to be exposed 
to God’s light, we create the right environ-
ment for the Holy Spirit to work.  That is 
when we wilfully turn our thoughts and 
affections towards Him.  When our will 
is in alignment with His will and we hear 
but then also obey. Those who heard this 
would have known that in the Hebrew 
context hearing would automatically 
include obeying.  They would apply the 
word “Shama”, to hear and obey.  This 
word means to hear, to listen, to give 
attention, to understand, to submit to, 
and to obey.  This is the soil that will 
bear good fruit; in fact the harvest will be 
thirty, sixty or even a hundred times as 
much as was sown.

So where are we on the soil spectrum?  
Let’s be honest with the Lord.  Are we 
sometimes hard hearted or do we maybe 
hear but then life happens and applying the 
Word to our lives is just too much effort? 
Let us be those who “shama” – who 
hears and then obeys.

The very wise Solomon writes in Prov-
erbs 4:23: o above all, guard the affec
tions of your heart, for they effect all that 
you are.  ay attention to the welfare of 
your innermost being, for from there flows 

the wells ring of life.”

The vine in the vineyard

This is such a well-known part of scrip-
ture that we often only skim over it. 

John 15:1-5

I am the true s routing vine, and the 
farmer who tends the vine is my ather.  

e cares for the branches connected to 
me by lifting and ro ing u  the fruit
less branches and runing every fruitful 
branch to yield a greater harvest.

hen you remain in life union with me, 
I remain in life union with you.  or as a 
branch severed from the vine will not bear 
fruit, so your life will be fruitless unless 
you live your life intimately oined to mine.  
I am the s routing vine and you re my 
branches. s you in union with me as your 
source, fruitfulness will stream from you

 but when you live se arated from me 
you are owerless.”

Verse 8:  “ hen your lives bear abundant 
fruit, you demonstrate that you are my 
mature disci les, who glorify my ather.”

This is a study about the maturing of us 
as believers, and the image of tending 
the vine in the vineyard, gives us a clear 
picture of how we are matured.

The farmer tends to and prunes his vines 
for one reason only, and that is for them 
to be fruitful and to bear fruit again.  

The fi rst part of this scripture says the 
following: e cares for the branches 
connected to Me, by lifting and ro ing 
u  the fruitless branches.”  These are 
branches connected to Jesus, but one’s 
not bearing fruit.  In the NIV and KJV we 
read that branches that do not bear fruit 
are taken away or cut off.  However, the 
Greek word used in these translations 
are “airo” (no not the chocolate), and it 
means to lift up.  The word “airo” is also 
used when someone lifted their voice to 
call out to Jesus for healing like the 10 
lepers. (See Luke 17:13) The Passion 
translation has added this meaning, and 
it is so in line with the very character and 
heart of God.
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Vines need to be supported and trained 
on a trellis to grow in a certain way for 
them to bear fruit.  They are not sup-
posed to be trailing in the dust.  This is 
grace is it not?  Our Father, the farmer, 
gently lifting up those branches out of 
the dust, so that they can bear fruit like 
they are supposed to do. A farmer who 
knows what these branches are capable 
of, lifting them and giving them the sup-
port they need.  Sometimes we need to 
be lifted out of the dust in order to thrive.

Then the scripture goes on to say that 
the farmer will “prune every fruitful 
branch to yield a greater harvest.  The 
word prune is the Greek word “kathairo” 
which means to cleanse or to purge.  I 
don’t like pruning a plant.  I actually feel 
sorry for it, and somehow don’t trust that 
it will return to its former glory.  I also 
don’t trust giving a man a pruning scis-
sors and letting him loose in the garden, 
but that’s another story.

Google however confi rms that pruning 
of the vine is absolutely essential for it to 
yield a good harvest.  Pruning encourag-
es growth as it directs the plant’s roots 
toward producing fresh new growth.  The 
farmer removes all canes that are too 
small and weak to produce fruit.  Our 
Father knows exactly what is needed to 
be cleansed in our lives and prunes and 
cuts away what stops us from bear-
ing fruit. While He is pruning us above 
ground, He is also multiplying our root 
system below. This hurts but it comes 
from love. We would do well to take a 
posture before God that allows Him to 
prune everything in us.

In Hebrew 12:11 we read: ow all disci
line seems to be more ain than leasure 

at the time, yet later it will roduce a 
transformation of character, bringing a 
harvest of righteousness and eace to 
those who yield to it.”  Now don’t freak 
out when you read the word discipline.  
In Greek it’s the word “paideia”, which 
means education, training, correction, 
instruction and nurture.  Our Father 
teaches and corrects us, and it includes 
the word nurture.  Is that not amazing?  
Nurture according to the dictionary to 
care for, provide for, take care of, support, 
feed, nourish and raise. Pruning gets 
a whole new meaning doesn’t it?  I can 
almost hear Him say: “I know it’s not going 
to be pleasant, but I promise it will be for 
you own good and you will bear fruit that 
will give me great joy!”  

Let us look at the next part of this scrip-
ture.  I am the s routing vine and you re 
my branches. s you in union with me as 
your source, fruitfulness will stream from 
you  but when you live se arated from 
me you are owerless.”

A branch that is separated from the vine 
can’t bear fruit on its own no matter how 
hard it tries.  The nourishment from the 
root of the plant is needed to feed the 
branch in order for it to thrive. 

Jesus Himself declares in John 5:19
that: the on can do nothing by imself, 
he can do only whatever e sees is a
ther doing, because whatever the ather 
does the on also does.”

As in the union Jesus had with the 
Father, we too must be in union with 
Him for us to bear fruit.  Everything that 
the vine contains, is transferred to the 
branches.  The branches are fed to bear 
and carry the fruit through the vine.

To be in Christ brings radical transforma-
tion, to the roots of our very being. Paul 
says if anyone is in Christ, He is a new 
creation.  This new life inevitably leads to 
a new lifestyle, with a new value system 
and new moral standards.  All that He is, 
so are we when we are in Him.   When 
you spend time with Him in the secret 
place, a union takes place that causes 
you to start thinking like God.  You begin 
to have His thoughts.  You take on the 
mind of Christ.

John 15:7-8 says:  ut if you live in 
life union with me and if my words live

owerfully within you  then you can ask 
whatever you desire and it will be done.  

hen your lives bear fruit, you demon
strate that you are my mature disci les 
who glorify my ather ”

The Greek for words here is “rhema”
which is God’s word spoken personally 
to us.  God is a relational and wants to 
reveal His heart to us through His Word. 
You know when you read a scripture and 
it is just speaking to you as He reveals 
it.  It is that “I have not seen that before. I 
have read this so many times and only now 
understand it “ moment. This is when His 
Word becomes powerful and transfor-
mational and is displayed for all to see in 
our lives.

In this study we can see that God does 

desire for us to walk as mature children.  
We also see however, that it is of our 
choosing to do so. We can choose not to 
hear, we can choose not to obey, we can 
choose the things of this world and not 
to lay down our lives for Him. Ultimately 
the choice is yours and mine to allow 
God to transform us into the image of 
His Son.

My prayer for every reader of this study 
is a beautiful scripture written by Paul to 
the church in Colossians.  In Colossians 
1:10 Paul writes: e ray that you would 
walk in the ways of true righteousness, 

leasing od in every good thing you do.  
hen you ll become fruit bearing branch

es, yielding to is life, and maturing in 
the rich e erience of knowing od in is 
fullness.”

Heidi Baker ends with these words: 
“Bearing good fruit demonstrates to the 
world that we truly are His disciples.  A 
tree has to brave the wind, rain, and 
storm to release its fruit. It can be strong 
enough for this purpose only when it is 
deeply rooted in the soil.  By remaining 
in Him, we allow Him to cultivate the soil 
beneath us. When we abide in obedience, 
spending time in the secret place, He 
promises to produce more and more 
fruit through us. He takes great pleasure 
when we release fruit that gives life to 
everyone around us.” 
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 o work my way through 
 Jeremiah in a time like this, is 
 not easy.  Normally I get up 
 bright and early with these 2 
thoughts in my heart:  “I can’t face this 
day alone,” and “today I’ll learn something 
new about God’s mercy.”  Since it is this 
mercy and grace that is such a large part 
of my calling on earth.

The initial thought still gets me going 
when everything is quiet outside and the 
birds perform their very fi rst masterpiece 
for the day.  But mercy… in Jeremiah? I 
must admit – some days my enthusiasm 
is terribly lacking.

“I don’t know why I have to suffer this way.”
(South Africans that know auntie Stienie 
will recognize these words.)

In a time when everything has been 
turned on its head and things are looking 
bleak for the poorest of the poor, this 
prayer-thought is probably flying up 
to heaven in flocks from just about 
everywhere.

Should the reprimands from Jeremiah 
not make way for stories of hope and 
inspiration and mercy just about now?

Until I realise: This is exactly what 
Jeremiah does.  See, there is no eternal 
hope with Christ.

If Jeremiah cannot get people to move 
their attention to their only true Saviour in 
the hardest times of their lives, when will 
he ever be able to?  But this is the way it 
was.  Sometimes it drove him to tears. 
He is often referred to as “The Weeping 
Prophet.”

The mercy that Jeremiah is pointing to, 
is a reminder of all the times that the 

Lord has stretched out His hand of grace 
to them, even though they always denied 
Him in the end.

The mercy that Jeremiah is pointing to, 
is a soul cry for Judah and Israel and 
the people of Jerusalem to remember 
their sin and shortfalls and how the Lord 
had saved them in the past, even from 
themselves, even though the experience 
wasn’t always enjoyable. 
The story of God’s mercy in Jeremiah 
lies in the fact that He still talks, He still 
shares His plan, He still connects with 
those who deserve it the least. 

‘If God treats you well by teaching you a 
disastrous lesson, you never forget it.’

I’m only in chapter 6 now, and it touches 
my heart.  It’s as if the Lord has to 
explain to wayward children why they 
have to go and wait in the bathroom. 
Even in His most expressive words of 
judgment, I can still hear the love of a 
Father who has to chastise in order that 
a bigger punishment would not befall His 
children.

While I’m looking for answers through 
this passage in which I fi nd little hope, 
I’m reminded that it is the exact same 
Jeremiah we quote when people are in 
their most dire circumstances.

I’m also reminded of another verse I read 
in chapter 5:

I will tell their enemies
o through my vineyard.
on t destroy the vines, 

but cut off the branches,
because they are the eo le
who don t belong to me.
Jeremiah 5:10 CEV

“Go through MY vineyard.
Everything and everyo ne belongs to 
ME. I ALONE determine the time of their 
chastisement.

Cut the branches, but preserve the vine.
I ALONE determine the depth of their 
suffering.

Those that remain are those closest to the 
vine.
I ALONE will give them new life.

Those that are destroyed never really knew 
ME.

Therein lays my hope.  There I fi nd mercy.  
If I stay standing at the end of this trial, it is 
because I belong to the Lord.

Not because I still have a job,
or a roof over my head,
or I am still breathing.
But because, through it all, I never let go of 
Him. I never denied Him.

It does not mean I can escape the 
consequence of my sin.

After Babylonia has been the strongest 
nation for 70 years,…

But it means that there is mercy and 
forgiveness, even for me.”

I will be kind and bring you back to 
erusalem, ust as I have romised. 

I will bless you with a future fi lled 
with ho e a future of success, not of 
suffering. 

ou will turn back to me and ask for hel , 
and I will answer your rayers. 

ou will worshi  me with all your heart, 
and I will be with you and acce t your 
worshi . 

hen I will gather you from all the nations 
where I scattered you, and you will return 
to erusalem.”
Jeremiah 29:10 CEV

You were right, Jeremiah. Mercy is to be 
found here…

“ “

The mercy 
that Jeremiah is 
pointing to, is a 

reminder of all the 
times that the Lord 
has stretched out 

His hand

T
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 he negative narrative about 
 Africa, mostly coming from 
 outside of Africa, has created 
 a narrow and distorted view 
of the continent over the years. It 
seems like the Western media sees the 
continent and write about it through a 
prism of poverty and hardship, corrupt 
leadership, crime, starvation, and 
disease. Countless negative media 
stories support this negative narrative, 
but Africa is much more than that. It is 
a beautiful continent with 54 different 
countries, cultures, and beautiful stories 
just waiting to be told.

Africa has bountiful natural resources 
and boasts countless talented and 
caring people. Contrary to popular belief, 
Africans can and do help themselves, 
and they enjoy helping others. The many 
successful, positive stories of grassroots 
projects established by Africans for 
Africans are making a difference and 
positively impacting the communities. 
These wonderful Africans deserve a 
positive narrative so the world can notice 
them and change how they perceive the 
continent and its people.

One such person is the kind-hearted 
Lucy Akua Kyerede Quainoo, who lives 
and works in Accra, Ghana. The tradition 
of sharing remains deeply rooted in 
African culture, and Lucy’s passion is 
sharing her knowledge and experience 
with other women. She actively partakes 
in mentorship programmes, which helps 
build her networks and help grow her 
professionally. Through offering advice 
and sharing her knowledge and vast 
experience, she also develops young 
women professionally. On top of it all, 
she provides technical assistance to four 
fi nancial institutions for agri-business 
product development for women-led 
small and medium, including large 
enterprises. 

Lucy has received numerous awards 
over the years, among others the 
prestigious CEO Global’s Pan African 
Award, Most Influential Woman in 
Business and Government (MIW) in 
SME Sector for Africa (2020); MIW 
in Agriculture Sector in West Africa 
(2019/2020); MIW in SME Sector 
(2019/2020); MIW in Agriculture Sector 
(2019/2020) and MIW in SME Sector in 
Ghana (2019/2020).

Lucy’s list of outreaches to others 
through her skills, experience, and 
knowledge is endless, and it isn’t easy 

to profi le her in only one article. She has 
won numerous awards over the years, 
but those are not the important things to 
her… people are.

Lucy was born on 9 July 1975 in 
Ghana. Reading through her CV, it 
quickly becomes clear that she is 
actively working on becoming the best 
version of herself. Her experience as 
an entrepreneur is overwhelming, and 
so are her academic qualifi cations and 
achievements. 

Her parents, Bartholomew Essilfi e and 
Margaret Yeboah Quainoo, played a 
huge, positive role in her upbringing 
and set the foundation for her to later 
become the strong woman she now is. 
Her father was a renowned consultant 
for Cooperative Credit Unions from the 
sixties to early eighties but sadly passed 
away when Lucy was only eight years 
old. Growing up without a father was 
diffi cult, but she enjoyed the support of 
her siblings and mother. 

Lucy’s mother raised her to live 
according to the Bible as a follower of 
the Lord Jesus Christ. She taught her 
always to be kind, respectful, and help 
others. Lucy shares that her mother 
practices what she preaches as she 
is well-known for her devotion and 
hospitality to everyone who meets her.

Among others, Lucy holds numerous 
academic qualifi cations, including a 
MA in International Business (2011), 
an MBA in International Business and 
Management (2010), and an MBA in 
International Business and Management 
(2008) (First Class Honours). 
Additionally, she has a Certifi cate in 
Administration and Management (GIMPA 
-Distinction).  “I was educated mostly 
through scholarships by God’s grace 
and grew up confi dent in God’s grace of 
providing all my needs”, says Lucy about 
her achievements.

She has over 18 years of experience 
in various sectors in Ghana, including 
Financial Services, Business 
Management Consulting for Micro, 
Small, Medium, and Large Enterprises, 
Investment Facilitation, and SME 
fi nancing, among others. She does 
advisory and consulting work for 
different countries on business and 
trade-related fi nancial and development 
matters. Plus, she is now overseeing 
operations of the Swiss Foundation in 
Ghana! 

Her work in the agricultural sector is 
impressive. It varies from organizing rice 
farmers into a cooperative and accessing 
fi nancial assistance from fi nancial 
institutions and donor-led smallholding 
farmer initiatives. Her current position as 
a strategic advisor at the African Council 
for Organic and Sustainable Agriculture 
puts her right where she wants to be.

If I had to describe her many 
qualifi cations and work experience 
in one sentence, I would say she is a 
global goals influencer, award-winning 
entrepreneur, expert in the agri-business 
value chain, an international trade and 
development consultant, an investment 
advisory services consultant, climate 
change activist, and music enthusiast! 

There is no doubt that Lucy is 
an excellent entrepreneur and 
businesswoman, but her spiritual life 
and humanitarian work drew me to her. 
Lucy says, “The Lord Jesus Christ is the 
reason why I am who I am today. He 
saved me from a fatal accident in 1996 
which caused permanent damage to 
about 40% of my face. But to God be 
the glory - He healed the wounds on my 
face, and the scars can barely be seen 
now. In fact, I look more beautiful after 
the accident than before, and I thank the 
Lord and my personal Saviour, Jesus 
Christ, for it.”

Lucy is passionate about epitomizing 
love, mercy, and kindness and 
steadfastly stands for being a Christian 
and a woman. 

She concludes, “Everything I have 
achieved thus far is by God’s grace. I 
don’t own anything I have achieved - the 
awards, degrees, my career, marital 
relationship, and everything is to the 
glory of God. I enjoy God’s grace in a 
unique manner that defi nes how special I 
am to God and who our Lord Jesus is to 
me. To Him be the glory.” 

T
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 eremiah 31:3 – he ord has 
 a eared of old to me, saying  
 es, I have loved you with 
 and everlasting love; herefore 
with lovingkindness I have drawn you ”

The words I never expected to hear….
On April 3, 2012, I heard words spoken 
to me that I never expected to hear: “He 
is no longer alive.” I remember looking at 
the doctor with a big smile on my face. 
I came to book-in at the hospital for the 
delivery of our son, Zachary, for whom 
we waited for fi ve years. The meaning 
of the words of the doctor did not fully 
register in my mind yet. I just smiled 
at him as he delivered this devastating 
news to me and my husband, Timothy. 
Reality only kicked in when I felt my 
husband’s hand on my ankle. I looked 
at him still with the smile on my face, 
trying to fi gure out what is going on. As I 
looked at the concern on his face void of 
any joy, I looked back at my doctor. I saw 
the frantic look on his face. Only then my 
smile slowly faded as the implications of 
his words fi nally started to register in my 
mind and dropped in my heart.

 While we sat in his offi ce waiting as he 
made some calls, I heard him explain 
it again to his colleague. Then he said: 
“No, there is nothing more I can do, he has 
passed away a few hours ago.” It was at 
this moment that despair came to rest in 
my heart, and I suddenly saw myself just 
as a little girl, in a dark room, unable and 
unwilling to accept these words. 

I could not speak, as if in a stupor, 
watching a play. I heard my husband and 
doctor conversing while I was still unable 
to fully grasp all they were saying and 
me – just trying to keep breathing.  I was 
then led to another floor by my husband, 

holding my hand tightly. Everything in 
me wanted to run away and escape 
the participation in the needed process 
ahead. I was not looking at anyone, 
trying not to fall apart. As the doors of 
the elevator opened, a man in white, 
holding a baby swaddled in white, looked 
me in the eyes. He was looking as sad 
as I felt, and the words: “Safe in the arms 
of Jesus” echoed in my mind. As we 
stepped into the elevator, he suddenly 
was gone.  At that moment, I did not 
receive it as the message of comfort it 
was meant to be, because the pain and 
loss I felt was just too indescribable to 
receive anything else.

I now sat alone in a room as my husband 
had to tend to the admin and calling of 
loved ones and friends. I was deeply 
grateful for the quiet space. My heart 
broke for him, having to listen to him 
sharing the news of our loss with people 
over and over again. I kept touching and 
embracing my belly while my boy was 
still part of me - even if it was just a little 
while longer. I heard myself saying sorry 
to him for not being able to keep him 
safe. I prayed for a miracle, I pleaded for 
one, I reminded God of Lazarus of Christ, 
of so many testimonies I knew and the 
knowledge that He was able to do it for 
us too. But when I came to “Your Will 
and not mine be done Father”, I felt and 
knew that this time it would not be that 
‘miracle story’. Tears started running 
down my face. Here I was, coming to 
welcome my son into this world and now 
I had to say goodbye to him.  Everything 
felt so surreal.

When I woke up after the operation, 
many came to support comfort and 
encourage us. They came to say 
goodbye to this little boy for whom we 
prayed and expectantly waited for fi ve 

years. In the fi rst year of our marriage, 
through an intercessor friend, God 
gave us a promise; “I will give you an 
inheritance”. I held onto every promise 
God gave over the years concerning our 
offspring.  

Promises of the past…
My background is one of a lot of 
brokenness. During my childhood and 
teenage years, I never desired to be 
married or to ever have children. This has 
changed since and now this pregnancy 
was the greatest miracle of my life!  Back 
then, I had a personal encounter with 
Christ Jesus. Through His visitations, He 
was taking the time to come and speak 
to me of His great love for me. He spoke 
of how I questioned Him - not wanting 
to believe He loved me, because of the 
disappointment and hurt I suffered by 
the hands of some that also confessed 
to love me as a child. I remember so 
clearly, as if it was yesterday, Him gently 
telling me, that what they did was not 
‘love’ as He meant it. He said that if I 
gave Him the opportunity, He will teach 
me what He meant when He said He 
loves me. 

Back then, when I took that step of faith 
in my youth, immediately my whole life 
changed in the blink of an eye. Where I 
was hopeless, suddenly I felt hope for my 
future. Where I never wanted to marry, I 
fell in love for the fi rst time. He kept His 
word and taught me to love and be loved! 
So when He promised a son, I believed it 
wholeheartedly.

Over the next fi ve years of our marriage, 
my faith would be tested over and 
over, as friends and family around 
us, conceived effortlessly. Still we 
didn’t have our own child, but we kept 
reminding ourselves of the promise of 

“

“

The words I never expected to 
hear… On April 3, 2012, I heard 

words spoken to me that I never 
expected to hear: “He is no longer 
alive.” I remember looking at the 

doctor with a big smile 
on my face...?

J

“ “

Over the 
next fi ve years 

of our marriage, 
my faith would be 

tested over and 
over again...
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the Lord.  So much prayer went out for 
us concerning children. We never asked 
for prayer, but people desired for us to 
also experience the joy of parenthood. 
When the day came that we fi nally found 
out we conceived, we just held each 
other and wept and thanked God for 
His faithfulness. Looking back though, 
we now notice that over the next few 
months of the pregnancy -  as we shared 
with people that we are expecting - they 
would start crying and praising God. 

Sometimes in their prayers, it seemed as 
if they were forgetting about us. At such 
times I was surprised by their passion in 
prayer realizing how many people trusted 
in the Lord with us for this little boy. 
My pregnancy was almost perfect, just 
normal aches, but that was it. It was the 
happiest time of my life, up to that point. 
The joy I felt was at times overwhelming. 
The journey of the Holy Spirit, every step 
of the way was amazing. So here I was 
now contemplating all of this, trying 
to grasp the reality of the loss of this 
‘promised child’. 

Facing the now and here...
So many thoughts flooded my mind. 
I had so many conversations about 
this with God. Grappling with this long 
journey of expectation and then this 
devastating end, why? Why did He allow 
it? How could I carry this cross when the 
pain was so unbearable?   In the days 
following Zach’s death, I did not talk 
much to people, but had long internal 
conversations with Abba, Father. 

One of those mornings the enemy 
started to preach to me, asking ‘how 
can my God do this to one He professes 
to love? How can one trust such a God 
that breaks promises? Is this caring? How 
many years have you faithfully served 
Him? Is this your reward?’ I wept as these 
questions whipped through my being 
from every side. At one point the enemy 
said to me; ‘Jesus never really loved you, 
look what pain He has caused you’.

At that moment everything in me 
stopped. I started to weep uncontrollably 
and confessed aloud: that is not true  I 
remember how Jesus found me, broken 
in a million pieces. How He stooped 
down to put each part of me back 
together, patiently, lovingly with the 
greatest kindness. How He covered my 
nakedness with His love, like a blanket 
wrapping around me. How He cleansed 

me, adorning me with His beauty. How 
He restored dignity to my life, fi nally 
making me feel that I belong and there is 
purpose for my life. 

Yes He has given and taken away, but 
in that moment I realised, what He 
has restored in me, far outweighed the 
losses. Because He took the time to 
teach me what love is, in this moment - I 
knew from experience that even from 
my pain, He was going to work out 
the good in me - for purposes I could 
not foresee or imagine at that time. 
As I fi nished this declaration, I felt the 
presence of God that has never left me, 
so very tangibly enfolding me. A peace 
came over my heart and my mind. My 
mourning changed from that moment, 
just because I remembered that He is a 
good, good God and whatever He has 
allowed will serve a purpose. It may not 
be clear at that moment, but I trusted 
Him. That brought about a great change 
in me right there. 

Looking back…
I have learned that suffering can bring 
forth beautiful fruit; if we do not allow 
bitterness to overtake us and shape us. 
If we allow the grace and love of God to 
change us from the inside out. By God’s 
grace my husband and I could walk this 
journey together, also showing a lot 
of grace towards each other, and only 
because we kept Christ as our focus and 
centre. 

We need to speak to the Holy Spirit about 
all that’s in our hearts continuously.  
Confessing everything to Him, and 
listening to His knowledge concerning 
matters. We have to allow Him to grow 
us through any trauma we suffer. In 
those moments, we are at our most 
vulnerable and the enemy will pounce 
and sow his doubts in our hearts, just as 
he did in the mind of Eve in the garden. 
He will try the same with you, enticing 
you to doubt God’s love – that is his 
purpose. Walking with Christ Jesus 
daily will shape what you will embrace; 
the truth or the lie. The truths that He 
teaches you daily in your times together, 
or the lies of the enemy because you 
never gave the time to know the truth of 
Abba’s Word. It is knowledge and time 
in the Word of God that will set you free 
from the enemy’s hold.  

A word from Timothy…
As a husband and the “father”, I felt 

a double burden with the loss of our 
child. Firstly there was the sense of my 
loss and pain that I had to deal with. 
Secondly, there was the responsibility 
of caring for my wife in this time of her 
frailty; both physically and emotionally.
One of the earliest decisions we made 
together was to turn to God in this dark 
hour of our lives – over and over again. 

When it was easier to question God 
about why He allowed this and blamed 
Him for our predicament, we decided to 
reaffi rm our trust in Him. We understood 
that our comfort could only be made 
complete when we put our trust in the 
great Comforter, so we ran to God rather 
than from Him. By His strength we were 
led to a place of healing, and we found 
our marriage strengthened, in a situation 
where many marriages struggle to 
survive.

The promise came…
A year and a half later, our son Jayson 
was conceived, our gift from God, a 
source of much joy and laughter. God 
kept His promise. He healed our hearts. 
Our cups are running over. Never give up 
on the promises of God, He is not a man 
that He would lie!

Psalm 139: 17 & 18 ow recious also 
are our thoughts to me,  od  ow 
great is the sum of them  If I should count 
them, they would be more in number than 
the sand; when I wake, I am still with 

.” 
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     n 10 April 2020 (Good Friday), 
     Day 15 during lockdown in 
     South-Africa, I saw an open 
     vision of Jesus standing in 
front of His Father, asking for more time 
before He needs to fetch His bride.  

I saw ABBA Father looking at Jesus with 

O compassion and then said: “Your request 
is granted.”  I saw a longing and burning in 
Jesus’ eyes and He said to me: “I’m longing 
to fetch my Bride, but I’m lingering and it 
is slow to come.  I’m pressing in for more 
time. My blood-ketubah was not in vain! 
My heart is to win them all with my love, 
but time is in my Father’s hand. I needed 

to ask Him to delay the process. My angels 
are fi ghting an extreme battle to keep 
the enemy from overtaking the lost and 
ignorant. But I am the King of all kings and 
I’m wearing the Crown of Righteousness! 
My ingdom will come  as it is in heaven, 
so it will be on earth. ee  on raying, lift 
your voices and awake my ride  I M 
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I     ust for 
you ”

he ord is not late with his romise to 
return, as some measure lateness. ut 
rather, his delay” sim ly reveals his loving 

atience toward you, because he does 
not want any to erish but all to come to 
re entance.” (2 Peter 3:10)

With those last words of Jesus, still 
ringing in my ears, I realised we are in a 
“new worship awakening season”. The 
Strong’s number 5782 corresponds 
with the Hebrew word “UR” and it means 
arise, arouse, awaken, awake, exulted, 
incite, excited, triumphant, lifted, raise, 
rouse, or rouse yourself. The year 5782 
is the year of awakening! It’s the year 
of the open book, a time to re-awaken. 
Ephesians 5:14 TPT rise, you slee er  

ise u  from your coffi n and the nointed 
ne will shine his light into you ”

In Matthew 25:6 we read about how the 
10 virgins were awakened by a shout - 
“The Day of the Awakening Blast”: “Then 
suddenly, in the middle of the night, they 
were awakened by the shout ‘Get up! 
The Bridegroom is here! Come out and 
have an encounter with Him”. This is not 
simply “meet him”, for it is a rare Greek 
noun that means to “have a meeting” or 
“an encounter” with Him.

This group that gave this “midnight 
shout” is a “called out” part of the bride in 
the midnight/last hour. They recognized 
the season when the Bridegroom was 
coming and had to wake up the others. 
They are the front runners and the trail 
blazers in this season, waking up all 10 
virgins in the last hour. They are standing 
in the holy of holies, on the mountain 
– where they “went up higher”, with an 
intimate relationship with ABBA Father 
and to live a life of sanctifi cation. 

There was also the word “Saturated” 
I heard constantly in my Spirit.  It 
means to be supernaturally soaked 
in the fullness of the Holy Spirit - to be 
intoxicated with the FIRE of the Holy 
Spirit – Ephesians 5:18 and don t be 
drunk with wine, which is rebellion; 
instead be fi lled with the fullness of the 

oly irit.”

I also believe this is why this is called the 
decade of “The Mouth” of the Bride - not 
only to wake up others, but to make a 

heavenly sound for all to hear from the 
mountain tops – he ridegroom is here  

rise rise ” Isn’t it also very interesting 
that the enemy tried to silence us from 
2020 with a mask, starting the decade of 
the mouth?  Interesting indeed!

Isaiah 26:19 our dead will live; heir 
dead bodies will rise. ou who lie in the 
dust, awake and shout for oy  or your 
dew is a dew of celestial  light heavenly, 
su ernatural , nd the earth will give birth 
to the s irits of the dead.” (Amplifi ed)

Isaiah 60:1 rise from s iritual 
de ression to a new life , shine be radiant 
with the glory and brilliance of the ; 

    ,   
   brilliance of the  HAS 

RISEN UPON YOU.”

The corresponding Hebrew calendar year 
namely 5782 is now the year of 2022 on 
our calendar. Interesting enough it is also 
5+7+8+2 = 22. The numeric calculation 
combines twenty-two and two thousand. 
“Called to the mountain of the Lord”, in 
the Strong’s Concordance identifi es the 
number 2022 with the Hebrew word 
“HAR” which speaks of a mountain, a 
hill or a hill country. The year 2022 is A 
CALL TO “go up to the mountain/ or to 
go up higher to the Lord and to receive 
instructions to be fully immersed in this 
season.” 

It shall come to ass in the latter days 
that the mountain of the ord s house 
shall be fi rmly  established as the highest 
of the mountains and shall be e alted 
above the hills, and all nations shall flow 
to it.  nd many eo le shall come and 
say, ome, let us go u  to the mountain of 
the ord, to the house of the od of acob, 
that e may teach us is ways and that 

“

“

In the season that we are entering, 
we cannot strive and do things in our own 
strength; we need to walk in faith and not 

by sight, guided by His Spirit. Abba will 
guide us through...

we may walk in is aths. or out of ion 
shall go forth the law and  instruction, 
and the word of the ord from erusalem.”
(Is 2:2-3).

Also interesting is the Hebrew word 
“TAV” { ת }. It is the 22nd letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet - (2022). Yahweh is 
the “𝔸𝕃𝔼ℙℍ and the 𝕋𝔸𝕍”. It is the end 
of a season, the closing, but it is not 
the end of the way.  TAV’s meaning is 
mark, sign, or seal. It is the symbol of 
truth, perfection, and ℂ𝕆𝕄ℙ𝕃𝔼𝕋𝕀𝕆ℕ. It 
represents the ℝ𝔼𝕊𝕋𝕆ℝ𝔸𝕋𝕀𝕆ℕ of all of 
existence. It is a return to the essence 
and purpose of life and is the beginning 
of a new path. The end is never really the 
end, but the beginning of something new.

I am the lev and the av, says the ord 
od, who is, who was, and who is to 

come, the lmighty.” 
Revelation 1:8  (1+8=9 ~ 9 Biblical 
meaning = 𝐃𝐄𝐕𝐈𝐍𝐄 𝐂𝐎𝐌𝐏𝐋𝐄𝐓𝐄𝐍𝐄𝐒𝐒 or 
𝐅𝐈𝐍𝐀𝐋𝐈𝐓𝐘)

There is a handful of ℝ𝔼𝕄ℕ𝔸ℕ𝕋𝕊 (the 
house of David = the beloved ones / 
Kingdom Sons and daughters) who 
will receive Yahweh’s Mantels and 
New Mandates with 𝕂𝔼𝕐𝕊 𝕆𝔽 𝔽𝕀ℝ𝔼, 
expanding God’s Kingdom and territory 
and conquering several towns and cities 
in 2022 with their Fire Torches of the 
Holy Spirit. Isaiah 22:22 – nd the  
of the house of avid will I lay u on his 
shoulder; so he shall o en, and none shall 
shut; and he shall shut and none shall 
o en.” (Shoulder – mantel/authority) (key 
– the Name of YHWH/YAHWEH) There 
will also be a wall of 𝔽𝕀ℝ𝔼 around them 
(The Holy Spirit) and 𝕐𝔼𝕊ℍ𝕌𝔸 will be the 
𝔾𝕃𝕆ℝ𝕐 in the midst of them. It will be a 
swift, fast and a powerful, supernatural 
move. Igniting others at an appointed 
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time. They will be front runners, trail 
blazers and burning ones! Zechariah 
2:5 – or I, saith the , will be unto 
her a wall of I  round about, and will be 
the glory in the midst of her.” (Fire – Holy
Spirit) (Glory – Yeshua)

On 22 April 2020 I had a dream of the 
number 24 – twice in a row. Just the 
number, nothing else. I prayed and 
talked to Jesus about this because it 
could mean so many things – 24 hours, 
24 days, or 24 months? During that 
time, I was in a process coordinating 
a conference for September 2020.  
After spending time intimately with 
ABBA Father He confi rmed that it is 24 
months before He will release the next 
conference through me. He showed me 
it will be on a mountain, (going up higher) 
and it will be called THE BURNING ONES. 
Exactly 24 months after I had the dream 
of 24, the Burning Ones Conference will 
be on 22 April 2022. How profound is 
it also that 22 April 2022 will fall in the 
month of Nisan “Head up to the rest of 
the year”.

He also referred to the scripture in 
Revelation 4 where the 24 elders
surrendered their crowns before God’s 
throne. It is a call to put your own 
interests second and bow before God 
– to put down the crowns He gave you 
before Him! he twenty four elders fall 
before im who sits on the throne and 
worshi  im who lives forever and ever, 
and cast their crowns before the throne, 
saying  ou are worthy,   ord,

o receive glory and honour and ower; 
or ou created all things .” Revelation 

4:10-11

We will surrender everything of the 
past, in this season, that we think we 
had authority in or walked in. We need 
to surrender all of it, and then ABBA 
Father will release the New Season of 
Burning One Fire upon us! Purifying fi re, 
fresh from the throne room. It will be 
a supernatural, mystical atmosphere, 
contending for authority. This is a 
supernatural season, and we cannot 
lean on our own understanding because 
there is atmosphere contending going 
on because everything will be done in a 
new way by the Holy Spirit. How we did 
things in the past, will be burned by this 
new Fire – everything will be done in a 
new way. Because of this New Season 
you will need faith to arise, because that 

is what God is looking for NOW – FAITH! 
You will not recognise this new season 
without supernatural faith. 

isten carefully, I am about to do a new 
thing,  it will s ring forth; will you not 
be aware of it  I will even ut a road in the 
wilderness rivers in the desert ” Isaiah 
43:19

You will hear a NEW SOUND in the 
QUIET

There is an invitation right now from 
the heart of ABBA Father to draw close 
and be still before Him, to LISTEN to the 
leading of the Holy Spirit, to hear and 
see the changes and adjustments that 
the Lord is making. As you lean in and 
as you draw close to Jesus, listening to 
what the Holy Spirit says; you are being 
prepared for what is before you. There 
is a new rhythm upon you. There is a 
new way of moving with the Fire of God 
upon you and it feels foreign because 
you feel out of your depth, there’s a grief 
in leaving things that have been familiar, 
but there is a deep healing, refi ning, and 
resetting of your heart in the changes 
and adjustments ABBA is doing now.

YOU ARE MY ARROW THAT I WILL 
SEND FORTH WITH FIRE

In a vision I saw millions of burning 
arrows darting out of the throne room 
into the darkness of the world and heard 
ABBA Father say in the Spirit: “Through all 
you have endured, I have been shar ening
you. I have been preparing you to be sent 
forth into new assignments, as My burning 
arrow, to ierce the darkness and to bring 
My light. o release My fi re into new 
s heres, new realms, and new laces. 
Now in this season that I have brought 
you into to teach you, reveal to you, and 
impart to you, revelation, and insight - the 
deep mysteries and secrets of My heart 
and what I am speaking. You shall hear 
My voice with greater clarity than you ever 
have. You shall receive divine strategy and 
wisdom at a level you have not carried 
before.” 

 M  M    
  M     
I ,  I   , I M  

M I I  M  I   .

“The enemy came to shake and rattle you, 
to steal your voice, but I say unto you, deep 

in the chambers of My heart there is a 
weighty impartation of  that I 
am releasing to you in the revelation of My 
Majesty, My holiness, and the ower of My 
voice. The deeper and deeper awakening 
that is increasing of WHO it is that is 
speaking to you.

The revelation of Whom I am, My nature, 
My Majesty and Authority is going to cause 
every part of you to vibrate under My 
power. You are beginning to experience the 
deep groaning of My Spirit that is bringing 
forth the birthing of the NEW. I am releasing 
upon you in these deep encounters with My 
Majesty and Holiness and the awakening 
of Who it is that is speaking to you, a 
BOLDNESS that you have not yet walked in. 
It is a BOLDNESS to NOT BOW to culture. 
It is a boldness to consecrate yourselves 
in greater ways from the impurity of self-
promotion and pride within My body. 

It is BOLDNESS to speak My wisdom 
without APOLOGY yet dripping in love. It is 
BOLDNESS to speak what I am speaking 
and what’s on My heart with conviction and 
fi re. It is the BOLDNESS to not bow to fear 
or the fear of man, but to speak My truth.  It 
is the BOLDNESS to stand and allow Me to 
release My fi re through you in creativity in a 
new and fresh way.

It is a BOLDNESS to stand unafraid of the 
enemy, recognizing your authority in Me 
and speaking what is on My heart, that at 
times will cause you to feel like you are 
going against the grain. Indeed, with Me, 
we are going into new territories. We are 
pioneering together the new thing that I am 
doing, and I am raising you up to carry the 
THUNDER of My voice and the Fire of my 
Spirit, that will release the awe and wonder 
of who I am.”
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 ooking  at the above illustration 
 sends cold shivers down 
 my spine. I’m in awe of the 
 Power of a Praying women. 
More in awe of the Power of a woman 
praying on her knees. Amen.

Imagine, 700 men, 700 horses, 700 
helmets, 700 saddles, 700 pieces of 
protective gear. How powerful is this?
Bearing in mind that a soldier cannot 
go to war without his armour.  We as 
women cannot go to war in our pity 
party, we need to mean business with 
the enemy, we need to go into the 
enemy’s camp in total surrender to the 

L Most High.

Ephesians 6 v14-16: tand fi rm then, 
with the belt of truth buckled around 
your waist, with the breast late of 
righteousness in lace, and with your 
feet fi tted with the readiness that comes 
from the gos el of eace. In addition to 
all this, take u  the shield of faith, with 
which you can e tinguish all the flaming 
arrows of the evil one. ake the helmet 
of salvation and the sword of the 

irit, which is the word of od.” 
  .. he a ostle aul lists 

the belt of truth as the fi rst element in a 
hristian s armor against evil. ut does 

absolute truth really e ist  he very idea 
of truth is becoming less and less o ular. 

or many eo le, truth has become a 
sub ect for  debate or a conce t that 
changes as the world changes around us.”

“What is truth?” The idea of absolute truth 
is inseparable from the life of Jesus Christ 
and from the Bible. esus defi ned imself 
as the way, the truth, and the life” John 
14:6. He also defi ned the Word of God as 
truth anctify them by our truth. our 
word is truth” John 17:17. When He was 
put on trial for His life, Jesus was asked 
by the Roman governor Pontius Pilate 
if He was indeed proclaiming Himself 
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to be a king, as the Jews claimed. He 
answered that He came to bear witness 
to truth. or this cause I was born, and 
for this cause I have come into the world, 
that I should bear witness to the truth. 

veryone who is of the truth hears My 
voice” John 18:37. As believers we 
need to put on the belt of truth in our 
daily walk which will help us walk in the 
Devine plan and purpose of God’s Will for 
our lives. As a woman the Belt of Truth 
helps us to speak as “Thus” saith the 
Lord. Amen.

BREASTPLATE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
Righteousness, which is the perfect 
holiness of Christ, comes from God 
alone. Righteousness is to be right in 
God’s eyes. In essence, perfect living. To 
flee from the snares of temptation and 
sin satan has set up and to follow God’s 
plan for our lives. 

Like all other pieces of the armour 
of God, they can only come from our 
Saviour. We cannot somehow create 
the belt of truth, the breastplate of 
righteousness, or the helmet of salvation, 
from our own volition.  The breastplate 
protects our vital organs spiritually. 
Whenever we enter the battlefi eld, 
satan will attempt to pierce our most 
vulnerable areas. Therefore, God arms 
us with the breastplate of righteousness 
to prevent satan from delivering a fatal 
blow. Although when a sinner repents, 
the intention is to encourage us to put 
on the armour regularly, it is not just a 
one-time deal.  But wait, you may say, 
I thought once we were saved, we’re 
always saved? Yes, but righteousness 
doesn’t mean saying a prayer once and 
then going on with our lives as though 
nothing has changed. Justifi cation 
comes through a one-time commitment 

to Christ.  Sanctifi cation, the act of God 
shaping us to become more like him, 
happens over a lifetime. This will allow 
us as women to be role models for our 
children, especially to our daughters. 

GOSPEL SHOW OF PEACE
The shoes are constructed from leather, 
which is pulled up and laced around 
the ankle. A soldier’s shoes forms the 
foundation of his armament. In those 
days, the foot soldiers of the empire 
relied on walking as their primary 
means of transportation, so the ability 
to move easily and comfortably was a 
necessity for them. In addition, to this 
we as women need to be able to step out 
in battle without thinking about where 
we’ve placed our feet. We need solid 
footing in order to concentrate on the 
battle at hand.

SHEILD OF FAITH
To see why faith is so important, we 
must fi rst understand what faith is. 
Faith is an unshakable belief in the 
promises of God. Our faith has to be our 
shield. Rather than pursue the “passing 
pleasures of sin”, we as women need 
to follow where God leads us, even in 
our inner most painful and challenging 
moments, we cannot give up. The shield 
of faith is needed to defend against the 
attacks of satan “the fi ery darts of the 
wicked one”. Those fi ery darts can take 
many shapes and forms, because satan 
is always looking for effective ways to 
attack us when we’re at our weakest.

HELMET OF SALVATION
The most obvious value of the helmet 
was to protect against blows to the 
head. Helmets usually had cheek plates 
to guard against blows to the face, and 
a metal piece in the back to protect 
against blows to the back of the neck. 
During the time of being on our knees we 
have the assurance that our faces which 
are so precious to women, will be highly 
protected. Amen.

SWORD OF THE SPIRIT
The sword is both an offensive and 
defensive weapon used by soldiers or 
warriors. Swords were used to protect 
oneself from harm or to attack the 
enemy to overcome or kill him. All 
Christian soldiers need the same training 
to know how to properly handle the 
Sword of the Spirit, “which is the word of 
God.” We know from 2 Timothy 3:16–
17 that the word of God is from the Holy 

Spirit and written by men. Since every 
Christian is in the spiritual battle with the 
satanic and evil forces of this world, we 
need to know how to handle the Word 
properly. Only then will it be an effective 
defence against evil, but it will also be an 
offensive weapon we use to “demolish 
strongholds” of error and falsehood 
2Corinthians10:4–5

God refers to His Word as a sword 
in Hebrews 4:12. Here the Word is 
described as living and active and 
sharper than a double-edged sword. 
The fact that it had two edges made it 
easier to penetrate, as well as to cut in 
every way. The purpose of the sword of 
the Spirit which is the  Bible is to make 
us strong and able to withstand the 
evil plans of satan, our enemy (Psalm 
119:11, 33–40, 99–105). 

The Holy Spirit uses the power of the 
Word to save souls and then to give them 
spiritual strength to be mature soldiers 
for the Lord in fi ghting this corrupt and 
evil world we live in. The more we know 
and understand the Word of God, the 
more useful we will be  in doing the will of 
God and the more effective we will be in 
standing against the enemy of our souls. 
Hallelujah!!!

Written by: 
Rochelle Moodley

(South Africa)

“ “

 God arms us 
with the 

breastplate of 
righteousness 

to prevent satan 
from delivering 

a fatal blow.



 ince the end of 2021, God 
 started speaking to me about 
 ‘Revival’ in our cities and 
 country.

Fervent prayer to God has changed my 
life but also the lives of multitudes of 
people. Revival is here! However, not in 
the way we thought and expected it to 
start. Many times I/we thought revival is 
only about blind eyes opening, deaf ears 
hearing and limbs growing back - which 
in fact will happen and must happen. But 
now, I know it is much deeper! During a 
season of intense prayer, God showed 
us it is not only about what we expect 
or think revival will look like, as a matter 
of fact, it is much bigger than that. It is 

about repentance and saying ‘yes’ to the 
call of Covenant.  

Jesus was the prophecy of revival, 
revival to bring restoration to mankind 
and redeem us from sin and death. Luke 
1:29-56 tells us how angel Gabriel 
visited Mary with the announcement of 
the Son of God. He told her that was a 
supernatural move and it would bring 
change to the earth forever. nd the ord 

od will give im the throne of is father 
avid; and e will reign over the house of 
acob Israel  forever ”                           

This is indeed what Jesus came to 
establish forever! Even though Mary was 
confused how this was going to happen, 

since she has never been with a man, the 
angel gave her assurance that the Holy 
Spirit will come over her. Covenant can 
only be established through the power 
of the Holy Spirit. It can ONLY happen 
through the Holy Spirit, bottom line. Even 
though Mary did not know what, where 
and how, she made up in her mind that 
she would yield to this announcement, 
to this invitation, to His Word and to His 
promise. When Mary said, “May it be 
unto me according to Your word”, she 
was saying ‘yes’ to covenant with God. 
You see, family of God, she said ‘yes’ 
to covenant with God fi rst before she 
stood in front of a congregation and 
gave the fi nal yes to marry Joseph. How 
amazing! And this is very, very important 
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to understand. If you are carrying 
destiny, you have to say ‘YES’ to be in 
covenant with God. Out of your covenant 
relationship with God, your destiny can 
start.

His mandate, birthed through you will 
release His Covenant Promise. Many 
times, as singles, we are so focused on 
getting married and we are so pressured 
to get married that in the process we 
miss true covenant, the covenant with 
Christ. We can never step into His 
promise blessing without saying ‘I DO’ 
to Him. God desires covenant with you, 
that is the very reason Christ returned to 
bring us back into the original plan God 
had for us. His Kingdom, His ruling and 
His reigning in our Father’s Kingdom.

During the month of January, God 
began to speak to me about the fi nal 
revival before the return of Christ, which 
by the way, is the now revival we are 
talking about. This revival that has been 
prophesied about for decades through 
great men and women of God is about 
repentance and coming into covenant 
with Christ our Lord and Saviour. Once 
we understand it is about Him and only 
Him - our bridegroom - our hearts and 
spirit man can start calling out to Him. 
He will only come once we have a deep 
longing for our true bridegroom, our 
Messiah. Once we get to this place, 
wanting nothing more but Him, we can 
come in sync with the Holy Spirit and the 
scripture can be fulfi lled as in Revelation 
22:17, he oly irit and the bride the 
church, believers  say, ome”. Miracles 
happen when He visits us, when He 
moves no one can stop it. 

Many are only saying yes to God with 
their lips but not with their hearts, 
covenant is a heart connection, a 

heart commitment and a heart bond. 
In Matthew 15:8, Jesus said, hese 

eo le honour me with their li s but 
their hearts are far from me”. Covenant 
is all or nothing. God gave all He had, 
His son. Covenant requires all of your 
heart, soul and mind. This is a good 
place to understand that you and I are 
in this marriage with Christ till eternity. 
Marriage/Covenant with Christ is so 
deep, death will not even separating 
us. As a matter of fact, physical death 
is actually bringing us closer to Him. 
Anyone who is married will tell us 
who are single, marriage makes you 
vulnerable. Your deepest parts and 
secrets are exposed to your covenant 
partner and your life is no longer your 
own. That is exactly what Christ expects 
of us. He was stripped from everything 
on the cross and expects us to be 
stripped for Him. Again it’s a life for a life.                                  

Do you want to be in covenant with Him?                                                                                   
Then repeat this prayer after me.  
                                                                                                                                                      
      *Father, in the name of Jesus, I come 
to You today. I recommit my life to you. 
Today, in this moment, I accept your 
marriage proposal. I accept your life 
blood covenant. As I say, ‘I do’ to all You 
have for me and what You did for me, I 
want to recommit my life to You. I want 
to be in full covenant/marriage with You. 
I want to be exposed and vulnerable 
in Your presence because You are the 
only One who can heal me, deliver me, 
save me and set me free from what the 
devil thought he could keep against me. 
Jesus, I marry Your Word, Your Presence, 
Your Will and Your Desire for my life, 
today and the rest of my life. Come live in 
me, all the days of my life. May I see and 
become a part of the greatest harvest of 
souls, ever, coming to Your saving Grace. 
Father, this I pray in the name of Your 

only son Jesus Christ, amen.

Remember, we are veiled until His return. 
A bride, waiting for her husband, is 
supposed to be veiled until he removes 
the veil from her - so too should we. 
We are veiled until Jesus Christ, our 
bridegroom, comes and until then the 
Holy Spirit is working through us as we 
manifest Him on earth. Oh Lord, I am just 
falling in love with You more and more.

Single ladies, remember! Mary said ‘Yes’ 
to Him fi rst even though she was asked 
to marry Joseph. So too, let us say ‘Yes’ 
to Him fi rst, then our Joseph will be in 
the wings waiting to be released.

May God bless you

“

“

God gave all He had, His son. 
Covenant requires all of your heart, 

soul and mind. This is a good place to 
understand that you and I are in this 

marriage with Christ till eternity.

“ “

During 
January, God 

began to speak to 
me about the fi nal 
revival before the 
return of Christ...
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 Samuel 7:12

 Taking a moment to look back  
 at my life I cry Ebenezar - thus 
far the Lord has helped me. I have found 
a place between Mizphar and Shen to 
lay a stone in memorial of what the Lord 
has done for me. The truth about human 
nature is that we tend to be reactive yet 
in the moment of dire need and distress 
we are not present. We are not present 

mentally, emotionally or even physically 
for those whose chips are down. But 
be rest assured that God is with you 
no matter how diffi cult the trials. He 
upholds us by His righteous right hand.

In 2014 the chips were down, no matter 
how strong I wanted to look or act, they 
were down and all I had was myself. I 
say myself contrary to the statement 
above because I had a broken fellowship 

with God and in my view then, I was on 
my own. I remember crying unprovoked. 
I endured pain, rejection and loneliness.  
I had turned my back on the call of God 
upon my life after separation from my 
husband. I did not understand how God 
would allow my marriage to fall apart 
and yet call me to preach the Gospel.  
He had become a crutch upon which I 
depended when it came to the walk of 
faith. He prayed more, read the word 

1



Written by: 
Reverend Lisa Hadebe
(South Africa)

“

“

It was all a facade I have 
managed to put up all along. 

Returning to Joburg, the cookie 
crumbled. I remembered the words 

of my facilitator and I began going to 
church every Sunday. 

“

“

One Friday morning I sat in front 
of my TV with tears streaming down 

my face. I knew I was in trouble. I had 
lost all joy, the bubbly personality 

faded over months of distress.

more and I it did not realize that I stood 
strong because he was strong in his faith 
in God. How else would he have been? 
His parents are senior Pastors leading a 
church, born in the church, raised there, 
never touched alcohol or smocked, so he 
was clear on his walk with God.  I began 
the blame game with God. I fi gured I 
will not preach, I will disqualify myself 
from heaven. I went back to the life of 
partying, drinking and smoking. 

One Friday morning I sat in front of my 
TV with tears streaming down my face. 
I knew I was in trouble. I had lost all 
joy, the bubbly personality faded over 
months of distress. I was feeling empty. 
Looking and fi nding love in all the wrong 
places and faces.  A void no man, alcohol 
or smoking could fi ll.  A voucher popped 
up on my emails and it was like an 
answered prayer. I booked myself into a 
Depression and Despondency Centre in 
George. I needed to speak to someone 
and there was no one in my circle. No 
one noticed my state of affairs. 

I know what it’s like to have your chips 
down and walk around with a smile. To 
hide your face that has pain written all 
over it and no one comes looking for you. 
To show signs of distress/ acting out of 
character and being misunderstood to 
seek attention. She is aloof, that’s what 
they say you have become.

September 2014, I flew to George. When 
I got to George, a 4-5-day treatment 
was reduced to 1 day. The facilitator 
highlighted two things during Kinesiology 
(Kinesiologists can help you fi nd what IS 
wrong, and give the body the tools for the 
job to get back to, and then maintain good 
health. Systematic Kinesiology uses simple, 
safe, precise muscle testing procedures to 
fi nd problem areas)

 • My level of anger- I 
was a moving time bomb and a danger 
to myself.
 • My spiritual level- my 

relationship with God was deemed to be 
very low, close to non-existent. It was 
true. I had lost all desire to pray and for 
fellowship. 

The facilitator told me there was nothing 
wrong with me, he could not help me. 
Return to God and all shall be well with 
you, he said. I was thrilled that there was 
nothing wrong with me and I was not 
going to be on some happy pill, however 
the feeling that got me there still lingered 
around. 

I believe it was a dark cloud of 
depression that was seeking to engulf 
me but God’s hand kept it at bay. I came 
back to Joburg a week later after I chose 
to stay in the small town of Wilderness 
and live the “hippie” life. I went hiking, 
rowing and for longs walks by the beach. 
I also joined Open Mic night in one of 
the bars and shared a poem. It was all 
a facade I have managed to put up all 
along. Returning to Joburg, the cookie 
crumbled. I remembered the words of my 
facilitator and I began going to church 
every Sunday. I have been sober since 
14/12/2014. It was on the 25/12/2014 
that I promised God that I will take up the 
call on my life to preach the Gospel, that 
I will quit smoking and drinking alcohol 
and I need Him to help me. On the fi rst 

Sunday of January 2015, I responded 
to an altar call at Grace Bible Church in 
Sunninghill and re-dedicated my life to 
Christ. Today I preach the Gospel, I am 
a student of the Word and an author of 
“Pathways to Christian Growth”.  A book 
birthed out of a deep place of one who 
had fallen and risen and fallen again in 
their walk with the Lord. God still looked 
my way and said  I have called you.

The Lord has been gracious to me. His 
word is true. The gifts and callings of 
God are indeed irrevocable. Grab a copy 
of the book and grow in the knowledge 
of God and Christ Jesus.  Be anchored in 
your faith like the cedars of Lebanon.
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      here art, scripture & creativity 
      unite!

      As an artist, art teacher and 
home-school mother of 5, Abba laid it 
on my heart to fi nd a practical way to 
teach scripture and spiritual concepts 
to the next generation. We are fearfully 
and wonderfully made and created to 
discover more of our creative DNA whilst 
renewing our minds and hearts.

Explore fun techniques and imprint 
biblical truths through visual stimulation 
and enjoy Bible journaling with a twist.

You were born for a specifi c purpose, a 
puzzle piece on the earth for a time such 
as this.  Your name is special and written 
in the book of life! You are chosen to 
touch other’s hearts.

Invest in the spiritual development of 
your children and grandchildren with the 
purchase of my new workbook, “Identity 
through Creativity”, that takes you on an 
out-of-the-box, creative and spiritual art 
journey. 

This is a 2-in-1 art & scripture-based 
workbook/curriculum, which offers 54 
user-friendly less ons, which is then 
followed by an activity page to complete 
- these lessons are fun and inspiring 
for all ages. Your purchase also gives 
you unlimited access to the exclusive 
Facebook member’s community where 
we share our pages to inspire and 
support each other.

I invite you to enjoy the art from my 
heart.

Blessings, 

W

Written by: 
Collette van Oudtshoorn
(South Africa)



Why use Lady Rose fragrances?
In our fragrances we use only the best natural ingredients and 
pure essential oils and blend them together. Our fragrances get 
absorbed into the bloodstream through the skin and the pure 
essential oils have a large range of health benefi ts. When using 
our fragrances you do not only enjoy your favourite scent, but you 
are benefi ting your health as well.

Coming Soon! Our fragrances will soon 
be available at a participating Arrie Nel 
Pharmacy near you!
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“

“

The Esthers are taking off their 
sackcloth of fasting and praying, 

the Holy Spirit is doing fi nal 
preparations within them to come 
before the kings of this world - to 

save a nation.

“

“

The Glory 
carriers arising 
will bring about 
the plans of His 

Kingdom and His 
purposes...

 RK OF THE COVENANT - MY 
 GLORY CARRIERS - KEYS OF 
 THE KINGDOM RELEASED 

This is a word burning in my heart that I 
have been carrying for a few months. 

We as a family have been in a season 
of great change and transition and for 
a while, Abba said “drawback, do not 
speak or write just observe” many things 
changed and shifted in our lives and we 
had to move as He directed. Letting go 
of what He wanted us to let go of and 
walk-in obedience without knowing what 
tomorrow may bring, this morning for 
the fi rst time after a few months Abba 
released me to write again and released 
this word. 

In my time of sitting at His feet and 
observing the things going on in the 
world, I realised how important His 
Timing is - Kairos moments. Words 
released and declared in His perfect time 
will be like arrows shot from the bow of 
God - it will hit bulls-eye every time. 

THE WORD ABBA SHARED WITH ME 

There is a positioning taking place and 
Keys of the Kingdom released into the 
hands of those prepared for such a time 
as this. 

THE 2 KINGDOMS ARISING 

I woke up from a dream 2 days ago with 
the time on the clock 12:12 - I heard 
Abba say - the Kingdom of heaven and the 
kingdom of darkness will rise together and 
there will be a war for souls. We know the 
end and the victory belong to God but 
for victory to come the war must take 
place. Devastating events are coming 
on the earth that cannot be stopped; it is 

prophesy being fulfi lled so that the end 
can come. Victory is in the Hands of God. 

Meaning of 12 in Hebrew 

Twelve shtayim are [f.] shnayim asar [m.] 
perfect government, order, organization, 
united, perfect subdivisions of time (12 
hours in day, 12 months in a year, 12 
primary constellations) and of people (12 
tribes of Israel, 12 Disciples/Apostles). 
This demonstrates a holy people serving 
a holy God based on the Creator’s clock 
and calendar. 

The Glory carriers arising will bring 
about the plans of His Kingdom and His 
purposes to bring into fulfi lment what 
is written in the word for such a time as 
this - His Kairos time.

KEYS OF THE KINGDOM RELEASED 

Isaiah 22:22
he key of the house of avid

I will lay on his shoulder;
o he shall o en, and no one shall shut;
nd he shall shut, and no one shall o en.”

The Esthers are taking off their sackcloth 
of fasting and praying, the Holy Spirit 
is doing fi nal preparations within them 
to come before the kings of this world 
- to save a nation. The presence of 
God will go before them and they will 
be the vessels set in place for such a 
time as this. They are receiving keys of 
authority to decree heavens blueprint 
- what they decree will be established 
and manifested on earth. They have 
been given scrolls in the secret place 
fi lled with decrees from the throne room 
concerning the nations of this world. In 
Kairos moments they will be positioned 
before kings and decree God’s word for 
such a time as this. 

Esther 4:16 NKJV
o, gather all the ews who are resent 

in hushan, and fast for me; neither eat 
nor drink for three days, night or day. My 
maids and I will fast likewise. nd so I will 
go to the king, which is against the law; 
and if I erish, I erish ”

Joseph’s name is mentioned in the 
courts of the King - they will be moved 
from prison to the palace in a day - to 
provide for nations in time of great need 
- provision for His Kingdom purposes 
will be released suddenly. The Blueprints 
of heaven will be released with the 
provision and not a cent will go unturned 
or be wasted. It will be allocated exactly 
according to His purposes to manifest 
heavens plan on earth to provide for His 
people in the time of great famine. The 
Josephs arising from prison serve only 
one Master - their hearts belong to their 
Abba Father and mammon has no place 
in them. They have been prepared in their 
prison season to be stewards of great 
wealth to bring into fulfi lment heavens 
blueprint for providing for the people in 
such a time as this. 

Genesis 41:1   

Then it came to pass, at the end of two 
full years, that Pharaoh had a dream; and 
behold, he stood by the river. 

Two years had passed since the chief 
butler had been restored, and Joseph 
was still in prison. 

For these prepared to steward the wealth 
of the Kingdom of heaven in this last 
hour - it felt like Abba has abandoned 
them. They carry great blueprints in their 

A
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“

“

Just like Joseph of old was 
ridiculed for the dreams he had 

-  the dreams and blueprints that 
the modern-day Josephs carry were 
ridicule, and it brought a moment of 

doubt within their hearts...

“

“

And now is the time when they 
will be released like an arrow in a 
bow from the heart of God. They 

will carry His Love and spread 
it across the earth with great 

authority...
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hearts concerning provision but they 
needed great wealth to proceed. Now is 
the time when the keys of His Kingdom 
concerning provision will be released 
into their hands to fulfi l their mission on 
earth. Just like Joseph, they were not 
forgotten by God, they were prepared 
in prison (wilderness) by the Spirit of 
God to be positioned at the right time. 
Just like Joseph of old was ridiculed for 
the dreams he had -  the dreams and 
blueprints that the modern-day Josephs 
carry were ridiculed by their brothers, 
and it brought a moment of doubt within 
their hearts - but now is the time of 
restoration and positioning and fulfi lment 
of their dreams given to them by God.  
They will be positioned by the hand of 
God under His protection for such a time 
as this and the blueprints they carry will 
manifest on earth as in heaven for such 
a time as this. 

Gideon is gathering his army - though it 
may seem that we are outnumbered the 
victory will be in the Hands of God. By 
His might, power, and strength.

Deborah is taking her position to lead 
the bridal army into positions of war and 
reap the souls waiting to be harvested. 

Abba will join all these together - each 
with their own strength but together they 
will fulfi l His plans on earth as in heaven. 

They will all be placed in position 
suddenly by the hand of God, for an 
end-time harvest purpose. They are like 
arrows in the bow of God and they will be 
shot into position suddenly. Bull’s-eye is 
what I hear. Abba does not miss. 

For a moment it felt like they had been 
“pulled” back (like an arrow in a bow) - a 

moment of silence in the secret place 
where they had to go through fi nal 
preparations. They felt like they had 
to give up everything, for a moment, 
everything around them changed, their 
whole lives were turned upside down and 
it seemed like all came to a standstill...
But God was still in control. He was 
the hand behind the bow. He pulled 
them back closer to His heart for a last 
moment of preparation. And now is the 
time when they will be released like an 
arrow in a bow from the heart of God. 
They will carry His Love and spread it 
across the earth with great authority, 
they will move under the shadow of 
His wings - Abba has not revealed His 
strategy of how He will move through 
them but I know it will not be the way it 
used to be. Obedience to His voice will 
lead us into His perfect plan. 

We were in a time of fi nal preparation to 
become the vessels that will carry the 
Glory and presence of heaven on earth. 
Like the Ark of the Covenant. 

The Ark of the Covenant carried the Glory 
and presence of God Almighty. It was 
made of pure gold. 

Zechariah 13:9 NKJV

I will bring the one third through the fi re, 
ill refi ne them as silver is refi ned, nd 

test them as gold is tested. hey will call 
on My name, nd I will answer them. I will 
say, his is My eo le; nd each one will 
say, he  is my od. ”

There is a third coming out of the fi re of 
God that has been tested like gold in His 
presence to become like the ark of the 
covenant on earth - where they move 
the presence of God Almighty will go 
before them and it will surround them. 
The presence of heaven will manifest on 
earth through them as the vessels. They 
will be moved into positions and the 
presence of God will move through them 
and bring the enemy to a fall. 

They will go into places with His 
presence to bring healing salvation and 
deliverance. 

1 Samuel 5
hen the hilistines took the ark of 

od and brought it from bene er to 
shdod.  hen the hilistines took the 

ark of od, they brought it into the house 
of agon a  and set it by agon.  nd 
when the eo le of shdod arose early in 
the morning, there was agon, fallen 
on its face to the earth before the ark of 
the ord. o they took agon and set it 
in its lace again.  nd when they arose 
early the ne t morning, there was agon, 
fallen on its face to the ground before the 
ark of the ord. he head of agon and 
both the alms of its hands were broken 
off on the threshold; only b agon s torso 
was left of it.  herefore neither the 

riests of agon nor any who come into 
agon s house tread on the threshold 
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“

“

...we have been through a season of 
“sackcloth” prayer and fasting and 
a “prison” season, it was not your 

enemy stealing but Abba leading us 
through the valley...

“

“

The 
messenger angels 

are ready and 
waiting on God’s 

command to 
release 

the scrolls...

of agon in shdod to this day.”

Just like the Ark of the Covenant in the 
temple, they will not do anything by 
themselves or in their own strength - 
they will just be the vessel through which 
His presence will move - His power and 
might will slay the enemy through these 
vessels that will carry His glory into 
position. They will be placed in strategic 
places and all they will have to do is 
stand on His Word and obey His voice. 
The Spirit of God will do the rest. 

In the temple just the presence of the 
ark caused Dagon to fall on his face. The 
presence and the glory of God that is 
about to be poured out into the vessels 
that have been prepared like an ark will 
bring destruction to the enemy’s camp 
just by showing up and being placed into 
position by the Hand of God Almighty. 

It is His power and might in and through 
them; no man will receive the honour or 
glory. Like the ark was just a vessel and 
the presence it carried (which could not 
be seen with physical eyes) received 
the glory in the same way we are just 
the vessels that are in a covenant 
relationship with Abba Father - His Glory 
- power, and majesty will flow through us 
as vessels and the world will see through 
us that He is God. 

Just like Esther had to put on a sackcloth 
and Joseph was in prison, we have 
been through a season of “sackcloth” 
prayer and fasting and a “prison” season, 
it was not your enemy stealing but 
Abba leading us through the valley of 
the shadow of death where we had to 
overcome and be prepared for such a 
time as this. A season of dying to self 
so that the fullness of His Spirit can be 

poured into us.

Esther was called not to live in the palace 
and enjoy royalty but to save her people. 

Joseph was moved from prison to the 
palace in a day to make provision for his 
people in a time of famine 

Gideon gathered only 300 and overthrew 
the enemy of thousands.

Deborah was under the palm tree when 
she was called to war. 

Our positions will be shifted in a 
moment. Your current position is not 
your fi nal destination. 

ELIJAH PROPHETS - PURE VOICES 
COMING FROM THE CAVE 

Just like Elijah, some prophets have been 
“tormented” by Jezebel and they ran to 
the caves for a moment. In the caves 
of separation and preparation, Abba 
prepared the Elijah prophets for this fi nal 
hour to overthrow Jezebel and destroy 
the Baal prophets. These Elijah prophets 
arising from the caves will declare the 
Word of God and it will be manifested by 
signs of fi re from heaven. The latter rain 
(outpouring of the Spirit) will accompany 
them. They are the pure prophetic 
voice coming forth from the caves of 
preparation - for a moment Jezebel 
thought she had the victory over them - 
she thought she silenced them but their 
silence was ordered by God - He used 
their cave season to purify their voices to 
decree a thing and it will be established. 
They will destroy and overthrow Jezebel 
and bring deliverance to nations. 
Whatever they bind shall be bound and 
whatever they loose shall be loosed. 

Matthew 18:18
ssuredly, I say to you, whatever you 

bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed 
in heaven.”

The messenger angels are ready and 
waiting on God’s command to release 
the scrolls and blueprints into the hands 
of those prepared for such a time as this. 
It will happen suddenly! 

Arise and shine - the hour has come!

Much love,
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 n the 1st of January 2022 the
 Lord took me in the Spirit with 
 Him to a wide open space 
 and placed me in a river and 
when I looked down a saw the most 
beautiful round pebbles and crystal 
clear water fl owing over my feet. I 
stood there a day and a night, while 
the crystal-clear waters gently washed 
over my feet. Then the waters started to 
seep up from my feet, until it touched 
my heart and it felt as if Life returned 
to me and I could feel alive again. Then 
my Spirit started to lift up like and eagle 
and I saw in the Spirit with laser focus 
the hidden things He wanted to show 
me. 

hen the angel showed me the river of 
the water of ife, flowing with water clear 
as crystal, continuously ouring out from 
the throne of od and of the amb.  he 
river was flowing in the middle of the 
street of the city, and on either side of the 
river was the ree of ife, with its twelve 
kinds of ri e fruit according to each 
month of the year. he leaves of the ree 
of ife are for the healing of the nation s”  
Revelation 22:1,2. 

I want to share with you how the Holy 
Spirit led me through scriptures to 
understand why He took me and placed 
me gently to stand in the crystal river.

Let us start with Psalm 46 – the title is: 
God is our Fortress!

Ps 46:1: or the ure and hining ne, 
by the ro hetic singers a oetic song to 
the melody of idden hings.

od, you re such a safe and owerful lace 
to fi nd refuge  ou re a roven hel  in time 
of trouble more than enough and always 
available whenever I need you.”

Psa 46:2  o we will never fear even 
if every structure of su ort were to 
crumble away. e will not fear even when 
the earth uakes and shakes, moving 
mountains and casting them into the sea.”

Psa 46:3  or the raging roar of stormy 
winds and crashing waves cannot erode 
our faith in you.”

O Selah Pause in His presence

Ps 46:4: od has a constantly flowing 
river whose s arkling streams bring oy 
and delight to his eo le. is river flows 
right through the city of od Most igh, 
into his holy dwelling laces.”

Psa 46:5  od is in the midst of is city, 
secure and never shaken. t daybreak is 
hel  will be seen with the a earing of the 
dawn.”

Psa 46:6  hen the nations are in u roar 
with their tottering kingdoms, od sim ly 
raises is voice and the earth begins to 
disintegrate before im.”

Psa 46:7  ere he comes  he 
ommander  he mighty ord of ngel 
rmies is on our side. he od of acob 

fi ghts for us ”

Selah Pause in His presence

Psa 46:8,9 veryone look  ome and see 
the breathtaking wonders of our od. or 

e brings both ruin and revival. e s the 
one who makes conflicts end throughout 
the earth, breaking and burning every 

wea on of war.”

Psa 46:10  urrender your an iety  e 
silent and sto  your striving and you will 
see that I am od. I am the od above 
all the nations, and I will be e alted 
throughout the whole earth.”

Psa 46:11  ere he stands  he 
ommander  he mighty ord of ngel 
rmies is on our side  he od of acob 

fi ghts for us ”

Selah Pause in His presence

In our intimate relationship with God, 
we have fresh experiences of HIS 
APPEARING. For He is our refuge to 
Whom we flee, and in Whom we will be 
safe. God is our strength, and by His 
grace help is found, a present help, a help 
at hand, one that never is to seek for, but 
that is always near. 

In Latin it says: Si fractus illabatur 
orbis. Impavidum ferient ruinae. Hor 
- If the world, broken, should fall, if the 
world should break and fall, the ruins will 
strike God is still fearless. With thunder 
rend the spheres, beneath the crush of 
worlds undaunted He appears.

We are very aware of how threatening 
the danger is we are living in and what 
is yet to come. Psalm 46 says even if 
the earth will be removed, and thrown 
into the sea, even if the mountains, 
the strongest and fi rmest parts of the 
earth, are to lie buried in the unfathomed 
ocean; even if the sea roars and rages, 
and makes a dreadful noise, and its 
foaming billows insult the shore with 
so much violence as even to shake the 
mountains. And although kingdoms 
and states are in confusion, embroiled 
in wars, tossed with tumults and their 
governments in continual revolution - 
though their powers combine against the 
church and people of God - yet we will 
not fear nor loose our faith in Him.

Those who fear are those who have 
laid up their treasures on earth and set 
their hearts upon it; but not those who 
have laid up for themselves treasures 
in heaven who have Kingdom hearts, 
Kingdom perspectives and Kingdom 
purpose trust in Him. We cannot build 
our faith, hope or peace on a floating 
foundation – we must be fi rmly 
anchored on the unshakable Rock Who 
is higher than us. 

In Psalm 46:4 the Lord promises joy, 
even in the most melancholy and 
sorrowful times. There is a River where 
the streams thereof shall make it glad, 
even  when the waters of the sea of 
humanity roar and threaten it. His pure 
undiluted Truth is the Life in the River, 
His covenant of grace is the life-giving 

“

“

For He is our 
refuge to Whom 
we fl ee, and in 

Whom we will be 
safe. God is our 

strength...
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they shall see the glory of ehovah, the 
ma esty of our od.

Make the weak hands strong, and fi rm u  
the stumbling knees.

ay to those of a hasty heart, e strong  
o not fear  ehold, your od will come 

with vengeance; with the full dealing of 
od, e will come and save you. hen the 

eyes of the blind shall be o ened, and the 
ears of the deaf o ened. hen the lame 
shall lea  like a deer, and the tongue of 
the dumb shall sing. or waters shall 
break out in the wilderness, and streams 
in the desert. nd the mirage shall 
become a ool, and the thirsty land shall 
become s rings of waters, in the home of 
ackals, in its lair, and a lace for the reed 

and rush. nd a highway shall be there, 
and a way, and it shall be called, he ay 
of oliness. he unclean shall not ass 
over it. nd it is for them, the one going 
in the way; yea, fools shall not go astray”
Isaiah 35: 1-8

it was that his and others eyes would 
be opened with illumination of Who the 
Messiah was. He as a prophet directs us 
to Himself also as a priest. Let us also 
go, and wash in the never-ending supply 
of Living waters and never in a stagnant 
man-made pool. 

Even if we have gone to the His 
Living River weak, we came away 
strengthened; if we have gone doubting, 
we came away satisfi ed; we may have 
went with mourning, but came away 
with rejoicing; have gone trembling, but 
come back triumphant; have gone blind 
and come away seeing beyond and 
singing with joy - Isaiah 52:8.

If you drink and saturate yourself from 
is revelation iving aters it will fi ll you 

u  to the brim, and kee  on overflowing. 
e are transformed by the intimate 

encounters we have with im, in our 
face to face times together. ut there the 

 in ma esty will be for me a source of 
broad rivers and streams, where no galley 
with oars can go, where no stately shi  
can sail” Isaiah 33:21

If we live from the revelation of others, it 
is limited and weak… but if we live from 
the fresh supply of the revelation of God, 
we are glory carriers that carry the fresh 
wine, the fresh oil for this season and for 
this time. The deeper we allow His Living 
sustenance to change us from within, 
the greater the change will be to impact 
the world around us.

 he wilderness and dry land shall re oice 
for them; and the desert shall e ult 
and bloom like the crocus. looming, it 
shall bloom and e ult, even with oy and 
singing. ebanon s glory shall be given 
to it, the honour of armel and haron; 

source and by His Spirit He comforts 
and makes the city glad of our God. We 
can only be truly sustained - not with 
observation - but with submersion.  In 
the continual flow there is Life, new fresh 
Living Waters each day…

Though heaven and earth are shaken, 
yet God is in the midst of her, she shall 
not be moved Psalm 46:5. God assured 
us His special personal care, for His love 
is embarked in His Bride, He has set up 
His tabernacle in her and has undertaken 
the protection of it, and therefore she 
shall not be moved. His Bride and Body 
shall survive the world and the gates of 
hell shall not prevail against it. Rivers of 
Living Water - John 7:37-38  hen on 
the most im ortant day of the feast, the 
last day, esus stood and shouted out to 
the crowds  ll you thirsty ones, come to 
Me  ome to Me and drink   elieve in Me 
so that rivers of living water will burst 
out from within you, flowing from your 
innermost being, ust like the cri ture 
says ”

John 9:5-7 s long as I am with you My 
life is the light that ierces the world s 
darkness.” Jesus spat on the ground and 
made some clay with His saliva. Then He 
anointed the blind man’s eyes with the 
clay. And He said to the blind man: Now 
go and wash the clay from your eyes 
in the ritual pool of Siloam. So the man 
went and washed his face and as he 
came back, he could see for the fi rst time 
in his life! 

John 9:7. His instruction was to go and 
wash in the pool of Siloam before all 
he knew. Not that this washing was 
needed to effect the cure; but Christ 
hereby tried his obedience. It was not 
about the cleansing of the water, but 

“

“

Though heaven and earth are 
shaken, yet God is in the midst of 
her, she shall not be moved Psalm 
46:5. God assured us His special 

personal care, for His love is 
embarked in His Bride
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 s a teenager, I am still trying to 
 fi gure myself out.  

I have rollercoaster emotions. I have 
good days, bad weeks, and sometimes 
go through a lot of mind battles.  I have 
learned that it is very important for me 
to be at peace.  I often struggle with 
being too achievement focused, and 
oftentimes I need to apply God’s word 
and principles to fi nd peace again. 

Some time ago, I started feeling quite 
despondent. I would make a resolution 
to start some plan to achieve a certain 
goal of mine after feeling like I was 
unproductive, only to be bombarded with 
the scary thought of:

 “Why…?”

“Why should I do it?”  

“It’s not like what I am doing is really going 
to affect anyone else!  Who cares whether I 
exercise or not?  Why should I eat healthy?  
At the end of my life, none of this will 
matter. One day I will die, and eventually 
there will be no one who remembers me.  
Why even bother trying to do something 
that has no lasting effect?” 

I tried making up reasons to motivate 
myself, such as “It’s good for you”.  At the 
time it all just seemed so useless! None 
of it had any lasting worth. 

I then became more sombre, thinking 
about an even scarier question: 

“What is the point of Life?”

Of course the Holy Spirit saw me 
struggling and helped me out.   I think I 
read it somewhere.

In essence, our life’s purpose is to bring 
God joy.

 I’ve often wondered about the creation 
story in Genesis.  Among all the things 

that God made, He made us. Humans.  

Why…? 

In Genesis 1:26, I read that God made us 
to rule over the earth.

Genesis 1:26:
od said  et s ather, on and oly 
irit  make mankind in ur likeness, and 

let them have com lete authority over 
the fi sh of the sea, the birds of the air, the 
tame  beasts, and over all of the earth, 

and over everything that cree s u on 
the earth.  o od created man in is 
own image, in the image and likeness of 

od e created him, male and female e 
created them.”

 But God is God. He doesn’t need any 
help!

Further on in Genesis 2:19, God brought 
all the animals to Adam.  And whatever 
Adam named them, well…, that was that!  
God is defi nitely creative enough to have 
come up with His own animal names. 
The only explanation I can think of for 
God letting Adam pick their names was 
that He was curious to see what Adam 
would do. I can imagine God, the Master 
Inventor, being curious!  In my mind’s eye 
I can just see the happiness God must 
have experienced, and how interesting 
He must have found it to hear all the 
weird names Adam came up with! 

 I believe God made humans because He 
found joy in us -in the process of making 
us, in watching as we live and grow, even 
while knowing we would make mistakes 
at times.  He fi nds joy in simply sharing 
the journey with us and in being our 
closest friend. 

I personally believe that my life purpose 
is to bring God joy. It resounds in my 
heart. Even though I can’t really “prove it”. 

What purpose could possibly be greater 
than making the Creator of all the 

entirety of existence smile!

I am very grateful that God gifted me 
the best answer, in the most simple 
of terms. It has brought me the most 
purpose and peace, knowing that 
simply put, all I really have to focus on 
in life is to be a blessing to God.  It has 
broadened my understanding of why 
my actions are important too.  My many 
menial daily decisions may have very 
little signifi cance in the huge, industrial 
world of today.  But that doesn’t matter.  
Because it matters to God! 

And as for me…I have found that the 
most joy is found in small things =). And 
that makes every moment of my life 
worth living well! 

“

“

 I believe God made humans 
because He found joy in us - in the 
process of making us, in watching 

as we live and grow...He fi nds joy in 
simply sharing the journey with us 

and in being our closest friend.

“

“

What purpose 
could be greater 
than making the 

Creator of all 
the entirety of 

existence 
smile!

A
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 s I prepared the one morning 
 to spend time with Abba, a 
 feeling of loneliness 
 overwhelmed me. I asked Abba 
that morning in the quite of my room, 
why don’t I fi t in? I closed my eyes and 
had a vision of a puzzle board, and the 
piece that was depicting me could not 
fi t in anywhere. I heard Abba speaking to 
me, my daughter you were not made to 
fi t in. I cried and said but why do I not I fi t 
in, why am I not part of this puzzle and 
then Abba said your made to stand out! 
To shine the glory light of my beautiful 
son Jesus! Abba told me instead of 
trying to fi t in why not show them the 
grace that saved you.

Ephesians 2:8-10 reads for by grace 
are ye saved through faith; and that not 
or yourselves  it is the ift of od  not of 
works, lest any man should boast. or we 
are his workmanshi , created in hrist 

esus unto good works, which od hath 
before ordained that we should walk in 
them.”

Then I realized the days I found myself 
in a constant struggle, with myself, was 
because of the world. I would struggle 
with why the world presses us so much 
to fi t into the box that it calls normal. So 
often I found myself trying to accept 
myself, and then trying to be accepted 
and fi t in with the world’s crowds. I would 
allow the accuser to come in and to 
use my mind to condemn me, instead 
of allowing Jesus to show me how to 
accept myself and to allow Jesus to 
work within me. It was not until recently 
after the covid pandemic forced me to 
refocus and seek God anew and afresh 
in the struggle with making Godly led 
decisions and not forced decision just 
because the entire world screams it. I 

meditated upon the scripture Romans 
12:2 nd be not conformed to this world  
but be ye transformed by the renewing 
of your mind, that ye may rove what is 
that which is good, and acce table, and 

erfect, will of od.”

It had become so evident that this world 
has been so corrupted by the accuser 
and his works within it, that we fi nd 
ourselves constantly allowing him to 
enter our minds and create fears within 
us that should not be, because God’s 
word says in 2 Timothy 1:7 that or od 
hath not given us the s irits of fear; but of 

ower, and of love, and of a sound mind.” 
But instead of allowing Jesus to heal us 
of all this worldly fear and anxiety and 
pressure of performing to be accepted 
we tend to fi nd ourselves fi ghting to fi t in 
by ourselves and thus allowing the devil 
to win. Instead, we need to be remined 
that Jesus is the one that qualifi es us, 
that must lead us in all our ways.

The Holy Spirit moved me to meditate 
on this scripture verse Romans 12:2
multiple times. Then it came to my spirit 
that we can overcome all our insecurities 

and fears by declaring the word of God 
over ourselves, and then only do we not 
conform to the pressure of the world’s 
patterns and doings. I realised that we 
tend sometimes to be overwhelmed 
with the worldly things instead of being 
consumed with the spiritual truths. 
Jesus reminded me again that, I wasn’t 
made to fi t in, not in any way shape or 
form with the world and it’s so called 
ways and requirements, because I was 
made with my own identity in Christ 
and He made me just the way that He 
wants me to be, Psalm 139:14 reads 
I will raise thee; for I am fearfully and 

wonderfully made  marvellous are thy 
works; and that my soul knoweth right 
well.”

The world pulled my attention away 
from the fact that Jesus bought me, He 
made me, He approves of me with all 
my flaws, mistakes and shortcomings. 
Jesus pointed me to this because He 
is showing me that I fell right into the 
trap that the accuser had set and all this 
because my mind got taken off the word 
and what Jesus has done for me. He is 
the centre point of everything and if we 
do not keep ourselves occupied with the 
right stuff, being continually fi lled with 
Abba’s word and hearing Christ centred 
teachings, then that is how we allow the 
devil to enter and take over what our 
mind movies (thoughts) are made up 
of. The world has allowed this and if we 
stand still and not ask ABBA to show us 
and to assist us to build on a relationship 
with Him, the accuser will keep on 
attacking those very pressure points.
If we don’t come to a place of intimate 
relationship with God, knowing that He 
is not wanting anything from us, only to 
be in His presence, we will never come to 
discern and know when it is the enemy 

“

“

I found myself in a constant 
struggle, with myself, because of 
the world. I would struggle with 

why the world presses us so much 
to fi t into the box that it calls 

normal.

A “

“

I realised that we tend 
sometimes to be overwhelmed with 
the worldly things instead of being 
consumed with the spiritual truths. 

Jesus reminded me again that, I 
wasn’t made to fi t...
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blinding and distracting us with all these 
lies of condemnation. It is so subtle 
the way he does it; he uses small little 
things to trigger it and before you know 
it, you are caught up in the web of lies, 
condemnation, self-effort and so on.

I wasn’t made to fi t in or to please others 
or to win their acceptance nor did He 
create me to be pleasing to others or 
this world. I was made in His image to 
please Him. My identity is in Christ not 
the world’s perception of what creation 
should be. I am the righteousness of 
God by Jesus Christ! Jesus says in 
Proverbs 31:10 she is worth far more 
than rubies.”

You see my Father did not make me or 
you to be accepted by this world nor 
the people within it, I was only to be 
accepted by Jesus. You see Jesus did 
not look down onto sinners, the sick, the 
lonely, the ones that were different; in 
fact he reached out to a woman at the 
well who had fi ve husbands and was 
busy with another out of wedlock; and 
she turned others to Jesus by telling 
them of His Grace and love towards 
her, she became an evangelist. This 
woman did not need to do anything to be 
accepted by Jesus, nor did she need to 
be a specifi c way. Jesus stepped in and 
He waited upon her to show her Grace. 
(John 4:4-26) Jesus saved a woman 
caught in adultery, by showing her Grace 
and freeing her from condemnation by 
those who thought they were perfect 
according to the law. (John 8:1-11)
Jesus spent most of his time with 
sinners, the sick, the lonely, those 
who the world would call the strange, 
unacceptable, displeasing etc.

The only one that we need to be 

“

“

Jesus saved a woman caught in 
adultery, by showing her Grace and 

freeing her from condemnation 
by those who thought they were 

perfect according to the law. 
(John 8:1-11)

“

“

I wasn’t made to fi t in or to 
please others or to win their 

acceptance nor did He create me to 
be pleasing to others or this world. 
I was made in His image to please 

Him.

accepted by is Jesus. What I had to learn 
again that morning was of most value 
to me and there are so many who can 
relate with me in similar ways. But also 
know this that, even though we receive 
a revelation it can be stolen from us by 
the accuser and turned against your 
knowledge of the truth, thus it is always 
so important to stay in the word of God 
and to keep on hearing and hearing 
messages fi lled with Jesus Christ. It 
is best to have few friends but who 
are Christ-centred and share in your 
foundation in Jesus, then have many and 
allowing the enemy to step in and tell 
you, you do not fi t in or belong. 

Breakthroughs and changes must not 
be just for the moment it must be a life 
changing, mind blowing, everlasting 
change; and the only way to get to 
permanent breakthroughs is in knowing 
your identity in Christ. I am not made to 
fi t into this world but stand out, because 
my identity is in Christ; and because of 
His fi nished work at the cross, I have 
been given the gift of his Righteousness 
and this qualifi es me above all else.

Because in this season he is preparing 

us for His glory to be shown to the world 
nothing of ourselves can be greater than 
His works, He is preparing us to stand 
out not fi t in because it is not our works, 
efforts or doing, but only through Him, 
so that all will come to see and behold 
Jesus. It is not about us, or the world’s 
perception of what creation ought to be, 
it is all about Jesus and what He did for 
us at the Cross, it is about His fi nished 
work on the cross. So even though we 
may fi nd ourselves failing sometimes 
or fall short know this that only He 
matters, His opinion, His acceptance. I 
pray that every person trapped in their 
minds and by com parison, shall receive 
a revelation of the unconditional love and 
unconditional acceptance you have in 
Jesus Christ. Leviticus 26:9 he ord 
favour s me and makes me fruitful.”
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      hat does it mean to get 
     perspective? Looking back 
     over the past few months or 
     years, one will clearly notice 
that many things in our lives have 
changed, some were forcibly altered out 
of our control and others required us to 
make decisive decisions that may have 
drastically altered our course.

Now the question is, was this good or 
bad? In my view, getting perspective 
would require one to look back over 
the events of the last season of your 
life, account for the events that had 
signifi cant impacts on you personally 
or your family or even community. Once 
you have sought guidance from the Holy 
Spirit, trust Abba Father for the direction 
in which He is steering you into the next 
season of your life, knowing that what 
He has already brought us through was 
by His grace. You will certainly identify 
that He was with you every step of the 
way. Deuteronomy 31:6 “   e strong and 
of good courage, do not fear nor be afraid 
of them; for the   ���� G��, H� is the 
One who goes with you. He will not leave 
you nor forsake you.”

Thus, looking back at the road map 
where each and every pebble was placed 
for us to have footing on should inspire 
you to continue taking those giant steps 
of faith. Those moments where blind 
obedience is required and we don’t 
know what the next step is, or don’t 

EDITOR’S NOTE

Men’s Editor: 
Quinton Chuter
(South Africa)

have a clear picture in our minds as to 
where too and what next.  Know that 
Abba Father is in full control and may be 
testing your character and whether we 
will obey His voice. Are you willing to step 
out and follow the narrow path? Matthew 
7:13-14 nter by the narrow gate; for 
wide is the gate and broad is the way that 
leads to destruction, and there are many 
who go in by it. ecause narrow is the 
gate and diffi cult is the way which leads 
to life, and there are few who fi nd it.”

At times it seems like total darkness 
once you have leaped in faith, this is 
when we need to press in and take hold 
of perspective. Trust me, this is when 
the enemy tries to come in like a flood 
as he knows you are taking up territory 
for the Kingdom of Heaven and walking 
in His perfect will. Isaiah 59:19 (NKJV)
“ o shall they fear he name of the 

ord from the west, nd is glory from 
the rising of the sun; hen the enemy 
comes in like a fl ood, The Spirit of the Lord 
will lift up a standard against him.”

You have made it this far and you will 
continue journeying being seasoned by 
His Spirit to prepare you for there where 
He is positioning you for the Kingdom. 
Don’t lose perspective on the greater 
plan and calling that Abba Father has for 
you and your family. Persevere and hold 
on tight by taking heart of His promises 
until they manifest in the physical in your 
life.

Jesus, my prayer is that You will 

continue guiding us, that we may boldly 
take the next steps required having 
the perspective of heaven and not our 
own carnal minds. Reveal this unto us 
through the Holy Spirit so that we have 
the blueprints with directions to stay on 
track.

Blessings and shalom. 

Amen

W

Men’s Editor: 

for the Kingdom of Heaven and walking 
Isaiah 59:19 (NKJV)

 fl ood, The Spirit of the Lord 

continue journeying being seasoned by 
His Spirit to prepare you for there where 

plan and calling that Abba Father has for 
you and your family. Persevere and hold 
on tight by taking heart of His promises 
until they manifest in the physical in your 
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 f we go to the Word of God in 
Deuteronomy 16:13 (NKJV),

 the Bible says:
 ou shall observe the east of 

abernacles seven days, when you have 
gathered from your threshing floor and 
from your wine ress.”

The past is prologue, and the word 
prologue means an event or action 
leading to another. In other words, you 
must have a past i n order to have a 
future.

Have you ever gone into a movie house in 
the middle of the movie? You don’t know 
what’s going on because you haven’t 
seen the beginning. As we are looking 
forward in the year 2022 to what the 
Lord has in store for us, it is always 
encouraging for us to look back, to see 
how the Lord has brought us through the 
previous year.

Hence the reason for the Feast of 
Tabernacles which takes place in 
Israel every single year, it is one of the 
highlights of my life. I have had the 

Written by: 
Angus & Jill Buchan
(South Africa)

privilege of speaking at the Feast of 
Tabernacles conferences for many 
years, staged by the ICEJ (International 
Christian Embassy Jerusalem). 

It is a national holiday and the Israelis 
build sukkots in their gardens, in 
their flats, the sidewalks next to the 
restaurants and decorate them with 
palm leaves and branches of special 
trees. Then they adorn the inside with 
pomegranates, olives, grapes and fi gs 
and they go in every evening and sit with 
their families and tell them about how 
God has preserved them as a nation, 
starting with the opening of the Red 
Sea and delivering them from slavery in 
Egypt.

You and I need to spend time thanking 
God for what He has done in the past 
and then look forward for what He has 
for us in the future. In Hebrews 13:5 the 
Lord has promised us that He will never 
leave us nor forsake us and even as He has 
brought us through this turbulent year, 
we know that he will not desert us in the 
forthcoming year, which we believe is 

going to be a wonderful year. 

Jesus Bless You,I
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     hen one looks at the state 
     of the church (or rather 
     deeper into the state of the 
     bride of Christ), it is evident 
that there is a disconnect of true 
reverence of the fear of God, where 
believers are passionate about what they 
stand for and will not compromise in any 
way.  Society is just plodding along in all 
directions to fi ll the days of their lives, 
yet without substance and grounding.  
It is so sad to see that those who call 
themselves believers and say they have 
a personal relationship with Yeshua, fall 
into that rut of doubt, unbelief and sin – 

all of which leads to death.

It is time to “be real” with yourself, with 
others around you and especially with 
Abba Father. Take off the masks of 
pretense and unveil your heart to God 
that He may change every part of your 
DNA to conform to His character and 
statutes.  It is easy to lie to one self, 
convincing your own thoughts that the 
level of your faith in Him is ok.  This is 
also possible around fellow colleagues, 
family and friends in Christ around whom 
we pretend to be ok and sound as if we 
are in the Word, yet our heart’s condition 

speaks another language.  Before God 
we can hide absolutely nothing!  He 
knows the thoughts and the intents of 
every living human being, giving to every 
man according to his ways, eremiah 
17:10.  Thus I challenge you, “get real”.  
Who do we think we are fooling?  We are 
making a fool of ourselves before God, 
which in turn will be exposed before 
others when there is no good fruit in our 
lives - by our own choices.

Let’s look deeper into three aspects that 
riddle us, namely doubt, unbelief and sin.  
I have put this in a simple format to bring 

W
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clarity as each have different meanings, 
but if consistently applied, ultimately 
lead to death.

Doubt – (may lead to) – Unbelief – (may 
lead to) - Sin which leads to Death.
What is doubt?  It is the questioning of 
our faith and what we already believe in. 
It is the opposite of faith.
In the book of Genesis chapter 3, when 
satan questioned Eve regarding eating 
the fruit of the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil, she DOUBTED as Adam 
had told her not to eat of the fruit and 
not God directly.  She did not know the 
truth fi rsthand and thus doubted, leading 
her to decide to eat it.  She did not have 
unbelief towards God, but a gap in her 
faithfulness towards the word spoken by 
God.

Likewise, in the book of Luke 1:11-20 
(NKJV), Zachariah was visited by the 
angel Gabriel that told him that Elizabeth 
would have a son, who they shall name 
John and he doubted the possibility of 
this due to their age. 

  hen an angel of the ord a eared 
to him, standing on the right side of the 
altar of incense.   nd when acharias 
saw him, he was troubled, and fear fell 
u on him.   ut the angel said to him, 

o not be afraid, acharias, for your 
rayer is heard; and your wife li abeth 

will bear you a son, and you shall call his 
name ohn.   nd you will have oy and 
gladness, and many will re oice at his 
birth.   or he will be great in the sight of 
the ord, and shall drink neither wine nor 
strong drink. e will also be fi lled with 
the oly irit, even from his mother s 
womb.   nd he will turn many of the 
children of Israel to the ord their od. 

  e will also go before im in the s irit 
and ower of li ah, to turn the hearts 
of the fathers to the children, and the 
disobedient to the wisdom of the ust, 
to make ready a eo le re ared for the 

ord.”   nd acharias said to the angel, 
ow shall I know this  or I am an old 

man, and my wife is well advanced in 
years.”19 nd the angel answered and said 
to him, I am abriel, who stands in the 

resence of od, and was sent to s eak 
to you and bring you a these glad tidings. 

  ut behold, you will be mute and not 
able to s eak until the day these things 
take lace, because you did not believe 
my words which will be fulfi lled in their 
own time.”

In  Mark 9:14-29 (NKJV) the father of 
the son possessed with a deaf and 
dumb spirit presented him to Jesus with 
a measure of doubt in his heart, as the 
disciples were unable to cast out the 
demon. This condition of his son had 
also been a lifelong struggle from the 

child’s birth. In situations like this people 
tend to give up and lose hope. This 
unbelief that the father asks the Lord 
to help him with, is his hopeless doubt, 
and not that he does not believe in Christ 
having the ability to heal and set his son 
free.

  esus said to him, If a  you can believe, 
all things are ossible to him who 
believes.”  Immediately the father of the 
child cried out and said with tears, ord, I 
believe; hel  my unbelief ” 

What is unbelief?  It is the refusal to 
believe in Christ Jesus. It is spiritual 
blindness to the truth of the free gift of 
eternal life through salvation.
In chapter 16 from the book of John 
verses 9 to 11, Jesus is explaining to the 
disciples that He must leave this earth 
in order for the Helper and Comforter to 
come. That being the Holy Spirit Who will 
convict the world of its sin and challenge 
the inhabitants of this earth to stand in 
righteousness and under God’s judgment 
because they do not believe in Him. This 
sin depicted here is that of not believing 
in Jesus Christ the Messiah and that 
He is the Son of God. This is the sin 
that damns people to hell and it is this 
unbelief that will lead to eternal death.
John 16:9-11 (NKJV)  of sin, because 
they do not believe in Me;  of 
righteousness, because I go to My ather 
and you see Me no more;  of udgment, 
because the ruler of this world is udged.

Why does sin lead to death?
Romans 6:23 (NKJV)   or the wages of 
sin is death, but the a gift of od is eternal 
life in hrist esus our ord.

The answer is simple. If we look at the 
word wages, it speaks about our works, 
deeds, actions and efforts. People 
work to earn a wage or a salary. They 
invest to receive a return on investment 
and dividends from the growth in their 
businesses. Similarly, when we put all 
our effort into wilfully committing sin, 
we MUST expect a return for our works. 
This return is death. The pay cheque we 
receive is our due dividend and payment 
for sin, which thus leads to spiritual 
death and if there is no true, heartfelt 
repentance confessed and a 180 degree 
turn away from that sin, will result in our 
eternity without Christ.

How do we get real?
o Repent through 
acknowledgement of your doubt, 
unbelief and sin. Acts3:19
o Constantly having introspection 
of your own heart’s intents and condition. 
Psalm 139:23-24
o Seek Him fi rst and thus 
knowing your position is heavenly 
together with Christ at the right hand of 

the Father. Matthew 6:33 and Ephesians 
2:6
o Let go of the past cycles in your 
life.
o Renew your mind every 
instance it tends to wonder into 
darkness. Rom 12:2
o Don’t listen to the father of 
lies, Beelzebub. If you allow this, you are 
being controlled by this demon spirit. 
Luke 11:15
o ALLOW God to turn your heart 
to His heart as then the hearts of the 
fathers will turn to their children and 
the children to their parents or else, I 
will come and strike the land with total 
destruction. Malachi 4:6
o Just as John leaned on Jesus’ 
chest and David had a heart after God’s 
heart, we must constantly seek a true 
encounter with the resurrected Christ. 
Mark 16:14 the resurrected Christ 
rebuked their unbelief and hardness of 
heart.
Nobody can do this for you, you need 
to make a real decision to get real with 
yourself and turn your faith and heart 
to Christ Jesus and daily strive to live 
a life of righteousness, holiness and 
repentance.

I declare restoration in your heart, mind, 
spirit, man and relationship with Abba 
Father. 
Amen
Blessings and shalom.

Men’s Editor: 
Quinton Chuter
(South Africa)

invest to receive a return on investment 

we MUST expect a return for our works. 
This return is death. The pay cheque we 
receive is our due dividend and payment 

repentance confessed and a 180 degree 
turn away from that sin, will result in our 

Constantly having introspection 
of your own heart’s intents and condition. Men’s Editor: 



 What is the difference between 
 recompense and restitution?
 Recompense is to reward or 
 repay (someone) for something 
done, or given etc. while restitution is 
to restore (something) to its former 
condition. Recompense is to repay. 
According to the bible 7 fold. Proverbs 
6:31 (TPT) ut if he s caught, he still has 
to ay back what he stole sevenfold; his 

unishment and fi ne will cost him greatly.”

Say it is my time to receive now. I receive 
7 fold blessings from God.

When I speak about vengeance it doesn’t 
mean that God is going to destroy 
someone, no, God is going to destroy 
your enemy because of His love for you. 
He is a righteous God and His Word 
is His honour. Recompense is when 
someone has done you harm then God 

will restore that to you. God is The God 
of the sudden. His Word cannot lie. 
Numbers 23:19 (AmpC) od is not 
a man, that e should tell or act a lie, 
neither the son of man, that e should 
feel re entance or com unction for what 

e has romised . as e said and shall 
e not do it  r has e s oken and shall 
e not make it good ”

We have been through some stuff. In 

T
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2021 who of you haven’t been through 
some stuff? Struggles, suffering, pain, 
anxiety, 1000 questions why? Why? Why?
This brought so much devotion among 
the children of God. I believe The Holy 
Spirit is going to step in with a fresh 
move of God suddenly. This move will 
be based on biblical patterns that will 
release biblical power.

Let us look at biblical patterns:

In John 5:1-15 “A man was sitting at 
the ool for  years. a tivated in his 

attern of sickness, o eless, no one to 
hel  him, until esus showed u .  mong 
the many sick eo le lying there was a 
man who had been disabled for thirty
eight years.  hen esus saw him lying 
there, he knew that the man had been 
cri led for a long time. esus said to 
him, o you truly long to be well ”  he 
sick man answered, ir, there s no way I 
can get healed, for I have no one to lower 
me into the water when the angel comes. 

s soon as I try to crawl to the edge of 
the ool, someone else um s in ahead of 
me.”  esus said to him, tand u  ick 
u  your slee ing mat and you will walk ” 9 
Immediately he stood u he was healed  

o he rolled u  his mat and walked again ” 

The man was so disappointed for 38 
years he was robbed of a chance to be 
healed because he was not fi rst. He 
saw how other people got their healing 
year after year. Jesus said to him “Man 
you don’t need a pool. Stand up! Pick up 
your sleeping mat and you will walk!” The 
morning he was still bedridden, but that 
evening he was free. In one day his life 
changed.  

There is something about 38 that 
brings Life. Deuteronomy 2:14 (Amp)

ow thirty eight years assed from 
the time we left adesh barnea until we 
crossed the ered alley, until that entire 
generation of the men of war had died 
from within the cam , ust as the ord 
had sworn to them.” 38 years of travelling 
in the desert. 38 years of waiting on the 
promise of God. How long have you waited 
for your breakthrough? Because of Jesus 
we don’t have to wait for 38 years. When 
Jesus came with His biblical power the 
sick man was instantly healed. Where 
Jesus is - power is released.

I want to decree over you, whom 
have been stuck next to your miracle: 
“Separate yourself from that thing that 
keeps you down in the Name of Jesus 
Christ.” Your miracle is perusing you now 
in Jesus Christ name. Ephesians 2:6 
The Passion Translation  e raised 
us u  with hrist the e alted ne, and 
we ascended with him into the glorious 

erfection and authority of the heavenly 
realm, for we are now co seated as one 
with hrist ”

No pressure or curse has a mandate on 
you anymore!

To be “placed” or “seated” in heaven 
means we have been given the 
perfection and authority to be there.

Say: No demon can touch me!!!!

Hebrews 10:35-36 GOD’S WORD 
Translation  o don t lose your 
confi dence. It will bring you a great 
reward.  ou need endurance so that 
after you have done what od wants 
you to do, you can receive what he has 

romised.”

Be obedient to God’s word Jesus told the 
disciples in Mark 6:45-52 to go over to 
the other side. He will meet them there. 
As they left it was still light. Then the 
storms came. They fought the storms 
the whole night. What went through 
their minds in the storm? What was their 
discussion in the boat? In your storm 
who are you listening to? Will you stay 
positive, or will you lose hope? Whose 
report do you believe?

In Matthew 14:22-33 Peter tells us 
where he asked Jesus to command him 
to walk on the water.  eter shouted 
out, ord, if it s really you, then have me 
oin you on the water ”  ome and oin 

me,” c  esus re lied. o eter ste ed 
out onto the water and began to walk 
toward esus.  ut when he reali ed 
how high the waves were, he became 
frightened and started to sink. ave me, 

ord ” he cried out.  esus immediately 
stretched out his hand and lifted him u  
and said, hat little faith you have  hy 
would you let doubt win ”  nd the very 
moment they both ste ed into the boat, 
the raging wind ceased.” Peter realised 
that wile Jesus was out of the boat the 
storm was still there.  As soon as Jesus 
got into the boat it calmed.

In 2021 you received prophetic word that 
God is about to step into your life. Invite 
Jesus to take over. When you are with 
Jesus in the storm it does not change. 
The storm will still be there, Your boat 
and loved ones will still feel the pressure, 
But when Jesus steps into your boat 
everything changes. The storm will 
cease.

I am prophesying over you: God says 
now I will recompense you. You are 
mine. Don’t hold back. The enemy is My 
problem. You are My children. You are 
My body says Jesus. It is time to step 
into what I have called you for. You have 
been through so much. My mercy and 
compassion will surround you.  My word 
will never fail over you. His banner over 
you is LOVE.
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“ “

Separate yourself 
from that thing 
that keeps you 

down in the 
Name of Jesus 

Christ.
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 n the previous issue we started 
 to discuss the different 
 characteristics of a Kingdom 
 steward’s mindset:

1. Tapping into the mind of Christ.
2. Renewed and transformed mindset.
3. Heavenly-infl uenced mindset.

Let us continue to explore the 
characteristics that Kingdom stewards 
need to cultivate in order to be able to 
steward what God entrusted them with.

4. Multiple-resource thinking.

Kingdom stewards need to possess the 
ability to manage multiple resources, 
multiple streams of wealth generations, 
multiple projects and multiple 
expressions of Kingdom blueprints.  
All of these aspects have to come 
together within a Kingdom portfolio of 
management responsibility as it deals 
with people, resources, platforms and 
desired outcomes that will advance 
Kingdom progression and expansion.  
There is a wealth of interest and intrigue 
in the network of Kingdom stewards and 
it demands thinking patterns that will stir 
the imagination and fascination of those 
who participate in it.

Matthew 25:16, 21 (New International 
Version)
“   he man who had received fi ve bags of 
gold went at once and ut his money to 
work and gained fi ve bags more.    is 
master re lied, ell done, good and 
faithful servant  ou have been faithful 
with a few things; I will ut you in charge 
of many things. ome and share your 
master s ha iness ”

5. People-compassion thinking.

God’s heart is always moved when it 
comes to people,  especially people in 
need of love, acceptance, resources, 
healing, salvation and all the other 
riches that Heaven has available for the 
earth.  Jesus’s motivation and purpose 
for coming to earth was His love for 
humanity and He gave his life for this.  
His love compelled Him to come.  In that 
sense Jesus, stewarded His mission and 
purpose to the earth with the greatest 
amount of responsibility, wisdom and 
compassion.  His Father was honoured 
and glorifi ed by the stewardship 
manifestation of His Son.

Matthew 9:36-38 (King James Version)
“   ut when he saw the multitudes, he 
was moved with com assion on them, 
because they fainted, and were scattered 
abroad, as shee  having no she herd. 

  hen saith he unto his disci les, 
he harvest truly is lenteous, but the 

labourers are few;   ray ye therefore the 
ord of the harvest, that he will send forth 

labourers into his harvest.”

Compassion – Greek SPLAGCHNIZOMAI 
means: “to be moved as to one’s bowels, 
hence to be moved with compassion (for 
the bowels were thought to be the seat of 
love and pity).” (Thayer defi nition)

6. Mature and responsible mindset.

Working with God’s Heavenly resources 
and riches requires a mature and 
responsible mindset.  Kingdom stewards 
should glorify and honour their Lord with 
the way they handle His business.  There 
is no place for irresponsible managing 
and selfi sh enriching of the multitude 
of resources that will pass through the 
hands of God’s stewards.  A mature and 

responsible mindset should be cultivated 
before the much more arrives.  I have 
seen how people change their minds the 
moment the wealth and abundance fi ll 
their storerooms.  Their character has 
not been developed to be able to handle 
the abundance in a responsible manner. 
The principle of Kingdom systematic 
release requires a mature character and 
renewed mindset fi rst before the full 
release of abundance comes.  To put it in 
another way: character is the container 
(vehicle) that keeps the gift (abundance 
resources) from being wasted.

Deuteronomy 8:5-7, 9-10 (Amplifi ed)
“5 Know also in your minds and  hearts
that, as a man disciplines and instructs 
his son, so the ord your od disci lines
and instructs you. 6 So you shall kee  the 
commandments of the Lord your God, to 
walk in is ways and reverently  fear Him. 
7 For the Lord your God is bringing you 
into a good land ;  A land in which you 
shall eat food without shortage and lack 
nothing in it ;  When you have eaten and 
are full, then you shall bless the Lord your 
God for all the good land which He has 
given you.”

7. Wise solution-orientated and
strategizing.

Wisdom and competent strategizing 
underline the importance of a Kingdom 
steward’s mindset to think of solutions.  
In the parable of the shrewd manager 
whom Jesus commended, his ability to 
turn a potentially destructive event into 
a door of opportunity was paramount.  
Wise stewards have the capacity to 
think-upward-and-forward and apply 
Heaven’s solutions to earth’s challenges.  
They are pro-active in their approach, 
can see in the spirit what is coming and 
prepare accordingly for a productive and 
profi table outcome.

Luke 16:3-4 (King James Version)
“   hen the steward said within himself, 

hat shall I do  or my lord taketh away 
from me the stewardshi  I cannot dig; 
to beg I am ashamed.  I am resolved 
what to do, that, when I am ut out of the 
stewardshi , they may receive me into 
their houses.”

From Thought to Action.

Best-selling author, Dr Myles Munroe, 
wrote something about a Kingdom 
steward’s mindset that’s worth looking 

I

“

“

Working with God’s Heavenly 
resources and riches requires a 

mature and responsible mindset.  
Kingdom stewards should glorify 

and honour their Lord with the way 
they handle His business. 



into.  God conceived in His mind what He 
wanted before He spoke it into existence.  
His creative mind fathomed the 
awesome creation before it was there.  In 
his book “Understanding Your Potential” Dr 
Myles said the following:

 thought is a silent word, so a word is an 
e osed thought.  verything in life starts 
in the thought form  it s a thought fi rst.  

fter it s said, it is no longer a thought.  It 
becomes a word.  he ne t ste  is an idea.  

n idea is the conce t of the thought 
 it has moved into a reality.  Ideas are 
otentials.  he third level of o eration 

is what I call imagination.  Imagination 
changes ad idea into a lan.  If you have 
an idea it can come and go.  ou have 
many ideas in a day.  hesians  
challenges us to believe od is able and 
willing to do e ceeding abundantly far 
beyond all we can think or imagine.”  e 
dares us to use our imaginations.  If you 
want to be successful in life, take your 
ideas and turn them into imagination; 
then take imagination and du licate it 

hysically.  ut it down.  et it become a 
lan of action.

ollowers, reamers, isionaries, and 
Missionaries

Many eo le never get beyond the idea 
stage.  hat s sad.  hey are usually 
followers.  he eo le who get to the 
imagination stage often talk a lot but 
they do nothing.  hey are dreamers.  

ut when a man or woman takes his 
imagination and uts it on a er, you are 
looking at a visionary who is becoming a 
missionary.  isionaries see great things 
in their minds.  Many visionaries are in 
the graveyard.  hey had visions, but their 
visions never made it to a mission.  hen 
a visionary becomes a missionary, you 
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have a man or woman who is going to 
change the world.

nderstanding our otential, age 
”

God’s Ways and Thoughts.

We would do great when we realise that 
God is perfect in His thinking and the 
working out of His plans and thoughts.  
God always knows best in the what, the 
why, the when and the how.  He knows 
what He has prepared for us and waits 
for us to discover it and take upon 
ourselves the responsibility to steward 
what He has created and assigned to us.

1 Corinthians 2:9-11 (Amplifi ed)
“   ut, on the contrary, as the cri ture 
says, hat eye has not seen and ear has 
not heard and has not entered into the 
heart of man, all that  od has re ared 
made and kee s ready  for those who 

love im ;    et to us od has unveiled 
and revealed them by and through is 

irit, for the oly  irit searches 
diligently, e loring and e amining 
everything...;    or what erson erceives 
knows and understands  what asses 

through a man s thoughts e ce t the 
man s own s irit within him   ust so 
no one discerns comes to know and 
com rehend  the thoughts of od e ce t 
the irit of od.”

In our journey with God and 
understanding His ways and thoughts, 
our heart’s cry and desire is to know 
Him more, become more intimately 
acquainted with Him as to be able to 
steward when His Word is released over 
us: 

Isaiah 55:8-9 (Amplifi ed)
“   or My thoughts are not your thoughts, 

neither are your ways My ways, says the 
ord.   or as the heavens are higher than 

the earth, so are My ways higher than 
your ways and My thoughts than your 
thoughts.”

We have to make up our minds now to 
be exemplary Kingdom stewards.  Too 
many “called ones” still hold back and 
have not yet embraced what God is 
calling them to do.  Many believers are 
complacent.  If we could just see for a 
brief moment beyond the veil of what 
God wants to entrust to us now, in this 
Kingdom age on earth, we would jump 
at the invitation and do everything in our 
power to change our perceptions and 
paradigms.  Maybe our way of thinking 
is the stumbling block in the way of 
Kingdom progression.  Maybe it’s also 
a spirit of apathy withholding us from 
becoming involved in God’s works on 
earth.

God is waiting for us to exchange our 
carnal way of thinking for the mindset of 
a Kingdom steward.  It’s not too late, but 
time is running out … 

“

“

If we could just see for a brief 
moment beyond the veil of what God 

wants to entrust to us now ... we 
would jump at the invitation and do 
everything in our power to change 
our perceptions and paradigms.

Written by:
Dr. Mark Loretz, Doctorate (Leadership); 
PhD (Ministry)
Business Transformation Coach / 
Mentor  -  Casting Kingdom (Pty) Ltd
(South Africa)



We are a solutions driven company that engages with our clients to provide the best practical options 
to convert, or with additions, create new or hybrid systems that are affordable and specifi c to your 

needs.  We specialise in turnkey projects from the start of the foundation of civil construction through 
to the end product of a building construction development, fully engineered with off the grid lifestyle 

options. Our services are available country wide! (T’s & C’s Apply).

Current Specials Running!
 Solar geyser conversions from R 14 999 •

 10kW  15kW solar systems and installations 

• Civil & building construction
 Project management
 Property development
 Solar  gas solutions and installations
 Water purifi cation systems and installations

• Rain harvesting solutions and installations

 IT solutions and installations
• High-tech security solutions and installations
 Farming  agricultural solutions
 Solar  borehole pump systems and installations

• Architectural & interior design services
• Landscaping design and installations

 10kW  15kW solar systems and installations  10kW  15kW solar systems and installations  10kW  15kW solar systems and installations 

About Us

Our Services

Quinton Chuter
082 826 5400

quinton@earthwisesolution.co.za

Rudi Janssen
083 629 1287

rudi@earthwisesolution.co.za

Call or WhatsApp us for a FREE quote today! 082 826 5400
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“

“

She quoted 1 Thessalonians 4:3 
“For this is the will of God, your 
sanctifi cation; that is, that you 

abstain from sexual immorality.” I 
said to myself, “now, that is my 

wife.” 

“

“

On the 28th December 2021, we 
celebrated our eighth wedding 

anniversary. It is of boundless joy 
for parents to live together and 

see their children grow up.

 t was January 2004 when I 
 was studying alone in a 
 classroom after our 
 schoolteachers went on a 
teaching strike; we heard three girls 
from outside the classroom discussing 
their relationships. One voice was 
encouraging cheating and having 
multiple boyfriends. Then came the 
second voice, extraordinarily strong 
and against the idea of cheating 
and having sex before marriage. She 
quoted 1 Thessalonians 4:3 “For	this	is	
the	will	of	God,	your	sanctifi	cation;	that	is,	
that	you	abstain	from	sexual	immorality.” I 
said to myself, “now, that is my wife.” 

I walked out of the classroom to 
see the person behind that voice. I 
found a beautiful young girl slim of 
medium stature; she looked straight 
into my eyes before they walked away. 

A week passed; schools were then 
closed due to strikes, so I didn’t see 
her again for a week and some days. 
I was new in their classroom; I did 
not have any friends or know anyone. 
It was Monday morning a week after 
school resumed when I saw her 
walking in just before our new class 
teacher. I was so happy that we were 
in the same class and that she was 
back at school. 

I found time to know her during our 
school break times. Her name was 
Daisy, though she did not seem so 
friendly at first, we became friends 
anyway. I asked her if we could go on a 
date on Valentine’s Day, she accepted 
but with conditions to only meet for an 
hour and at 10:00 AM. I was so excited 

about it, so we met at a restaurant on 
Saturday, February 14th, 2004, and that 
is where it all began. 

She asked me a question, “what do you 
want from me?” and I said, “I want you 
for the rest of my life” she said, “I do 
not believe that but only time will tell, so 
let us give it a try.” We made it official 
about a month in and were serious 
from the get-go. I never had to stress 
about saying “I love you” for the first 
time, because we were already saying 
it to each other before we officially 
coupled up. Somewhere along the 
line, the meaning behind those words 
changed for the better, though neither 
of us can truly pinpoint when. Being 
with my wife was seamless from day 
one. She is everything I am not, yet 
need. Even when we are apart, I feel our 
connection running through my veins. 

It is an extraordinary thing to meet 
your soulmate at such a youthful 
age. We were able to listen to each 
other’s teenage hopes and dreams 
and help one another achieve them 
as adults. We were able to fantasize 

about seeing various parts of the 
world, and then explore them for the 
first time together. We were able to 
nurture each other in the word of 
our Lord Jesus Christ. Christ was 
our foundation. I was a scripture 
union school leader until we both 
matriculated in 2005. 

Years passed as we both went to 
different colleges, but we kept seeing 
each other though not as often as 
before. There were break ups and 
make ups until we finally both decided 
to get married. On 28th December 
2013, we tied the knot and God 
blessed us with three boys and today 
we are believing God for a fourth child. 
We are believing God for a girl, and 
we have named her Shekinah. 

On the 28th December 2021, we 
celebrated our eighth wedding 
anniversary. It is of boundless joy for 
parents to live together and see their 
children grow up. I used to tell my wife 
that I did not want to marry her until I 
knew everything about her. But that is 
a lie; every day is a classroom to learn 
about your spouse, you must just make it 
your most favourite subject. The Apostle 
Paul made it clear that “those	who	marry	
will	have	worldly	troubles”	(1 Corinthians 
7:28). Rough patches are part of every 
couple’s journey together, but turbulence 
is not a reason to jump out of the plane. 

It might seem counterintuitive, but 
your marriage needs a bit of conflict to 
flourish. Healthy conflict is the doorway 
into the deepest levels of intimacy and 
connection in your relationship. You 
have the opportunity to use conflict — 
those times when you’re hurt, annoyed, 

I
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Written by: 
Pastor Ethan Kafwani
Youth Pastor at Bread of Life 
Church Midrand
(South Africa)

“

“

Many couples tend to equate a 
low level of confl ict to happiness 
and believe the claim “we never 
fi ght” is a sign of marital health. 

But we grow in our relationships by 
reconciling our differences

“

“

Daisy and I are youth and young 
adult’s ministry leaders at Bread of 
Life Church Midrand. God’s sight, 
sexual sins are extremely serious. 
They defi le the sacred power God 

has given us to create life. 

frustrated, wounded, confused, angry 
and discouraged with each other — to 
grow closer together. If there is one 
lesson, I have learned from my years of 
marriage, and now counselling, is that 
lasting marriages results from a couple’s 
ability to resolve the conflicts that are 
inevitable in any relationship. 

Many couples tend to equate a low level 
of conflict to happiness and believe the 
claim “we never fi ght” is a sign of marital 
health. But we grow in our relationships 
by reconciling our differences, which is 
how we become more loving people and 
truly experience the fruits of marriage.
No one is an expert in marriage 
counselling because every marriage 
comes with its own challenges. I decided 
to take a course about marriages, so I 
went for Premarital/First Five years of 
Marriage Counselling Course. 

It is a Christian Counselling Course, 
so it has not only helped us build 
our marriage but for others too. We 
have come to know that without 
the fruits of the Spirit according to 
Galatians 5:22-23 NKJV.   ut the 
fruit of the irit is love, oy, eace, 

,ss, goodness, faithfulness,  gentleness, 
self control.  gainst such there is no 
law. Marriages die. hough marriage 
challenges may differ, these fruits are 
the only cure, and I can assure you that. 

tudying the word of od daily has also 
hel ed us kee  our vows, ill death do us 

art.” hesians    32 nd be kind 
to one another, tender hearted, forgiving 
one another, even as od in hrist forgave 
you.”

Meaning: Build a compassionate and 
loving relationship. Forgive each other. 
God so loved you that he sent His Son 
Christ as a sacrifi ce for you. 

To this day, I accept everything about 
my life partner. The parts of her I have 
already met, and the parts that I — and 
even she — does not know are still to 
come. I hope we keep learning about 
each other forever. With Christ being the 
centre of our marriage, it is till death do 
us part. And that is my prayer for every 
couple reading this article. 

Daisy and I are youth and young adult’s 
ministry leaders at Bread of Life Church 
Midrand. We believe and teach that In 

God’s sight, sexual sins are extremely 
serious. They defi le the sacred power 
God has given us to create life. When you 
are sexually pure, you prepare yourself 
to build a strong marriage and to bring 
children into the world as part of an 
eternal and loving family. You protect 
yourself from the spiritual and emotional 
damage that comes from sharing sexual 
intimacy outside of marriage. You also 
protect yourself from harmful diseases. 

Remaining pure helps you to be 
confi dent and genuinely happy and 
improves your ability to make good 
decisions now and in the future.

May God bless your marriage!

In Christ Amen,  
Pastor. Ethan Kafwani
Youth Pastor at Bread of Life Church 
Midrand



APOSTOLIC AND 
PROPHETIC MINISTRY
Ephesians 2:6 (Amplifi ed)
And He raised us up together with Him [when we believed] and seated us with Him in the heavenly places, 
[because we are] in Christ Jesus.

Quinton and Linda Chuter are the founders of Barach Tamid International Ministries, which was established in February 2015 in 
Hartbeespoort (a town in the North West province of South Africa, approximately 60 km outside Johannesburg).  Quinton and Linda’s 
relationship with Jesus Christ began in 2000.  Together they have been actively involved in ministry since then, throughout Africa and 
other countries worldwide.  They were trained and ordained as pastors under the guidance of Tamid International Ministries.

The name Barach Tamid is Hebrew and was given to Linda in two separate visions.  In the Hebrew language, barach means “to bless” 
and tamid means “never ending or ceasing” or “without stopping”.  These words are divinely signifi cant to the scripture:  
Genesis 12-1-3 (on which this ministry is anchored), “…and in you ALL the nations of the earth shall be blessed”.

Barach Tamid International Ministry is an apostolic and prophetic ministry.  Quinton operates under the apostolic mantle and 
Linda under the prophetic mantle, with a teaching anointing.  Together they minister as a unit under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.  
Recently they have started a training course, Purifi ed Seven Times Over (written by Linda) wherein they teach and equip the Body of 
Christ to live a life of holiness in and through Christ, and to operate out of a position where the members of the Body of Christ are 
seated with Christ in heavenly places.  In this course they teach the Body to take up their rightful position and authority in Christ.

The heart of their ministry is to equip and restore the Body of Christ, and to rebuild the Church on the truthful foundation of the Word 
of God.  They have a passion to see families restored by teaching them to function as a unit according to the Word of God, and as a 
result of that, to impact the world as a unit for the Kingdom of God and raise up a new generation of leaders.

Lady Rose Women’s Ministry functions under the umbrella of Barach Tamid and their purpose is to bring healing and restoration in the 
hearts of women by helping them to fi nd their identity and purpose in Christ.  

Contact: quinton@barachtamid.co.za    |    Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za
and visit our websites Barachtamid.co.za  |  www.Ladyrose.co.za

    

    

New edition - available 1 March 2022
To order your copy contact us today! Limited stock available.

Order online at our website - www.Ladyrose.co.za; or e-mail us at - Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za; or 
phone us on - 010 593 2753.
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Have a look at our magazine subscription options
on our website at www.ladyrose.co.za
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Genesis 28:3-4
May God Almighty bless you, 
And make you fruitful and multiply you,
That you may be an assembly of peoples;
And give you the blessing of Abraham,
To you and your descendants with you ...
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Issue #23

We are looking for passionate women to become part of our Lady Rose business and family.  Earn 
your own income while working from home.  As the owner of Lady Rose, my heart is to raise up 
and train business women according to the scripture in Proverbs.
Proverbs 31:16 (Amplified Bible): “She considers a field before she buys or accepts it [expanding 
her business prudently]; with her profits she plants fruitful vines in her vineyard.”

I believe that there is a business woman inside every woman.  The Proverbs 31 woman is a 
virtuous woman and capable of many things.  She loves Jesus most of all, but she is also a wife to 
her husband, a mother to her children, and a business woman.  According to the Word of God, in 
this description of a woman, God placed all these qualities inside of us.  By selling our Lady Rose 
health and beauty products, that I have carefully developed over the last few years, you can earn 
your own income and spread the Word of God.  If you are interested in joining our Lady Rose 
family and would like to find out more, please contact our head office on 010 593 2753 or send an 
e-mail to Lradmin@ladyrose.co.za.

Many blessings,
Linda Chuter - Lady Rose CEO & Founder 

Spread
the Word

of God

Earn
your own
income

Natural
health
range

Award
winning
Beauty

Products

Agent total sales per month (inclusive of VAT) 

Agent total sales per month (inclusive of VAT) 

Agent total sales per month (inclusive of VAT) 

Agent total sales per month (inclusive of VAT) 

Agent total sales per month (inclusive of VAT) 

Total monthly sales that Lady Rose invoices the agent for
(This �gure is inclusive of VAT)

CREDIT BONUS TO AGENT
(Inclusive of VAT)

Business Owner Bonus

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
* All bonuses will be loaded as credit onto the agent’s account.
* All credit on the account is only valid for 1 month.
* Any order to the value of R 1 500.00 (incl. of VAT) or more, will be couriered for FREE anywhere   
   in South Africa.
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